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FOREWORD

(1) The Warren Commission concluded that Lee Harvey Oswald
acted alone in the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, that
he was not tied to any intelligence agency, and that none of his
associates were tied to the assassination . Nevertheless, speculation
continued to center about one of Oswald's associations : George de
Mohrenschildt and de Mohrenschildt's background . The Warren Com-
mission concluded about de -Mohrenschildt

The Commission's investigation has developed no signs of
subversive or disloyal conduct on the part of either of the
de Mohrenschildts. Neither the FBI, CIA, nor any other wit-
ness contacted by the Commission has provided any informa-
tion linking the, de Mohrenschildts to subversive or extremist
organizations. Nor has there been any evidence linking them
in any way with the assassination of President Kennedy. (1)

(2) Despite this disclaimer of any subversive or disloyal activity
on the part of de Mohrenschildt by the Warren Commission, de
Dfohrenschildt was rumored to have had ties with the intelligence
communities of several countries . Indeed de Mohrenschildt himself
admitted some involvement with French intelligence, but his ac-
tual role with them was never fully disclosed, and he emphatically
denied any other intelligence associations . He explained his travels to
Haiti with the cooperation of the Haitian Government as innocuous
business deals with no political overtones .
(3) Speculation also continued about Oswald's relationship to de
Afohrenschildt because of the contrast between the backgrounds of the
two men. De Mohrenschildt was described as sophisticated and well
educated, moving easily in the social and professional circles of oil-
men and the so-called "White Russian" community, many of whom
were avowed riglltwingers . Oswald's "lowly" background did not
include much education or influence, and he was in fact shunned by
the same Dallas Russian community that embraced de Mohrenschildt .
(4) The committee undertook to probe more into the background
and associations of de Dlohrenschildt to determine if more light could
be shed to either explain the relationship between Oswald and de
Mohrenschildt or to determine if any new information contradicts
that which was available to the Warren Commission . This probeseemed justified in view of the controversy that continues to surroundthe relationship, and the additional speculation that was caused by
the apparent suicide of de Dlohrenschildt in 1977 on the day he was
contacted by both an investigator from the committee and a writer
about Oswald.

I . DE MOHRENSCIIILDT's BACKOROIIND

(5)

	

De Mohrenschildt testified extensively before the Warren Com-mission about. his childhood in Russia and Poland and his family . He
( 4 9)
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wasborn on April 17,1911, in Mozyr in Czarist Russia .(2) . His father,
Sergius Alexander yon Mohrenschildt, was a "marshal of nobility"
in Minsk Province, and he served as director of the Nobel interests
in Russia. (03) His mother, Alexandra Zopalsky, was of Russian,
Polish, and Hungariandescent. (4) .
(6) De Mohrenschildt's family had long had ties to the United
States. A descendant of the de Mohrenschildt family, Baron Hilien-
felt, who was a Baltic Swede, fought in the American Army of Inde-
pendence, according to de Mohrenschildt. (5) An uncle, Ferdinand
de Mohrenschildt, was First Secretary of the last Russian Embassy
in Washington under the Czarist government . (6) De Mohrenschildt's
brother, Dimitri von Mohrenschildt, emigrated to the United States
and became a professor at Dartmouth University . (7)
(7)

	

De Mohrenschildt's father was jailed by the Communist regime
in 1920 for criticizing the Communist Government. (8) Friends of the
government intervened to secure his release . (9) He was jailed again
in 1921 and was banished to Siberia (10) for life. De Mohrenschildt
explained that sentence was imposed when his father maintained that
the kind of government he favored for the Russian people was a con-
stitutional monarchy. (11)
(8)

	

Sergius von Mohrenschildt escaped with his family to Poland;
de Mohrenschildt's mother died soon after from typhoid fever which
she had contracted during the escape . (1°2) While living in Poland
the elder de Mohrenschildt successfully fought to regain an estate he
hadheld in Russia near the Polish border . (13) It was money from that
estate that George de Mohrenschildt brought to the United States
in 1938 when he started his first business interest . (14) The size of the
estate at that time was estimated at approximately $10.000.(16)
(9)

	

De Mohrenschildt testified that his brother Dimitri remained
a "ferocious anti-Communist."(16) He served in the Czarist Russian
Imperial Navy. (17) After the Russian revolution, Dimitri von Moh-
renschildt joined anti-Communist groups and was jailed by the Com-
munists and sentenced to death. (18) He was released from jail in a
prisoner exchange with the help of a Polish Catholic bishop . (19)
Dimitri von Mohrenschildt emigrated to the United States in August
1920 . (,20)

IT . ALLEGATIONS Or DE DToimFNscHmDT NAZI ACTIVITY

(10) On October 8, 1942 the U.S. Department of State placed a
"refusal" or "lookout" in de Mohrenschildt's passport office file . (21)
The committee was informed by the State Department that the effect
of such a "lookout" would be that when the person applied for any
type of passport action the file would be reviewed to determine if the
person posed a security threat or had made false statements upon
entering- the United States . (°22)
(11) The reason given for the lookout in de Mohrenschildt's file
was : "Alleged to be Nazi agent. Refer any application to Fraud Sec-
tion." (33) The file was cross-referenced to the file of Lilia P.
Larin. (°2.1)
(12)

	

De Mohrenschildt entered the United States in 1938.(2.5) Ac-
cording to his Warren Commission t?stimony_ in 1942 de Mohren-
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schildt met and fell in love with Lilia Larin, a Mexican citizen, and
they traveled to Mexico together . (26) They stopped at a beach in
Corpus Christi. Tex., enroute to Mexico and were then confronted by
American Government agents, whom de Mohrenschildt thought might
have been FBI agents . (27) The agents accused de Mohrenschildt of
being a German Nazi spy. (28) Their car was searched but they were
then allowed to continue on their way into Mexico. (29)
(13) After de Mohrenschildt lived m Mexico for several months,
the Mexican Government informed him that he was a persona non
grata in Mexico and ordered him to leave the country. (30) De Mohren-
schildt speculated that the expulsion was prompted by General Maxino
Camacho of the Mexican Army, who was jealous of de Kohren-
schildt's relationship with Lilia Larin. (31)
(14) De Mohrensehildt's passport file also contained a document
dated January 23, 1943, that referred to the censorship of mail of Lilia
Larin. According to that document, a letter by Larin to the Mexican
Government was intercepted : in that letter, Larin was seeking to
intercede on de Mohrensehildt's behalf in getting permission for him
to enter Mexico . (32)
(15) When de Mohrenschildt applied for a U.S . passport in Jan-
uary 1957, his application contained a pencilled notation referring to
the earlier lookout in his file . (33) Nevertheless, the application was
approved and de Mohrensehildt's passport was issued on January 23,
1957.(34) A similar notation was made on de Mohrensehildt's applica-
tion in March 1960 when he applied for a passport renewal. (35) The
refusal was similarly disregarded at that time, and he continued to
receive passport renewals. (36) There was no further reference in de
Mohrensehildt's State Department file about the original allegation or
the determinations to later disregard the refusal.
(16) The Warren Commission also questioned de Mohrenschildt
about the background of his cousin, Baron Maydell, and the allega-
tions that Maydell may have had connections with the Nazis. De
Mohrenschildt described Maydell as a White Russian who was op-
posed to communism and thought he could get the return of his Rus-
sian estate through intervention of the Germans. (37) In de 'Mohren-
schildt's opinion, it was Maydell's German sympathies that created'
controversy and speculation that he was a German spy. (38)
(17) In 1941 de Mohrenschildt began work with Mavdell's com-
pany, Film Facts, Inc., in New York. (39) De Mohrenschildt said he
saw the work as an opportunity to learn something about making docu-
mentary movies . (40) With Maydell he made a documentarv about the
resistance movement in Poland and solicited the sponsorship of the
Polish Consulate . (41) De Mohrenschildt said the movie was also used
to benefit Polish refugees . (12)
(18)

	

De Mohrensehildt's Central Intelligence Agency file contains a
memo dated July 30, 1942 . that referred to some type of film enterprise .
The memo is written by Ensivn Horrigan and directed to Commander
Vanderbilt of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) . In the memo
Ilorrinan states that de. Mohrenschildt said he was representinm an
Irish film company that had taken pictures during the Spanish Civil
War. (!3) Horrigan wrote de Mohrensehildt's uncle's apartment was
raided and that many films of a pro-Nazi nature were discovered which
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were intended to show the force and effectiveness of the German
Army. (Iy4)

III . KNOWLEDGE OF OSWALD'S POSSESSION OF THE RIFLE

(19) George de Mohrenschildt testified before the Warren Com-
mission that one evening when he and his wife visited the Oswalds at
their Neely Street address in Dallas, Marina Oswald exclaimed that
Oswald had bought a gun and showed the gun to Jeanne de Mohren-
schildt. (1,5) De Mohrenschildt testified that this took place around
Easter in the spring of 1963 and that the occasion of the visit was to
take an Easter present or toy to the Oswald's daughter. (.¢6)
(20) In his testimony de Mohrenschildt related that during that
visit he and Oswald stood talking in the front room. (47) Marina Os-
wald opened a closet door to show the gun to Jeanne, and Jeanne in
turn called out to George who wasin the next room that Leehad a gun.
(48) De Mohrenschildt said he did not look at the gun, but that Marina
said Oswald used it for target shooting and that it had a telescopic
sight. (49)
(21) De Mohrenschildt said he then asked Oswald "jokingly" if
Oswald had taken the shot at General Walker, which had occurred in
Dallas on April 10, 1963. (50) De Mohrenschildt said Oswald became
tense, "sort of shriveled" and made some kind of face in answer to the
question without specifically answering the question. (51)
(22)

	

Nevertheless, in an interview at the American Embassy in Haiti
in December 1963 with State Department officials, the de Mohren-
schildts claimed that the gun incident hadoccurred in the fall of 1962.
(52) Mrs. de Mohrenschildt stated that Marina Oswald had said
"Look how crazy he is, he has bought a gun."(53) Mrs. de Mohren-
schildt said she thought Oswald had only recently purchased the gun,
that it was about 4 feet long, and that she did not know if it was a rifle
or a shotgun. (54) She said Marina Oswald told her there was some-
thing special about the gun, that it was either automatic or had a
telescopic sight. (55) In that interview, de Mohrenschildt claimed that
the last time he and his wife saw the Oswalds was in January 1963 and
that the de Mohrenschildts were too busy preparing for their upcom-
ing trip to Haiti to see the Oswalds after that . (56)
(23) De Mohrenschildt had contacted the American Embassy in
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, immediately after the assassination and said he
had been acquainted with Lee Harvey Oswald, volunteering to be of
assistance during the assassination investigation . (57)
(24) An April 1, 1977, the committee received from Jeanne de
Mohrenschildt, the widow of George de Mohrenschildt, a photograph
of Oswald standing in a yard and holding a rifle in one hand and two
newspapers in the other hand . (58) a gun was strapped in a holster
on his hip. This photograph, which was similar to other photographs
recovered in a search of Oswald's property on November 23, 1963, had
never been seen by the Warren Commission or law enforcement of-
ficials.
(25)

	

On the rear of the photograph was the notation "To my friend
George from Lee Oswald," with the date "5/IV/63" and another nota-
tion "Copyright Geo de M", and an inscription in Russian readin
"Hunter of facists, ha-ha-ha!" (59) A handwriting panel enga
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by the committee determined that the writing "To my friend George"
and the Oswald signature were the writing of Lee Harvey Oswald.
(60) The panel was not able to conclude whether the other writing
was written by Lee Harvey Oswald, Marina Oswald, or George de
Mohrenschildt . (61)
(26) On April 1, 1977, the committee also received from Jeanne
de Mohrenschildt a copy of the manuscript of the book, "I Am A
Patsy, I Am A Patsy," which George de Mohrenschildt was writing
about his relationship with Lee Harvey Oswald at the time of
de Mohrenschildt's suicide on March 29, 1977 . (6°2) In that manu-
script, de Mohrenschildt wrote that he and his wife had stumbled
upon the gun photo in February 1967 in boxes of their belongings that
they had placed in storage in early 1963 before their departure for
Haiti in 11ay 1963.(63) De Mohrenschildt speculated in the manu-
script that Oswald had in a sense left them a "gift from the grave,"
placing the photograph where it could later be discovered by de Moh-
renschildt . (64) He explained that, the photo was among English prac-
tice records that he and his wife had loaned to Marina Oswald, and
that somehow the Oswalds had managed to return those records, in-
cluding the photograph, to the de Mohrenschildts' possessions . (65)
(27) In the manuscript de Mohrenschildt identified the handwritten
date of the photograph, "5/IV/63" as April 5, 1963-and stated that
at that time he and his wife "were thousands of miles away in
Haiti."(66) That statement contradicts the statements de Mohren-
schildt gave to Warren Commission and State Department officials
about the dates of his travel to Haiti.
(28) The circumstances of the de Mohrenschildts' learning that
Oswald owned a rifle, de Mohrenschildt's comment to Oswald about
the Walker shooting, and the circumstances of the "discovery" of the
gun photograph in the de Mohrenschildts' possessions mayV indicate
knowledge the de Mohrenschildts had about the violent turn Oswald's
political inclinations had taken that have not been fully explored .

IV. ALLEGATIONS OF DE MOI3RENscHILDT INTELLIGENCE CONNECTIONS
(29)

	

During his Warren Commission testimony, de Mohrenschildt
was asked by Counsel Jenner if he had "ever been in any respect an
agent."(67) De Mohrenschildt responded that he never had.(68) He
testified that none of his foreign ventures had ever involved any polit-
ical activity . (69) Nevertheless, de Mohrenschildt explained that in
1941 he was involved with Pierre Fraiss who was connected with
French intelligence work in the United States. (70)
(30)

	

De 1%Zohrenschildt said he went to work for the Shumaker Co.
in New York as a salesman when he first arrived in the United States
in 1938. (71) He identified Fraiss as the chief of export of the Shu-
maker Co. and one of his best friends. (72) De Mohrenschildt said he
knew Fraiss was connected with French intelligence and that he
worked for Fraiss "collect[ing] facts on people involved in pro-Ger-
man activity."(73) De Mohrenschildt said the work with Freiss took
him around the United States . (74) It also involved contacting oil
companies in the United States about selling oil to the French in com-
petition against German oil supplies during the war. (75) De Mohren-
schildt was compensated for expenses incurred in the "data collection"
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for Fraiss, but was not paid a salary, according to his sworn testi-
mony. (76)
-(31)

	

In his Warren Commission testimony de Mohrenschildt stated
that he believed he had discussed Lee Harvey Oswald with J. Walton
Moore, whom de Mohrenschildt described as "a Government man-
either FBI or Central Intelligence."(77) De Mohrenschildt said
Moore had interviewed him when he returned from Yugoslavia and
that he was known as the head of the FBI in Dallas. (78) De Mohren-
schildt asserted that he asked Moore and Ft. Worth attorney Max
Clark about Oswald to reassure himself that it was "safe" for the
de Mohrenschildts to assist Oswald.(79) According to his testimony,
de 1%fohrenschildt was told by one of the persons he talked to about
Oswald, although he said he could not remember who it was, that "the
guy seems to be OK." (80)
(32)

	

This admitted association with J. 'Walton Moore fed the rumors
of some involvement by de Mohrenschildt in intelligence activities.
(33)

	

In 1963 J. Walton Moore was employed by the Central Intel-
ligence Agency in Dallas, Tex.. in the Domestic Contacts Divi-
sion . (81) According to Moore's CIA personnel file, he was assigned
to the Domestic Contacts Division in 1948 . (82) Moore's duties in the
Dallas office were contacting individuals in the area whohad informa-
tion on foreign topics . (83)
(34)

	

In an Agency memorandum dated April 13, 1977, contained in
George de Mohrenschildt's CIA file, Moore set forth facts to counter
a claim which had been recently made by WFAA-TV in Dallas that
Lee Harvey Oswald was employed by the CIA and that Moore knew
Oswald. In that memo, Moore is quoted as saying that according to
his records the last time he talked to George de Mohrenschildt was in
the fall of 1961 . (84) Moore said that he had no recollection of any
conversation with de Mohrenschildt concerning Lee Harvey Oswald.
(85) The memo also noted that Moore recalled only two occasions
when he met de Mohrenschildt : First, in the spring of 1958 to discuss
the mutual interest the two couples had in mainland China ; and

-then in the fall of 1961 when the de Mohrenschildts showed films of
their Latin American walkingtrip. (86)
(35)

	

Otherdocuments in de Mohrenschildt's CIA file indicated more
contact between Moore and de Mohrenschildt than was stated in the
1977 memo by Moore. In a memorandum datedMay1, 1964, from Moore
to the Acting Chief of the Contacts Division of the CIA, Moore
stated that he had known George de Mohrenschildt and his wife since
1957, at which time Moore got biographical data on de Mohrenschildt
after de Mohrenschildt's trip to Yugoslavia for the International Co-
operation Administration. (87) Moore said also in that 1964 memo that
he saw de Mohrenschildt several times in 1958 and 1959 . (88)
(36) De Mohrenschildt's CIA file contained several reports submitted
by de Mohrenschildt to the CIA on topics concerning Yugoslavia . (89)
, (37) In' an interview with the committee on March 14, 1978, Moore
,stated that he did interview de Mohrenschildt. in 1957 after the Yugo-
slavia trip . (90) At that time Moore also indicated he had "periodic"
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contact with de Mohrenschildt for "debriefing" purposes over theyears after that.(91) Moore said that none of that contact or con-
versation with de Mohrenschildt was related to Oswald ; Moore said
that the allegations that de Mohrenschildt asked Moore's "permis-sion" to contact Oswald were false. (92)

V. DE MoHRENscHILDT's ACTIvrriEs IN HAITI
(38)

	

According to State Department documents, George de Mohren-
schildt and his wife were living in Haiti at the time of the assassina-
tion. (93) They arrived in the country on June 2, 1963 . (94) De Moh-
renschildt had earlier been in Haiti m March 1963 and returned to
Dallas a week later . (95) He told State Department officials that he
left Dallas April 19, 1963, traveled to New York and Philadelphia,
and then returned to Dallas for "2 days" to make preparations for the
final trip to Haiti. (96)
(39)

	

De Mohrenschildt testified before the Warren Commission that
he first visited Haiti in 1956 when he was working for the Sinclair Oil
Co. At that time. he did a geological prospect for oil drilling in the
northern part of Haiti. (97) The project was abandoned because of the
expropriations of companies which were going on in the Caribbean
area . (98) When de Mohrenschildt returned to Haiti in 1961 after his
South American walking trip, he continued working on plans for a
possible geological project in Haiti. (99) During 1962' de Mohren-
schildt continued to negotiate and promote the business venture and in
tliat, year he. formed the Haitian Holding Co. And listed as the princi-
pals of the company himself, B. Juindine Tardieu, a financier living in
Haiti with real estate holdings who served as an adviser to the Banque
Commerciale d'Haiti in Port-au-Prince, and Clemard Joseph Charles,
president of the Banque Commerciale d'Haiti. (100) The objectives of
the company, as outlined by de Mohrenschildt, were the development
of industries and enterprises in Haiti, using Haitian and American
capital, and some economic assistance from the governments of the
two countries. (101)
(40)

	

De Mohrenschildt testified that his work in the Haitian enter-prise was to include conducting a geological survev of Haiti to plot out
oil and geological resources on the island. (102) He said that on
March 13, 1963, he concluded a contract with the Haitian Government,
which guaranteed that he would be paid $285,000 for the survey ;
$20.000 was paid in cash and the remainder was to be paid out in a
10-year concession on a sisal plantation . (103) He explained that
Clemard Joseph Charles continued the administrative work on the
sisal plantation while de Mohrenschildt pursued his geological
work. (104)
(41) De Mohrenschildt identified before the Warren Commission
newspaper articles about Charles, which he used in his promotional
efforts to secure capital for the holding company. In oneof the articles,
Charles is identified as entering into a multimillion-dollar housing
project with the financial assistance of large American banking inter-
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ests . (105) In another article, it was reported that Charles had been
presence with the keys of the city of NewYork. (106)
(42)

	

De Mohrenschildt stated to the Warren Commission that the
undertaking in Haiti was a purely commercial and geological interest,
with no other "purpose or intent." (107) De Mohrenschildt explained
that the office he used in Port-au-Prince was in fact the office of the
Inter-American Geodetic Survey, but that the maps he developed were
not to be used by any nation or group for any type of work other than
hisowngeological interests . (108)
(43)

	

De Mohrenschildt testified to the Warren Commission that he
left Dallas in May 1963 and traveled to New York, Philadelphia, and
Washington, D.C ., before arriving in Haiti in June. (109) He stated
that in'"'ashington,D.C ., he was"preparing for the eventuality of this
project, checking with the people, Bureau of Mines, and so forth. (110)
He gave no further details, and was not asked for any by the Warren
Commission, about his activities in those cities or his contacts.
(44)

	

In a CIA Office of Security memo dated December 30, 1974,
contained in de Mohrenschildt's file, the agency noted that the de
Mohrenschildts left Dallas after April 19,1963, for a trip to New York,
Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C., but they had not given any infor-
mation in their testimony "on whom they had contact with or what
they were doing 19 April to late May 1963." (111) The memo also noted
that another individual had requested an "expedite check" on de
Mohrenschildt for "exact reasons unknown."(112) It was stated fur-
ther in the memo

It is interesting that [name deleted] interest in de Mohren-
schildt coincided with the earlier portion of this tri and the
info would suggest that possibly [name deleted and de
Mohrenschildt were possibly in the same environment in
Washington, D.C ., circa April 26, 1963. (118)

(45)

	

It was not brought out in his Warren Commission testimony,
but de Mohrenschildt did meet in Washington, D.C., in the spring of
1963 with the Department of Defense personnel and Clemard Joseph
Charles, the Haitian banker through whom de Mohrenschildt was
negotiating his Haitian contracts.
(46)

	

George de Mohrenschildt's Agency file contained a memoran-
dum of a phone call on May 7, 1963, to Dorothe Matlack of the office
of the Army Chief of Staff for Intelligence about de Mohrenschildt
and 'Charles. According to the memo, the purpose of the call was to
arrange a meeting between Charles and an Agency representative for
noon of that day. (114) Mrs. liatlack had apparently made hotel reser-
vations for the de Mohrenschildts and Charles. (115)
(47) Tn an interview with the committee on September 4, 1978,
Dorothe Matlack stated that she served as Assistant Director of the
Office of Intelligence of the Army until her retirement in 1974.(116)
Her work included "lmman source collection of intelligence" and in-
volved serving in a liaison capacity with the Central Intelligence
Agency. (117)
(48) Mrs. Matlack said she was first informed about the visit of
Clemard Joseph Charles to the United States in 1963 by Coil, Sam
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Kail,* an Army Intelligence officer who was working in Miami at that
time. (118) Fail suggested that Mrs. Matlack talk to Charles when
he visited Washington, D.C ., because of Charles' relationship to Presi-
dent Duvalier of Haiti and Haiti's strategic position relative to
Castro's Cuba. (119)
(49)

	

During the committee interview, Mrs. Matlack said that she
arranged a meeting for Charles in 'May 1963 in downtown Washing-
ton with Tony Czaikowski of the CIA, whom she introduced as a
professor from Georgetown University . (120) She described Charles
as "frantic and frightened" during the meeting. (121) He urged Mrs.
Matlack to get the U.S . Marines to invade Haiti and overthrow
Duvalier . (122)
(50)

	

Mrs. Matlack said George and Jeanne de Mohrenschildt accom-
panied Charles to this meeting and that their presence was a "sur-
prise" to her. (Iti3) She did not know what role de Mohrenschildt was
serving, but felt he "dominated" Charles in some way.(124) Mrs.
Matlack said that despite the explanation of Charles and de Mohren-
schildt that they were in the jute business together, she did not believe
that was the reason for their presence together at the meeting. (125)
Referring to de. Mohrenschildt, Mrs. Matlack said, "I knew the Texan
wasn't there to sell hemp ."(126)
(51)

	

Mrs. Matlack said she was so disturbed by de Mohrenschildt at
the meeting that she discussed it with the FBI liaison, Pat Put-
nam.(127) Mrs. Matlack said she never heard what action, if any, was
taken by the FBI about de 'Mohrenschildt . (128)
(52)

	

According to Mrs. :Matlack . Charles had no military informa-
tion of value to offer. (129) She did not recall Charles ever discussing
the question of arms sales to Haiti. (130) Because of the potential
political information Charles could give about the current situation
in Haiti, the CIA became the primary contact with Charles. (131)
Mrs. Matlack said that except for a few phone calls after that meeting
she never had any further contact with Charles.
(53) A Washington Post article by -Norman Gale, dated Septem-
ber 29, 1964, reported that Haitian President Francois Duvalier had
received two T-28 fighter planes from Dallas, Tex. (132) The article
stated the planes were flown to Haiti illegally . (133)
(54)

	

According to the article, Duvalier made down payment on the
planes with a letter of credit for $210,000 drawn on the Banque Com-
merciale of Port-au-Prince, Haiti (134) The article identified Clemard
Joseph Charles as president and principal stockholder of the bank and
a close ally of Duvalier. (135)
(55)

	

The article stated that Charles visited the United States earlier
in 1964 to buv boats and other weapons, and that he visited Dallas
during that trip . (136)
(56)

	

The article reported that I. Irving Davidson, Washington lob-
byist, visited Haiti in May1963 with twoDallas arms suppliers. (137)
(57)

	

I. Irving Davidson was interviewed by the committee on No-
vember 2, 1978, in Washington, D.C . At that time Davidson was asked
*For further information on Sam Fail, see "Staff Report on Anti-Castro Orga-

nizations, Anti-Castro Activists, and Lee Harvey Oswald's Activities in New
Orleans," Hearin s before the House Select Committee on Assassinations, 95th
Conz.,-2d: sess.,-- Washington, D.C . : U.S . Government Printing Office, 1979 . liars .
147-151 .
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about his business involvement with Haiti and the Haitian Govern--
ment and possible ties with George de Mohrenschildt.
(58) Davidson said he first became involved in business in Haiti in
1962 or 1963 through Sam Ferber, whom Davidson described as an
import-export dealer from New York. (138) Davidson said that he .
registered at that time with the State Department as a lobbyist on be-
half of the Haitian Government.(139) His relationship with the.
Haitian Government prospered to the extent that he became friends-
with the President of Haiti, Francois Duvalier, and remained in con-
tact with him for several years. (140) His business deals also involved'
working with the American Embassy in Port-au-Prince . Davidson
said he was able to create warmer feeling toward Haiti by the Ameri-
canGovernment. (141)
(59) Davidson denied that he had ever participated in any arms :
deals for the Haitian Government ; (142) he said Duvalier never had:
the money to buy arms . (143) Davidson said in the interview that he .
met Clemard Joseph Charles once when visiting Duvalier,,but that he
never met with him again nor transacted any business with Charles._
(144) He said he was unaware of newspaper accounts that he had
arranged arms sale deals for Charles. (145)
(60)

	

Davidson said he was not acquainted with George de Mohren-
schildt in Haiti. (146) In fact, Davidson claimed that he was not
aware of de Mohrenschildt until 1978, when a newspaper article by
Jeremiah O'Leary of The Washington Star suggested that Davidson
had approached the FBI to find out what information the Bureau had;
on de Mohrenschildt in connection with the Kennedy assassination_
(147) The article mentioned an FBI memo about a meeting at the.
Bureau between Davidson and twoFBI agents in October 1967. (148)
(61)

	

According to the FBI memo, which is dated November 1, 1967
and directed to Cartha De Loach of the Bureau from T. E. Bishop,.
Bishop and Special Agent Hobson Adcock met with Davidson at FBI
headquarters on October 31, 1967. (149) According to Bishop, David-
son telephoned the Bureau on October 28, 1967 and requested a meet-
ing with Clyde Tolson . (150) Davidson said he had been approached
by Leonard Davidov and Hugh McDonald because they wanted David-
son to make inquiries about de Mohrenschildt's background . (151)
Davidov and McDonald were allegedly working to uncover evidence
that de Mohrenschildt was involved in the assassination and that
former President Lyndon Johnson had prior knowledge of the con-
spiracy to assassinate President Kennedy. (152) According to the
memo, Davidson also said that McDonald was engaged in some type
of business arrangement with Howard Hughes' business empire m
Las Vegas. (153)
(62)

	

Bishop added in thememo that Davidson volunteered that after
he made some inquiries about de Mohrenschildt for Davidov and
McDonald, he would turn the information over to the Bureau . (15!1)
Despite Davidson's offer of assistance to the Bureau, Bishop character-
ized Davidson's interest in the de Mohrenschildt aspect of the case
in this way

During yesterday's interview, he [Davidson] alleged his
only concern was that of protecting President Johnson from
being "smeared," however, it is strongly believed that his
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real motive was that of seeking information on de Mohren-
schildt and McDonald . In support of this, it is noted that
prior to coming to Bureau headquarters he had already con-
tacted Edward Cohen for background information on de
Mohrenschildt and spent the previous weekend in Dallas,
Tex., allegedly for the purpose of attending a football game.
However, Dallas is also the residence of de Mohren-
schildt.(155)

(63)

	

In the memo Bishop identified Edward Cohen as having pre-
viously been the subject of an FBI investigation . (156) Bishop noted.
also that Cohen had conducted an investigation into Lyndon John-
son's alleged association with Overseas National Airways. (157)
(64) During the interview with the committee, Davidson stated
that he never met with Bishop andAdcock as stated in thememo. (158)
Davidson said Davidov and McDonald did contact him about the
possibility of de Mohrenschildt being involved in the Kennedy assas-
sination and he did then relate the substance of that meeting to the
Bureau. (159) Nevertheless, he said the memorandum takes the im-
port of the meeting at the Bureau out of context and suggests an inter-
est in de Mohrenschildt when he in facthadnone. (160)
(65)

	

ACIA Office of Security memorandum dated January 7, 1964,
reported that a confidential informant advised that the President of
Haiti sent a confidential message to Davidson during the last week of
December, 1963 ; the contents of the message were not known. (161)
(66)

	

The U.S. State Department further documented some involve-
ment by Charles in the sale of American military planes. In an air-
gram dated May 2, 1967 from the Department of State to the Amer-
ican Embassy at Port-au-Prince . Haiti, it was reported that Edward
Browder had leased a plane for 1 year starting on November 24, 1964,
in the name of a phony company and had flown the plane to Port-au-
Prince and left it there. (162) The airgram reported also that Browder
later cashed a check for $24,000 signed by Clemard Joseph
Charles. (163)
(67)

	

Another airgram from the State Department to the Embassy
dated May25,1967, verified that the check to Browderwasdrawnfrom
the personal account of Clemard Joseph Charles at Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Bank. (164)
(68)

	

Edward Browder was interviewed by the committee on Jan-
uary 12, 1978, at the Federal penitentiary at MacNeill Island, Wash.,
where he wasserving a 25-year sentence for securities violations. (165)
During the interview, Browder discussed a series of gun-running and
smuggling operations he was involved in during the 1960's that were
intended to result in the eventual overthrow or assassination of Fidel
Castro. (166) Browder stated that this work included assistance by
the CIA in the form of money and operations . (167)
(69)

	

Browder said that during that period he did purchase at least
two B-25 planes to be used in "smuggling operations" which would be
used to assist the gun-running and raids against Cuba. (168) Browder
said he could not recall where he bought the planes . (169) However,
he said a man named Pedro Diaz Lanz flew one of the planes to
him. (170) Browder said he was a former test pilot for Lockheed Air-
craft and has also flown for Pan American Airlines. (171)
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(70)

	

In May 1978 the committee received information that a stock-
broker in Palm Beach, Fla., had known George de Mohrenschildt
in Haiti. The information came from Jack Cogswell of Palm Beach.
According to Cogswell, he ran into Joseph Dryer, whois a stockbroker
with Loeb R, Rhodes R Co. in Palm Beach and Dryer offered informa-
tion about George de Mohrenschildt.(172) Dryer told Cogswell that
when he knew de Mohrenshchildt in Haiti, de llohrenschildt's behav-
ior was "strange" and included following people in his car. (173)
Dryer related that de Mohrenschildt was associated with a man
named Charles who was the president of a bank in Port-au-Prince,
Haiti. (174) Dryer stated that he ivas told by Charles that a large
amount of money had been placed in de Mohrenschildt's account in
Charles' bank just before de Mohrenschildt left Haiti in 1967 . (175)
(71)

	

Joseph Dryer was interviewed by the committee in Palm Beach
on July 6, 1978 . At that time, Dryer said that in the early 1950's
he became involved in a, program sponsored by the U.S . Government
to develop a substitute for jute. (176) Dryer explained that the Gov-
ernment's interest was in helping Caribbean and Latin American
countries develop their own jute producing capacity and thereby save
millions in the import of the product from other areas of the
world. (177) In connection with that program, Dryer set up a jute
subsidiary operation in Cuba, the North Atlantic Fiber Corp.(178)
Dryer said that in 1958, Francoise Duvalier, the President of Haiti,
sent an emissary to Cuba to discuss the prospects for a jute enterprise,
in Haiti ; Dryer said the emissary was Clemard Joseph Charles. (179)
Dryer said additionally that Charles was involved in the mid-1960's
in a deal with President Johnson to buy jets in Texas. According to
Dryer, the deal did not go through, but he said Charles may have had
a successful deal for the sale of gunboats. (180) Dryer said Charles
had "many connections" with the Central Intelligence Agency, and
Dryer believed the Agency may once have "planted" a secretary on
Charles. (181)
(72) Dryer said he met George de Mohrenschildt through
Charles. (182) Dryer said that de Mohrenschildt claimed he came to
Haiti to scout for oil, but Dryer stated that 'II could never figure out
what he did." (18-3) Dryer expressed the belief that de Mohrenschildt
had "some intelligence connection," but Dryer did not know with
whichcountry. (184)
(73)

	

According to Dryer, he, Charles and de Mohrenschildt were
associated with a woman named Jacqueline Lancelot who owned a
well-known restaurant in Petionville, Haiti. (1&5) Dryer said the
restaurant was frequented by many American intelligence personnel
from the American Embassy and other foreigners . (186) Lancelot
had contact with the American intelligence. operatives and passed them
information about the Duvalier government .(187) Dryer's relation-
ship with Lancelot included passinn messages for her to people in the
United States whom Dryer assumed were connected in some way to
the CIA. (188) Dryer said one of those contacts «-9s a person who
«or-ked for French intelligence and cooperated with the CIA,(189)
In 1978, the person lived in the South. (1.90)
(74) Dryer said in the interview that Lancelot told him shortly
after the Kennedy assassination that a "substantial" sum of money,
$200,000 or $250,000, hadbeen deposited in de Mohrenschildt's account
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in a bank in Port-au-Prince . (191) According to Lancelot, it was not
Charles' bank. (192) Lancelot said her source of information was the
person who handed out the funds at the bank . (193) The money in the
account was subsequently paid out, although she did not know to
whom, and de Mohrenschildt left Haiti soon after. (1910
(75)

	

According to Dryer, Jacqueline Lancelot related to him that
President Duvalier had once implied that the American President
might not remain in office . (195) Lancelot reportedly said that during
a speech to Haitian troops in a port city, Duvalier allegedly said that
"the big man in the White House wasn't going to be there much
longer."(196) Lancelot told Dryer that she was not sure if that state-
ment was made by Duvalier before or after President Kennedy's
assassination. (197)
(76)

	

During the interview with the committee investigator, Dryer
was asked if he were familiar with the names of a number of people
who may have had some connection or association with George de
Mohrenschildt . Of the names, Dryer recognized Dorothe Matlack and
William Avery Hyde. (198) He remembered Matlack as one of the
people Charles asked Dryer to contact for him in the United
States. (199) Dryer could not remember in what connection or con-
text Hyde's name hadbeen used by de Mohrenschildt . (200)
(77)

	

The possible association between George de Mohrenschildt and
William Avery Hyde may have some significance because Hyde is the
father of Ruth Paine, the woman with whom Marina Oswald was
living at the time of the assassination. The connection was intriguing
because there was never any intimation by the Warren Commission
that de Mohrenschildt had more than a brief acquaintance with Ruth
Paine.
(78)

	

De Mohrenschildt stated in his Warren Commission testimony
that. he met Ruth Paine on only one occasion, at a party at the home
of Everett Glover in Dallas . (W1) De Mohrenschildt said the party
took place in either January or February of 1963.(202) De Mohren-
schildt stated that it was his "recollection" that that wasthe only time
he saw Ruth Paine.(203)
(79)

	

In her Warren Commission testimony, Ruth Paine stated that
she first met George de Mohrenschildt and his wife at the party at
Everett Glover's, and that she never saw them again after that. (204)
Ruth Paine gave the date of that party as February 22, 1963 . (205)
She stated that she had "no conversations, no letters, no contact what-
soever" with the de Mohrenschildts either before or after that
party. (206)

VI. DE MOHRENscnnDT MILITARY OoNNEcTIONs
(80)

	

In addition to being present with Clemard Joseph Charles at a
meeting in Washington, D.C., in May 1963 with a member of the Army
Chief of Staff for Intelligence Office, George de Mohrenschildt had
other personal associations with military personnel .
(81)

	

An FBI memorandum dated September 15, 1942, stated that
at that time de Mohrenschildt lived at 3022 Benton Street NW., in
Washington, D.C ., with Quinton Keynes, whom the memorandum
described as a member of British intelligence, and two American

43-792 0 - 79 - 5
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naval officers . (207) The memorandum also stated that de Mohren-
schildt was allegedly "very pro-Nazi." (208)
(82)

	

In October 1942 the FBI interviewed the man who rented the
Benton Street house, Paul Joachim. Joachim told the FBI that he
was employed at the time in the Navy building. (209) The other occu-
pants of the house were Lt. Cdr. Harry Hull of the U.S . Navy, and
Quinton Quines, who Joachim said worked at the British Em-
bassy. (210) Joachim said de Mohrenschildt lived at the house during
the end of May and all of June 1942 . (211) He said de Mohrenschildt
never made any statements about feelings toward any country, and no
statements whichwere pro-Nazi . (212)
(83)

	

De Mohrenschildt testified before the Warren Commission that
at the time he first met Oswald in Fort Worth in the summer of 1962
he was accompanied by Col. Lawrence Orlov. (213) De Mohrenschildt
described Orlov as his "very close friend" and stated that the two men
were on business together in Fort Worth when de Mohrenschildt sug-
gested that they visit the Oswald family . (214) No further informa-
tion about Orlov was elicited ; he was presumably retired from the
military at that time.
(84)

	

De Mohrenschildt testified further that during the first period
of his acquaintance with the Oswalds in the fall of 1962, he and his
wife took the Oswalds to a party in Dallas at the home of retired
Navy Adm. Chester Bruton . (216) De Mohrenschildt said he and his
wife were close to the Brutons. (216) During the party Bruton asked
Oswald about his service in the Marine Corps, and according to de
Mohrenschildt, received such a negative response from Oswald that
the conversation wasquickly terminated . (217)
GEORGE DE MOHRENSCHILDT CHRONOLOGY FROM WARREN COMMISSION TESTIMONY

April 17, 1911-Born in Mozyr, Russia, to Sergis Alexander Von Mohrenschildt
and Alexandra Zopalsky.

1918-Returned to live in Minsk after the Russia revolution.
1920--,Father seized and put in jail by the Communists .
1921-Father banished to Siberia after second arrest ; sentenced to life imprison-
ment.

1922--Father released from prison due to illness and escaped with family to
Poland ; mother died soon after from typhoid fever.

1929--Graduated from gymnasium in Wilno, Poland. Volunteered for Polish
Army and attended Polish Military Academy in Grudziondz.

1931-Graduated from military academy with rank of sergeant candidate officer.
Went to Belgium and enrolled in Institut Superieur de Commerce at Antwerp.
Returned to Poland to take part in military summer maneuvers.

Approximately 1936-Received masters degree equivalent at Institut. Entered
University of Liege.

1938--Received equivalent of doctor of science of international commerce fromLiege. During university studies ran sport shop business with girlfriend .May 1938-Emigrated to the United States with approximately $10,000 fromhis mother's estate and sports business . Worked for Chevalier Garde in NewYork selling perfumes. Worked as salesman for Shumaker & Co. Met JackieKennedy and her mother at Belport, Long Island, during the summer vacation.1939-41-Dabbled in insurance business but failed to pass broker's examination.1939-Worked for Humble Oil in Houston, Tex. Visited Louisiana home ofMargaret Clark Williams who had large oil property in Louisiana. Returnedto Louisiana and worked on rig in Terrebonne Parish. Tried to get job as poloinstructor at Arizona Desert School for Boys. Contracted amoebic dysenteryin Louisiana and returned to New York to recover. Mobilized by the PolishArmy ; contacted Polish Embassy in Washington, D.C., but, "It was too lateto join the Polish Army."
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1941-Cousin Baron Maydell offered de Mohrenschildt job making documentary
movies . Assisted making of movie on Polish resistance.

1941-Worked with Pierre Fraiss at Shumaker Co . ; assisted Fraiss in "collecting
facts on people involved in pro-German activity" on behalf of French intelli-
gence in the United States. Traveled to Texas to attempt to contact oil com-
panies about French purchases .

Approximately 1941-Received 4-F deferment from American Army . Met Lilia
Pardo Larin through "King of Bananas" of Brazil, Dr . Paulo Machado, and
went to live with her in Mexico. Car stopped by FBI agents at Corpus Christi
and de Mohrenschildt accused of taking photographs of Coast Guard station
at Arkansas Pass ; carried Polish passport, accused of being German spy .
Remained in Mexico approximately 9 months ; invested in sugar company .
Expelled from Mexico for allegedly illicit relationship with Lilia and returned
to the United States .

1942-Met Dorothy Pierson in Palm Beach .
1943-Married Dorothy Pierson . Exhibited paintings at Newton Gallery in New

York .
1914 Traveled to Texas. Got a loan from the Russian Student Fund . Applied

at Colorado School of Mines, Rice Institute and University of Texas. Entered
University of Texas School of Geology with minor in petroleum engineering.

1945--Received masters degree in petroleum geology. Worked as field engineer
for Pantepec Oil Co. i n Venezuela .

1946-Returned to the United States . Went to work for Rangely Field Commit-
tee in Colorado and worked in drilling statistics and technology .
Met Phyllis Washington during vacation in New York .

1947-First went to Haiti and began establishing mining and development
business .

July 1949-Became American citizen .
1949-Received divorce from Phyllis Washington.
1950-Moved to Denver.
Formed Hooker and de Mohrenschildt partnership in drilling and leases.

April 1951-Married Wynne Sharpies.
1952-Terminated partnership with Ed Hooker, returned to New York .
1953---Son Sergei born.
1954-Daughter Nayda born .
Formed Walden Oil Co . with wife's uncle, Col . Edward J . Walz .

1956-Took job in Haiti with Sinclair Oil Co . Traveled to Nigeria, France,
Mexico on oil exploration, also Ghana, Togoland, France. Traveled to Cuba for
Pantetee Oil Co . Traveled for Charmex, Cuban Venezuelan Trust, Warren
Smith Co ., Three States Oil & Gas and Lehman Trading Corp.

1957-Contacted by Core Lab of Dallas about work in Yugoslavia for Inter-
national Cooperation Administration and Yugoslav Government.

1957-Divorced from Did! Sharpies.
Feb.-Oct . 1957-Worked in Yugoslavia under ICA . Accused by Communists of
making sketches of military fortifications in Yugoslavia . Met Jeanne Le Gon
in Dallas.

1958-Returned to Yugoslavia to develop drilling venture using Yugoslav labor
for John Mecom of Cardwell Tool Corp. Visited Poland for 10 days. Visited
Dominican Embassy !n Washington, D.C., to discuss oil project with
Ambassador .

1959-Married Jeanne Le Gon.
1959 or 1960-Went to Mexico City for Texas Eastern Corp. and encountered
Mikoyan .

19®0--Son Sergei died of cystic fibrosis . Became chairman of Cystic Fibrosis
Fund of Dallas . Started National Foundation for Cystic Fibrosis with
Jacqueline Kennedy as honorary chairman .

1960--Went on walking trip from Mexico through Guatemala, El Salvador,
Nicaragua, Honduras, Costa Rica, and Panama .

Fall 1961-Returned from walking trip.
Early 1962-Went to Haiti to set up project to review mining resources of Haiti.
Returned to Louisiana on Lykes Line ship. Began geology consulting work in
Dallas.

Summer 1962-Told by George Bouhe of young American defector who returned
to United States with Russian wife living in Fort Worth. A few days later,
went with Colonel Orlov to visit Oswalds ; Marina was home alone ; Oswald
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arrived home later . A few days after that saw Marina alone again when his
wife took her to a dental clinic at Baylor . Offered to help Oswald find a job ;
introduced him to Samuel Ballen-later said that may have occurred in
December 1962 or January 1963.

Sept. 1962-Visited Oswald home in Oak Cliff : Marina had a black eye and
claimed Oswald was beating her. Helped Marina move in with the Mellers .
A few days later Oswald came by and asked for the address of the Mellers.
Talked to Max Clark about Oswald and J. Walton Moore .

Oct. 1962--VVisited Elena Hall while Marina was living with her .
Christmas 1962-Invited Oswalds to party at home of Declan Ford. Did not see
Oswalds in October, November, and December 1962 until the Christmas
party.

January 1963-Took Oswalds to party at home of Everett Glover. Met Ruth
Paine for the first time at Glover's party ; never saw Ruth Paine again . During
same period took Oswalds to party at home of Adm. Chester Bruton .

March 1963-Went to Haiti to arrange geology contract with Haitian Govern-
ment. Stopped over in Dominican Republic .

March 13, 1963-Congress of Haiti approved de Mohrenschildt's geological sur-
vey for $285,000 ; part of payment to de Mohrenschildt is to be interest in sisal
plantation with 10 year concession.

Easter 1963-Visited Oswalds at Neely Street address ; Marina showed Jeanne
Oswald's gun . Asked Oswald about the Walker shooting.

May 1963-Left Dallas for Haiti ; stopped over in New York, Washington, and
Philadelphia .

June 1963-Went to Haiti . Stopped over in Dominican Republic.
April 1964-Went to Dominican Republic from Haiti to get Bureau of Mines in-
formation . Went to San Juan, P.R.
Submitted by

Ms. SURELL BRADY,
Staff Cmaiwel.
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APPENDIX

MANUSCRIPT BY GEORGE DE MOHRENSCHIIMT

The manuscript of the book George de Mohrenschildt was writing
at the time of his death in March 1977 is included in this staff report
as an appendix . In it de Mohrenschildt gave many details about his
activities and associations, and perhaps most significantly, an insight
into how he perceived his relationship with Lee Harvey Oswald.
The facts and information in the manuscript in many respects differ

from, and occasionally boldly contradict, statements that were made
by de Mohrenschildt to several Government agencies at the time of the
assassination and other information that has been made public . While
there is no longer any way to resolve those factual conflicts or to con-
front de Mohrenschildt with the discrepancies, the manuscript is,
nevertheless, included here to shed light on at least how George de
Mohrenschildt himself viewed those facts and how he wanted the pub-
lic record to read about himself and Oswald .
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I AM A PATSYI I AM A PATSYI

U~ ::98

I am a patsyl I am a patsyl These l#st words of my friend, Lee Harvsy

Gavald still ring in my ears and make me think of the terrible injustice

inflicted on the memory of this "supposed assassin".

November 1963 was fairly uneventful in Haiti - no shootings and no inva-

sions . My younf geologist Alston Boyd and I had worked in our office located

on Avenue Truman in the center of Port-au-Prince . Since we starfed very

early in the morning to avoid the infernal daily heat, our daily chores

were over at 2 P.M . This office occupied a large room of a quanset building

belonging to the Haitian Government #nd we were kept there virtually incom-

municado since it contained government maps and other "strategic infomation".

Alston and I drove to my house overlooking Port-4u-Prince in the area

called Tonton Lyle and a block away from the presidential retreat, then we

ate and took a siesta, like any self-respecting Haitian. Then, later the

affernoon we dressed and wentto the reception at the Lebanese Embassy.

The usually animated streets of the capital seemed deserted . "I feel

trouble in the air," skid my wife Jeanne . The air was balmy, the soldiers

and the tontons macoutes were ableent and we could not hear any shots.

We greeted the Lebanese Ambassador and joined the crowd . George Moral,
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head of the Pan-American Airways in Haiti came up to us immediately . .

"didn't you know your president was killed?" He asked in a strained voice .

At first we thought he was talking about the President of Haiti, Docteur

Franris Duvalier who was my nominal boas in Haiti . Seeing oub blank expres .

sions, Morel explained. "President kennedy was assassinated to-day."

I hoped that it would1t happen in Texas and especially in Dallas . But

Morel summarily explained the situation - and it was in Dallas .

Gloomily we filed out of the Lebanese Embassy, where people did not seam

to be too badly concerned about President Kennedyss fate,got in the car

and drove away . "If if had his tonton-macoutes around, this would not have

happened ." I said angrily and this was my first serious criticism of our

services supposed to protect the President of the United States .

We drove gloomily to the American Embassy, located near the sea-shore

and not too far from my office . The doors were wide opened and two marines

stood there on both sides of a book where the American residents would

sign their names as a gesture of reverence to the dead head of state .

Having signed our names, we were the first to have done it, we drove to the

house of an old friend of mineValentin (Teddy) Blaque, an attache at the

Embassy.
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Teddy's house was similar to ours, but more alebaroate, with a large

terrace overl6oking the sparkling bay of Port-au-Prince . Several mutual

friends stood around, looking at each other with stunned expressions, and

seemes to ask the same question :"Why him?"

"For the first time we had a president who was yound and energetic. And

he was trying to solve the problems of the world," said Jeanne sadly, hold-

ing back her tears . "And he had to go . . ."

The beautiful view seemed funereal to us, as we stood there silently .

"And in 4LLas," I mused aloud, why there? A conservative and somewhat

provincial city, but successful and proud of its success . We knew the Mayas

- a charming scan - and many city fathers .

"But who did it?" I asked Teddy.

"I just listened to the radio and a suspect was arrested already," he

said .

Before he mentioned the name, I thought of Lee and his rifle with the

telescopic lense. "Could it be Lee? No it was impossible ."

And driving back h6me, in stunned silence, we thought of Lee and the

predicament he was in .

But since the official version had it that Lee Harvey Osvald was the

main suspect, we made our dep&sition at the Embassy . We did know him and
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we were aware of the fact he owned a rifle. We would be happy to testify

what we knew about him and about our relationship with him and his wife .

But we did not believe he was the assassin .

Then we learned that a letter was sent by someone influential in Washin-

gton to the officials of the Haitian goverment to drop me from the payroll

and to exile me as fast as possible . Fortunately I had good friends and the

latter did not happen . And later, little by little, we were ostracized

by the United States Ambassador Timmons . then by the American businessmen

and government employees, with whom we had been on very good terms and)

finally came the news of the investigation of all our friends and even

acquaintances in the United States .

Then came the man with the white teeths and a flannel suit, an FBI

agent trying to scare us off. At last, after a long time, we were offi-

cially invited to come to Washington and help the Warren Committee in

their investigation. Although we could contribute very little, we still

accepted to go to Washington and testofy . Although our depositions were

supposed to remain confidential, all the three hundred pages of irrelevant

conversation were printed and promiscuously distributed . Actually our de-

positions were longer than Marina's and Mrs. Marguerite Osvald*e put toge-

theil Why?
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we assume two regsons - to waster taxpayer's money and to distract

attention of the American people from the people involved in the assassina-

tion of President Kennedy . All the gossipy, futile stuff, related to our

private lives, half of it not relevant to Gevald, boring and useless. And

all this because my wife and I liked Lee Harvey Gsvald, tried to defend him

and because Lee said, before he died : " I liked and admired George de Mohren-

schildt."
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Gettinw.-toknowLeeHarvey Oavald and hi wife .

Early in the summer of 1962 the rumours spread out among the Russian

speaking people of Dallas and Fort Worth of an unusual couple - the

Osvaldo, He was supposedly an ex-marine, an unfriendly and eccentric

character, who had gone to Russia and brought back with him a Russian

wife . He had lives in Minsk where I had spent my early childhood . And so

I was curious to meet the couple and to find out what had happened to

Minsk.

Someone gave me Lee's addressand one afternoon a friend of mine,

Colonel Lawrence Orloff and myself drove to Fort Worth, about 30 miles

from Dallas . We drove over the dreary, sewage smelling miles separating

thb two cities . Texas does have lovely open spaces, but here they were

degraded and polluted . After some searching, we found a shack on Merce-

des street in a semi-industrial, elummy area, near Montgomery Ward .

I knocked and a tawdry but clean young woman opened the door . I intro-

duced myself and the colonel, giving a reference the name of George Bouhe

from whom I obtained the address . George was an elderly refugee, very

friendly, the father superior of all the Russians in the Dallas Fort Worth

Area . So this was Marina Osvald .

To Orlov she was beautiful notwithstanding bad teeths and mousy blond

hair .
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I did not find her very attractive although she had a certain charm

and she spoke beautiful, melodious Russian, so different from the 1IHguage

used by us who anglicized our language and bastardized it by foreigh in-

tonations and words.

Marina offered us some sherry and said that Lee would be over soon .

We spoke a little, fooling around ; she had a pretty good sense of humour

but the opinions she expressed seemed trite to me . And then entered Lee

Harvey Osvald who was to become so famuous or so infamous . He wore over-

alls and clean workingmants shoes on . Only someone who had never met Lee

could have called him insignificant. "There is something putstanding

about this man," I told myself . One could detect immediately a very sincere

and forward man. Althoug he was average-Looking, with no outstanding

features and of medium size, he showed in his conversation all the elements

of concentration, thought and toughness . This man had the courage of his

convictions and did not hesitate to discuss them . I was glad to meet such

a person and was carried away bgck to the days of my youth in Europe, where

as students, we discussed world affaires and our own ideas over many beers

and without caring about time.

Lee bas looking tenderly from time to time at Baby June . He loved her.



We shook hands and left . Driving back the colonel mused :"she is so

charming and youngl"

"But I found th ex-marine so much more lntereating," I said .

My friend, the retired air-force colonel resented Lee, his offhandedness,

his ironic smiles and especially his ferocious spirit of independence .

All his sympathy went to Marina, the poor Russian refugee .

43-792 0 - 79 - 6
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We spoke English first and then, somehow, we swithched to Russian .

Lee spoke it very well, only with a slight accent . Marina did not say very

much. "Doesn't your wife speak any English at all?" I asked Lee .

"No, and I don't want her to know English . I want her to continue

speaking her own language . Russian is beautiful and I dont want to forget

it." And he added with deep conviction . "Russian litterature is marvelous

and the people I met in the Soviet Union were so warm and nice to me . Yes,

I made many friends there," he added thoughtfully .

"And how about the Soviet Government?" I asked anxiously .

"Well, that's another story . The trouble with me I always look for an

ideal which probably does not exist ."

"Mayve your friend does not understand Russian," said Lee looking at

Colonel Orloff . "Let's speak English then . You know I was a marine and

have respect for the brass," he smiled and added a few kind words to my

friend .

And then it was time for us to go . "My wife speaks Russian also and she

would like to spend some time with you Marina, and the baby of course," I
.

said .

"I would like to but it will depend on Lee," she answered humbly .

"i an sure Lee will let you go and will come himself" A bond of

friendship was already formed between the two of us .
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Lee called me a few days after our trip to Fort Worth. "Marina and I will

come over to-night, if you don't mind," he said .

"Maybe I could drive to Fort Worth and drive you?" I asked .

"No, thank you, we will come by bps," he answered laconically .

And here they were, Marina, Lee and the baby June . We lived at the time

in a pleasant area called University Park, a few blocks from the Southern

Methodist University, a conservative stronghold . Both my wife and I were

faily free at the time and welcomed our guests, so different from the local

society . Jeanne liked Marina immediately and offered to help her with her

English . "Yes, I have to know the language," she agreed and then added inex-

pectedly . "People already asked me why I liked Lee," and her eyes darted

about the funtiture and decoration of our rather modest home,"and I answer

them, why did Lee like me?" Jeanne liked this humble remark and her sympathy

forMarina increased .

In the meantime Lee and I sat on a comfortable sofa and talked all evening .

Naturally I do not remember the sequence, although a recorded what I remem-

bered a

	

few years later, but mostly I asked questions and he answered them .

Naturally I wanted to know what made him go th the Soviet Union and he an-

swered me by telling to of his youth in New Orleans . Since his childhood he
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was keenly aware of social and racial injustuces . Instead of playing basket-

ball or baseball, like any other red-blooded American youth, he read vora-

ciously . Among the books he read was Marx's "The Capital" which made a deep

Impression on him. Ironically, he said, he boorowed this book from the

Loyola University library .

"What did you like in it?" I remember asking him.

"It made clearx to me the intolerable fact of the exploitation of the

poor by the rich."

"But, I said, "Lee, you mudt have seen it all over the world, the weak

or the poor are expoited everywhere by the powerful and the rich . Listen to

this : two dogs meet on the crosspoint between .East and West Berlin . One dog

is running away from the capitalism, the other from communism. The capitalist

dog asks -'why do you run awayt' - 'Because I Can eat but I cannot bark . Why

are you running away? 'If I bjrk I cannot eat' answered the capitalist dog ."

Lee laughed and answered by a joke he heard somewhere in Minsk. "As you

know," he said, "Russians grab all the can from the satellite countries . So

one day at the meeting of the communist party in Rumania, one of the workers

stood up and said . 'Camrade Secretary, may i as you 3 questions?' - .'Go ahbad.'

- I-want to know what happened to our wheat, our petroleum and our wine?"

'Well' said the Secretary, "it's a very complex economic :,uestionw I cannot



answer it immediately.'

8 1

"Well a few months later the workers are holding the same type of a meeting)

and another comrade reaises his had and says : 'Comrade Secretary may I ask

you four questions?& - 'Shoot' says the secretary. 'I want to ask you what

happened to our petroleum, wine and wheat and also what happened to the com-

rade who had asked the three questions some time ago?' - Silence."

We both laughed. "At least here we are not being sent to a concentration

camp," I said .

"you are wrong," answered Lee seriously,"most of the prisoners, convicts

in American jail are political prisoners - 'they'* are'victimea of the- syerem:'

I read similar opinions recently in several liberal books and Lee was

way ahead in thought of all of them . I`his was over fourteen yeara'ago:

I remember concluding this conversation by telling Lee."If you want to

be a revolutionary, you have to ben -a fool cr to have ari -Unspiratldn. -And --

your actions will be Judged by the success of failure of your life."

Lee agreed . What I liked about him 1'l was that tie was a seeker -6r justice

- that he had highly developed social instincts . And I was disappointed in

my own children for the lack of such instincts .

Incidentally I remember some details pretty well because I made notes

of them later and also made tapes of my leCOYIecfionV-fa1Iy soon after~ttw-

assassination.
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That night Jeanne served a Russian dinner which Marina found delicious

but Lee hardly touched. He was ascetic in his habits, was indiffdredt to

foodia didn't like deserts. In the meantime baby June slept quietly in bed

all wrapped up . Lee looked tenderly at her. That night we learned A lot

about him -_ .he neither drank or amoked .and objected if others, especially

his wife did. Since neither my wife or I smoked and drank very little, he

like .it and considered that we were on his side .

Jeanne was appalled finding out that baby June aadntt had any injestione

"usualLy._given.to--a..child. Also Marina .wou]d pici4 up a pacifier from the floor

-then tried it herself before putting it in Junets mouth. Unfortunately she

. : had infected teethe at. the time,. so the baby was exposed also.

My wife had high ideas on Russian hygiene and generally on the high

~ ._ .atandards of. tha Soviet--youth,_ so she. .wss outspokenkly critical . "Your

infected teethe have to be removed as soon as possible," she told Marina .

_ . . . . .Alban .Marina.-objected ..that..she.didnIt have . any money and.. couldn't speak En- . .

glish, Jeanne promised to help her .

. . . . ., . .After Ainner.-Lee and L went back .on the.safa and zan renewed out conver-

sation .

._ ,. .,. .,"L served_-in the Marine Coxps .not because, L.was a patriot but I wanted to

get away from the drudgery and to see the world," admitted Lee.
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"Did you like the service?"

"Hot particularly . But I had time to study, to read and indeed we

traveled # LOT."

"You told me you lived in Japan . How did you land there?"

' "Just'aif accident of the Marine -Corps duty . The military duty was

boring and-stupid . But fortunately I moved around, began visiting places

where youngetera'keed and established contacts with some more progressive

and thinking Japanese ." and this," said Lee thoughtfully,"is what led sit

to Russia eventuatly . T also learned -there of other, Japanese, ways of

exploitation of phe poor by the rich . Semi-feudal, industrail giants which

act'paternalletically yet expoiting the workers - proletarians . The wages

in Japan were ridiculously low," Lee added .

*vlell, TO-8 -thang'inX now," said I ."Say, Lee, it's in Japan that you

got your discharge from the marine corps?"

" Ue did not'Iike to elaborate on this touchy subject . "I had to work to-

support my mother ."

`But'it developed later, as we all know, that he did not go back to USA

to support his mother but changed his mind and instead went to Russia . He

obviouily'used 'the -
money

-obtained at his discharge for this trip . He first

waist to Western Europe then drifted to USSR via Finland if I remember well.
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Later on Lee's honorable discharge was changed to undesirable discharge

and he hated to talk about it and considered it unfair to him. This explains'

his hatred of Connelly who was Secretary of the Navy at the time of this

change of Lee's discharge .

But that day he did not discuss this subject and went on talking about

Russia . "I got to Moscow and stayed there antil the Russians had confidence

in me and gave me a permit to work ." He did not mention that he tried to

commit suicide in desperation and cut his wrists .

Marine took part in the conversation . "Lee, you threw your passport in

the face of the American consul and you said that you denounced your citi-

zenship," she said .

Later Lee talked to me about his ordeal in Moscow but not this time . He

went talking about his impressions of Minsk because he knew I was interes-

ted in this subject . He gave me a general description of the city I knew

from my early childhood . "I was assigned to work there without any parti-

cular reason, in a TV factory, possibly because I had a little electronic

training in the Marines," he said candidly .

"Tell me more about the countryside," I asked him .

"Swisloch river is pretty clean, we used to go by row-boats to the

f4reat nearby to pick-nick on weekends . The forsts are beautiful there,

huge pine trees, clean grass, full of berries of all kind ."
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I remembered the cathedral, several other picturesque churches 'and the

slain building - GPU, NKVD, VGB - police headquarters, where my father

spent several months and where he almost died of starvation and was finally

sentenced to life exile in Siberia . But these were childhood memories

and resentment on my part had disappeared . Lee gave me a perfect descrip-

tion of all these lanfimarks, they were still there, unchanged . But there

were -many new factories built, one of them where he worked .

"Did you like your fob?"

"Not particularly, but the pay was sufficient, about a hundred rubles

a month, an average for the Soviet Union. I could live on it . My apartment -

and all unilitics were burnished by the factory for a nominal fee, as well

as medical insurance etc."

He gave me the price's' of bread, produce, milk etc, which were reasonable

and of clothing, which were outrageously high . "Sometimes I usad to run

short of -meat . but you know r - am -not -a big eater, it was of no importance

to me . "

Marina listned in and gave-more precise information, especially complai-

ning about clothing and shoes . She was a practical one .

"You must have' been somewhat privileged ;" I said, "being a foreigner,

but how "lid the other workers live in Minsk, the Russians?"

"^Nnt`too welt . Usually one roof for a couple, community kitchens and la-
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vatories," he admitted . "This led to quarrels, gossip, jealousy a rather

dismal situation . Put what does it matter if everyone is in the same

boat, if everyone suffers . No rich exploiters like here, no great con-

trasts between the rich and the poor."

"Butter and meat were out of my reach," said Marina bitterly, "but you

foreiners could afford these luxuries ."

She was ready to continue talking more but since she was from Smolensk,

then town I was not familiar with, I asked Lee to talk more about Minsk

and he did . To me his descriptions were most touching .

That night Marina announced that Lee was going to be laid off from his

job in Fort Worth at Leslie Welding Company, if I remember correctly . It

was a poor job anyway, minimal wages, long hours, unhealthy conditions but

Lee did not complain, he never complained, it was Marina who was constantly

dissatisfied . The air of American prosperity bothered her, she was envious

of other people's wealth or wellbeing . Lee's mind was of a stoical, philo-

sophical type, that's why, I guessed, he had gotten se along so well with*

the other Russians he met in the Soviet Onion . Russians do not mind to

suffer and even go hungry if they can spend entire nights talking and spa-.

cuLating on some ezotheric matters .

Next time the Osvalds came to visit us, we began speaking of Minsk

again . I reminisced that when I was five . years old, my fathhe used to tat-
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me to the forst atri I helped him as well as I could in his akward efforts

to cut dotot a big pine tree . It was a tough job for my father who had never

been a physically able man and he constantly hurt himself . Once he jammed

his finger so badly thit the bone broke and the finger remained useless for

the rest of his life ._ Surprisingly. I grew adept at that sort of thing and R

quite* able with an ex .

"Is that lovely. forept_north of .tpwn *till in existence?" I asked Lee and

explained exactly were it was .

"Yea, we used to go there frequently: by Vus, ;kith my fellow workers . We tooK

food along and spent the whole day talking freely . I explained the United Sta-

tes to them and they informed me on life in Russia ."

Lee generally did not complain about his life in Russia but Marina did

very .fregaently, .sinpergls ,pr ppt, .,I do nqt know . She considered me a capi-

talist and tried to please me .

I-promised_ Le_e ,thet night : to give him-lntroductions to a few influential

people, since I wanted him and his family to move away from the gruesome of

Fort Worth slum ..hppedthat the gthgr qyccybers of the Russian community

would help him also and tild him so .

"Thanks a_lot - I can take Gare, .ol .gyseXf ,, I don't need those creeps, I

*hall find something," he answered gruffly. This was an example of Leers in.
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dependence, he refused help, objected even to my help . Rather than to be

indebted to someone, he would rather starve on his own .

While Marina was usually a lot of fun, laughed easily but did not say

anything that would make you think - Lee was serious and did not take life

as a joke . 'But if he happened to be' in a good mood, he became an excellent

companion, remembered political jokes, told them well and laughed at yours .

"Do ycu knoi3 -thfe one about an Americair ,tourist carrying a small tran-

sistor radios in Moscowl" Lee asked me .

"No, I dont know the story .

"Well, the Moscovite stopped the American and said :'we make them much

better than you do . What is it?$"

We both laughed . Then I countered and asked Lee .

"What -is the difference bettdeen'the"tapitalim and the socialism?"

Lee did not know .

'

	

"Capitilism - Makes social mistakes 'aurfit6cialism makes CAPITAL -mistakes ."

"A Russian Commissar is asked at the holy gates where he would like

' to go - to a capitaltet helt~ot~tb a communist hell," said Lee .

"The Commissar answers :1I would Ike to go to a 'capitalist hell, I am so

tired of a communist hell."

Then I told Lee a few foolosh jokes about Kennedy, t)oy, were very po-
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"President Kennedy tells e group of businessmen :'the economic situation

is so good that i£ I wern't your president I would invest in the stock

marked right now! And the businessmen answer in unison :' so would we if you

were not our president ."

;,Is both laughed .

"Kennedy had a terrible nighmare . He wakes up Jacquie :'honey what a

terrible thing, I dreamed I was spending my own money, not government's ."

Again we laughed, but without resentment, we both likes President Ken-

nedy . So I finished my foolish jokes by this one:

"John Kennedy runs to his mother at night. 'Mamal namal Helpl Bobby

tries to,run MY country ."

I think it was at that time that I told Lee that I had known Jacqueline

Kennedy as a young girl, as well as her mother, father and all her relati-

ves and how charming the whole family was, I especially likes "Black Jack"

Bouvier. Jacquie's father, a delightful Casanova of the Wall Street .

Lee was not jealous of Kennedy's and Bouviers' wealth and did not envy

their social positions, of that I was sure . To him wealth and society were

big jokes, but he did not resent them.

How I want to tell something which may seem foolish to people who are

not dog lovers . At the time we had two lovely black Manchester Terriers,
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Nato and his faithful wife Poppea . Nero had followed us on a long trip over

the mountains of Mexico and Central America and saved our lives on several

occasions ; Poppea was baught for him upon our return to USA and w.S a

wonderful wife for hint . I cannot tell how much intuition Fero developed

during our trip and how easily lie recognized friends from enemies . Well,

or, the first evenin; our dogs did not express any interest in liarina or in

Baby June but they were fascinated by Lc:e . Hero especially showed his com-

plete confidence and affection for him. He seldom did it to anyone even

to our close friends . He snugged up to Lee and looked at him with affection.

He sensed that he was an utterly sincere person and was deprived of hatred .

Poppea also licked his Band in a rare display of affection .

Incidentally, many of our friends and even our own children complained

that our dogs were either unfriendly or totally indifferent to them .

And so Lee finally found a job at Taggart's Reproduction Cwnpaiy through

the Texas Employment Agency without help from anyone . It was a good job for

him as he lied been interested in photography for a long time. I guessed that

he took a course at the Marine Corps . Anyway lee brought a good camera from

the Soviet Uetion and took excellent pictures . Later he slowed me excellent

--enlargements lee made himself, These were in black and white he was " not ad-

vanced enought to develop #cid enlarge colored photo_,raphs . .
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But Lee's job did not pay well and as began to trust me more, he

accepted an introduction to a successful businessman-banker, Sam Ballen,

who owned, among other companies, a large reproduction outfit, for maps,

electric logs, and records . It was not a successful meeting, Lee and my

friend did not like each other . To the businessman Lee was a radical and

a maverick, and Lee considered Sam an ordinary bourgeois with no redeeming

features to this credit . Actually, both were interesting people, they dust

did not appeal to each other.

Another conversation comes to my mind . One evening Lee was in a blue

mood and confided that he was not particularly pleased with his reception
-.ti

in Minsk . Somewhat naively, he\expected to be treated as a special person,

a prominent refugee. and nothing happened, there was little difference

between his condition in Minsk and that of an ordinary Soviet worker .

And so he had become depressed . That evening Lee expressed an opinion

that he did not appreciate the Soviet type of government .

"Why?" I asked .

"It ks somewhat too regimented for me," he said . %'e were obliged to

go to the meeting at the factory after work, dead tired and listened to

inflammatory speeches . It was lucky if I was able to go to sleep.

Indoctrination of any kind are not to my taste ."

I saw his point .
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Our first evenings with the Osvalds were spent in conversations and

discussions and we got to knew each other very well . Now somethibg else

happened in our relationship . Before Lee got his job at Taggartte , I

asked aW daughter Alex and my sonGin-Law Gary Taylor to help the Osvalds

moving to Dallas . The Taylors went to visit the Osvalds in Fort Worth and

right there they offered Marina to stay with them and to keep the baby .

Whatever furniture they had would be stored in their garage . This generous

proposition was accepted, Marina moved to Dallas . Lee stayed for a short

time in the apartment in Fort Worth and then moved to a small room at

YMCA in Dallas, close to his work at Taggart's . During Marinas stay at

my daughter's place, my wife helped her, drove her to the Baylor Hospital

where they pulled out her rotten teethe . Thuse baby June was kept healthy

and well fed . But this short separation did not prevent Lee from coming

to see us, even alone .
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Further conversation with Lee in 1962 .

.'+t the time we knew Lee, nothing could be further from our minds

that he might become such a historical figure. His visits were very frequen

- aomatimea ha would come for a short time, sometimes he would spend the

whole evening with us .

	

Some bribes of our semi-bantering, semi-serious

repartees remain in my memory .

"You are, an extremely sincere person,Lee,,!' I told him . "1ou do not lie

even to yourself . Most of the people I know are the opposite of you. They

put,up a :froat, they confuse, they deceive, they lie even when thinking ."

"I guess it's dangerous to be that way . I know i make a lot of enemies .

But what the aell," ire . acknowledged, .."my. position is that I afraid of a

very few things in life . I am not cautious . I am not," ha smiled,"a turkey

_wh1ch lives only_ to. become,.fat.", And . heshowed me his-non existing belly.

He was becoming bery thin .

,;"Lee, your-way of life is so un-American, It scares me to think whet

may become of you."

"It . is true, "Lee said," I-am probably .comritting a sin_ in not being

interested in possessions or money . When a rich "pan dies, he is loaded

with his possessions like_ a prosiner with:,ehains . I will die free, death

will be easy for me."

43-792 0 - 79 - 7
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"Stop talking about death, you are only 22 . If you want to talk about

gruesome subjects, let me tell you this joke : a usurer is on his death-

bed . A priest gives him a crucufux to kiss and to confess his sins . And

the usurer hlabbers :'I cannot loan you much money for it"' .

"Regarding your attitude on money and possessions," I said,"I couln't

agree more with you . You would rather do something unusual than drive a

Cadillac . I am the sama way ."

"Life for me," continued Lee,"is like a hungry crocodile. I'd better

defend-myself- I have to defend myself against the stupidity of this

world . It is enormous! Life must be the work of a perfect idiot . Or

maybe the stupidity, Like breakini of the atom, is selfperpetuating?"

"Fot too bAad for i7_ 22 years old American proletarian and ahigh-school

, .dropout,"I thought. "Lee, you have a very original mind ."

"Thank you� he said . "I do not often hear the compliments. But let me

tell you more why sI despise money-Loving middle-class . Such people are

simply stupid, not serious, they are curiously attracted by croobs and

&venturers . And ao you ,near how often-they are sheared off their wook, like

sheep, by varicus financial ache.ners ."
" 1~

"Piderot,!'- I said, "thinks very much, Like you. "You have nothing, *vm~
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have very little now, so a real friendship is possible between us . We are

sincere with each other ."

Lee agreed .

"Another thing Diderot said," I continued,"he was very happy being poor

and living in a shack. When he achieved opulence and found a nice apartment

in Paris, he knew he was goang to die. . . 11

"he philosophers talk but you did it," said Lee enviously."This trip

of your, what a freedoml 3,6W miles on foot on tough trails of Latin

America. This demanded a complete change in life - willingly, suddenly,

for this you needed an ext raordinary moral audacity ."

"This time I want to thank you, Lee . But do not exaggerate ; this was an

act of desperation rather than audacity, after the death of my only son.

Finally this trip was very satisfying to Jeanne and to me ."

And so we chatten in an open and friendly manner and I must of Lee.

"Pty opinion of this guy changes completely and frequently, which happens

only with people who are close and important to me . I usually judge the

others superficially and label them once for all."

But now SU should explain the reasons why I had introduced the Oavalds

to my daughter Alex and to her husband. They were about the same age . Gary

was a scatter-brained, simple-minded but pleasant young man and as mpst of

his financial schemes failed, he had pleanty of time on his hands . His
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fondest ambition consisted of becoming rapidly another Clint Murchison

or H.L . Hunt and that eas hard to achieve . Frankly I hoped that my daughter

and her husband Gary would acquire soma of the world-wide interests that

Lee certainly possessed . His serious approach to life contr#ated sharply

with the foolish flippany of Gary's ; I also hoped that Marina would teach

my daughter some interesting facts about Russia . When these two were toge-

ther they were somehow able to communicate, as my daughter was and is an

excellent linguist .

But, introducing people of such different backgrounds let to unpleasant

results . First of all we caused a separation between Marina and Lee . We did

understand that it was not the first separation between them, but we actua-

lly caused this one . It amazed my daughter that Lee called Marina on.the

phone unfrequently and did not express much desire to be with her . But he

missed baby June . It was peculiar for a young husband but I already sus-

pected that he was pleased being alone at )FICA and was already bored

with Marina's company . Next the personalities of Lee and of Gary clashed .

Lee considered @ary a spoiled, rich Aaerican , foolish youngster and

Gary looked down at him as a supercilous, unpractical lunatic with revo-

lutionary ideas .

	

Mt daughter's opinion of Marina was low also, she . was

slovenly and didn't know anything About baby-care . although she had obtai-

ned a degree of "registered pharmacist" in USSR .
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My daughter's opinion of Lee was low also, he was not good-looking, did

not care about his appearance, neither was he inclined to make money .

As for me, I regretted that Alex did not see any qualities I liked in Lee

- the fact that he was socially motivated, was a dreamer and a seeker of

truth . But such people was a very hard time in life and that's why so

many people considered him a dzlure and a loser (in quotation marks) .

Maybe, had he lived longer, he would have fitted better into the scheme

of American life, he would have joined the group of love-children, would

have grown a beard" certainly would have been among the protesters

It was probably Marina, dissatisfied with my daughter's attitude,tiunk

who made Lee hustle and find an apartment . Very soon the Osvaldo settled

in their own ground-floor apartment on Elebeth street, in Oak Cliff, su-

burb of Dallas . It was far away from us, while we wanted them to live

nearby . Probably Lee wanted to be as far away as possible from the other

Russian refugees, whom he disliked . Anyway, the apartment was ten miles

or more away from our place at University Park .

With Lee's job secured at Taggart's and away from the gruesome slum in

Fort Worth, Jeanne and I thought that the Osvald family would be happy . .



Jeanne registered the baby in children's clinilt for regular check-ups

and Marina was treated almost gratis in the dental clinic of the "Baylor

hospital . This involved long trips 6or Jeanne to drive back and forth

but she did not mind . Staying so far away from anyone put Marina in a

condition of total dependancy 6n Lee, since she could not communicate

with anyone around, we were the only souce she could understand . To invite

- the couple for dinner, we drove back and forth, almost forty miles for a

four-way trip .
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Jeanne became quite, close to Marina at the time, while Lee and I saw

Each other frequently . Soon, however, these trips became difficult for

us as : we both became busy in our professions, yet we wanted to continue

seeing the Oavalds . One solution would be for them to buy some second-hand

car but-Lee d-id-not know how to drive, nor did Marina of. course . I did

not douibt Lee's word . I mentions this here because later Lee's lack

of driving-ability became a controversial issue. I believed him because

I knew about the abject povery of his childhood in New Orleans. In these

prospprous Ubited States, Lee's family occuped a position at the povery

line, similar to poor Blacks and Mexican-Americans.

Due to my wife's help, Mrina's four spoiled teeths were removed and her

system was not poisoned by them any more . Baby June became healthy also .
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The Russian colony collected a small amount of money for Marina and the

care of the~baby June . Lee did not know about it, he would not have acce-

pted any charity, sosx it was done secretly . I think Jeanne handled the

operation and Marina spent spent nights in the house while the nexts

morning Jeanne would drive her to Baylor dental clinic or to the child

care center. .

An amazing incident happened om the- way to Baylor . recalls my wife .

She had to drive by the predominantly section of town, gaudy but vheerful

Hall and WashingtoA streets, almost every decrepit house lodging either

-a night-club, strip-tease point or a dance hall . Hookers and flashy

pimps strolling along the broken pavements . Suddenly MarinA excitedly

attracted my wife's attention shouting in Russian to slow down . She loo-

ked at the tall, muscled, black younster standing proudly at the croner

and surveying the situation .

"Look at. himl Look]" She pulled at my wife's sleeve in a frenzy ."What

a handsome man!"

Oh yes," agreed Jeanne . "he is very handsome .

"Ho, he is fantastic, fantastic!" Exulted Marina .

Such an enthusiasm surprised my wife .
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"8e is so big and strong! What muscles he must have . . ."

As my wife related this incident, she observed that it was not a ques-

tion of an attraction of a nordic woman to an exotic man of a dark race,

but a distressing fact that a young married woman with a child would show

such an uninhibited admiration for a sexy male.

I drove her myself on the same street and teased her myself about her

attraction to black men. "Marina," I guessed,"you didnot see in Russia

such, uninhibited, natural men."
I

She laughed :"neither Russians nor American Whites can compare to such

beautuful men," shha said candidly ."Maybe tthe Cabana I met in Minsk were

just as attractive ."



The Osvaldw-in Minsk.

The storied related by Lee and Marina about Minsk were especi.lly inte-

resting to me . It seems that Lee was very unhappy at the beginning of his
i

stay there and he even tried to slash his wrists out of despair . Since he

was supposed to have done it already in Moscow, in order to obtain a permit'

to remain in the Soviet Union, the wrist-slashing became somewhat of a ha-

bit if not a subterfuge with him. Marina held a job of a pharmacist in the
',.

hospital where Lee was treated, she took care of him, flirted with him

very nicely and began conquering his heart. Later he polyps problem acid so

he kept on going to the same hospital . And that's how the romance began and'

flourished .

Marina came from a fairly good family from our point of view, since her

father belonged to a former tharist officer group. After his death her mo-

ther married a man called Prussakov. Later her mother died and Marina got

tired of living with her stepfather and her half-brothers and sisters .

Adn so she decided to move from Smolensk to Minsk where she received soon

a degree of a registered pharmacist . I remember Marina's amusing repartee

when I asked her is she liked her half-brothers and sisters .

"They were good, normal children, not like me . I was a bad one ." And

she laughed, showing a good sense of humour and a great deal of charm.
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After the hospital meetings, Lee and Marina began going out together

to dances and movies and eventually the relationship of affection and love

developen between them .

"I remember looking at the new apartment building near the river Svis-

loch," reminsced Marina, "but only high technical and political personnel

lived there, as well as some foreigners, Lee among them."

I was a wonderful setting for a Soviet romance - love, an American refug,

se, a river and a new #partment buildin . . . Actually the building belonged

to the factory where Lee worked at the time, his staying there was no parti-

cular favor. But for a girl who had lived in crowded rooms with a step-

father and several children, this new house seemed a real paradise .

And so they married and moved to that apartment building . Why did she

marry him? She could have cohabitated with him, this happened frequently

with young couples in Russia. The reasons are unknown to me and known only

to Marina : love, pity or desire to come to the United States . Probably

the latter, as soon after their wedding Lee decided that he wanted to go

back to the United States . He traveled to Moscow without a permit, went to

the United States embassy, got back his pgsspott and borrowed there $ S00

for the return .
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While in Texas, he paid religiously back each month Lnstallements due on

that loan . Marina frequently complained that he was too punctual in his

payments - but he was . I ask you where do you fined another man in Lee's

posltLon, on the verge of starvation, who would be in such a hurry to

repay a govenpment loan, which would be very difficult to collect from a

poor man like Lee . But somehow Lee felt this obligation very sincerely .

Another question puzzled and still puzzles us : how come the Soviets per-

mitted Marina to leave her homeland so easily, while it was hard for Lee

to obtain ap permit to leave USSR . He had to make another trip to Moscow

to arrange it and he never explained to me clearly how he got the permit to

take Marinajong . "Hell, I did it," Lee smirked, "because all bureaucrats,

all over the world, are stupid . . ."

Marina had an uncle, a colonel of special forces NKVD - KGB to-day -

Department of Interior, Balled Medvedev ; I think he was her mother's bro-

ther . For some time she had lived with him, in Smolensk I think, and Lee

told me that this important man was dead set against his nice marrying him.

Inter something made him change his mind . We were not interested at the

time in the why's and the wherefore's of this colonel activities, now it

is too late to find out . Maybe this colonel for his own reasons helped his

niece to get out of Russia . Possible it was a good riddance of a Prussakova
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niece, possibly something else . . .

The loyal, decrepit Russian refugees liked Marina only because her

real fatherhad been a prerevolutionary officer or some tzarist official .

This matter was indifferent to us and we did not inquire further . But the

permission to leave USSR was puzzling to us, uncle or no uncle, because we

knew of many cases of Americans who never obtained a permit to leave Russia

for their-Soviet wives . Personally I-know of-ane case, one of the reporters

of the Christian Monitor successfully extracted his wife from Russia at the

time of Stalin .

One day Jeanne asked Lee a straigntforward question:"why did you decide

o to
to ,'4= USSR, answer frankly!"You risked never to return to your country ."

"I was looking for an ideal," Lee answered sadly

"And why did you decide to zeturn here?" Jeanne insisted .
i
I

"Because I ddd not find my ideal . Obviously utopia does not exist . I

could travel-and change countries-the_rest.of sly life and never find it." ,

We liked this statement and agreed with Lee .
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From time to time my wife would prepare a special Russian or French

dinner for the Osvaldo, always koeping in mind that both of them were un-

derArished . And I would talk with Lee in the meantime, often late into

the night. Although he unquestionably had had.some unpleasant experiences,

as the slashing of his wrists proved, Lees was never hostile or emotionally

upset about his life in the Soviet Union. iie spoke of his co-workers humbly

and engagingly . "They were hospitable, friendly and sincere, they invited

me to their homes, fed me from their meagie supplies and we discussed all

the subjects frankly as we do it here."

"Did they tell you any jokes about their regime? I asked .

"Here is one I remember," Lee said." And American worker comes to the

Soviet Union and sees big apartment complexes . He asks :'to whom do they

belong?' - 'To the state' - comes the answer . "How about these factories

and the big black cars?" - 'They belong to the State also .'" Then Lee smi-

led . "The Russian worker comes to visit United States . lie asks0these huge

factories, to whom do they belong?" - 'To the capitalists' comes the fast

answer . 'Aha.says the Russian this is terrible!' Then he notices nice subur.

ban homes, new cars . He asks :Ito whom these belong?'-. 'To the workers',

comes an immediate answer ."
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Then I asked Lee :"did you ever hear that one about a Soviet worker

who was wandering from one factory to another asking 'is there a place

that would pay as little as the little work I intend to do?)"

Lee did not laugh. "That id a rather vicious yoke . Soviet workers

work almost as hard as here and certainly they get paid much less ."

Then he reminisced :"nobody in the Soviet Union tried to intimidate we

of influence me . But I encounter these tendencies here . Nobody ever tried

to make a communist out of me . I was a sympatized but I never joined the

party ."

tie is probably on the level, I thought.

"And what were your living conditions there?" I asked .

"Not bad at all, ample meals, clean surroubdings, good companionship."

"And the pay?"

"Sufficient ; the apartment cost me five per cent of my pay, and I don't

each much, as youk know . With Marina's additional salarywe could manage

quite well."

I
"Expensive but adequate and I am not interested, as you know, in stylish

clothes. Of course, the Cubans dressed to kill," he smiled .

Marina must have missed good clothes there, I thought.

"And how about transportation? I asked.
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"Of course I could not afford a motorcycle, but I like to walk and

the public transportation was cheap and good ."

"What was most annoying to you in the Soviet Union?" Asked Jeanne who

was listening in .

"Those endless, endless meetings we had to attend after work, listening

to those deadly, monotonous speeches . You were lucky if you were in the

back and could take a nap. . .We listened to those bureaucratic outpourings

half-dazed, like children during a very boring lesson . Then we voted, ra-

ther lirlifferently, on various trivial issues . Later we would file out,

exhausted and would returh home . And," Lee smiled,"w a never received any

extra pay for the hours lost, and we ceftainly deserved it."

I approved his attitude, nodding agreement. I would also hate go waste

my time on such meetings .

Lee spoke of other foreigners living there, some Cubans whose names I

forgot, one family of refugees from Argentina ; the father was an experiencd

engineer and Lee had a great respect for him. It wasn't once that he men-

tioned this family to me, talking mainly of the daughters who "were so

pretty" and so friendly to him. All in all Lee spoke frequently to me of

his interest in women and he even bragged amusingly and somewhat naively

of his conquests in Russia .
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here in the United States Lee wasn't certainly a ladies' "n, he felt

depressed and confined . I think he frequently regretted having left Minsk.

Lut there I can visualize him cutting a path of Casanova among the

Russian women. And why not? He was a foreigner, he acted freely, he looked

pleasantly and his interest in Russian people was warm and genuine.

Marina admitted herself one day . "He was something out of the ordinary .

He looked Like an American, he was eaaygoi:k�.loose ghd alert -not like the

other guys ." That Lea was a perfictly normal and wall adjusted individual

if Min315 - Marina insisted frequently . "Tlie only trouble with him was, h4s

interest in books - serious books, politics, discussions, rather than sex."

Maybe it is not nice to talk about confidenti4L sex matters, between the

Osvaldo, but might as well do it, they show liZht on the personalities of

this interesting qouple . Marina was close enough to my wife to be completel"I

onen with her . "Lee does not have sex with me but rarely," she admitted, "

very rarely, about once a months, and he is in such a hurry,,pogr fellow,

that I do not get any satisfaction . It's most frustrating." . When Jeanne re,

posted this matter to me, I laughed and told-.Marina a well-known Texas joke,,

translating it, probably for the first time, into Russian.
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"Mandy was a good-lookln& black prostitute . f. handsome, tall Black, by t1u~

name of Tcastus came to see her . 'How much do you charge Han3y?' - For fif-

teen collars I doess it all, for yen, we does it, for five you do it alll

Rastus had only five dollars, so they agreed and went to bed . But while

Rastus began making love to Mandy he turned out to be such a formidable male

that in extasy Middy w ailed :'Rastus I shall do it all on credit, you have

such an honest face!"

Naturally in Russian it did not soubd "rery hot, but We all laughed and

possibly It was the beginning of Marina's arden interest in our racial mino-

rity - the Blacks .

nut. aside from such foolishness, we tallied with Oavalds of their lives

in the Soviet Union. A9n soon we acquired a certainty that Marine wanted a

richer and materialistically more rewarding life than the one she had at

home and it was she w-ho convinced Lee to go th the American Embassy, to

ask for the return of his passport and for money all this in view to go

with him to the United States, Another interesting fact : the first time he

went from ?linsk to Leningrad or Moscow he did it illegally, but the second

time he obtained a leZal Soviet permit to go there by train. As a foreigner

Lee was not supposed to leave town without notifyin3 the police and obtaining

a permit . Dot an easy matter for some of the people who had tried to leave

Russia .
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I remember marina tellin3 me without any emotion that she had been

disclnarZed at the time from the Komsomol, an orZanization of communist yo

youth, and that it happened because she had married an American . In the

Soviet Union it was a disgrace, but she did not attach any importance

to it while it minsk, because obviously she knew she would leave liar

country anyway . Both Len and I laughed jbout her naive belief that the

streets of, tiK United States were payed with gold and that the poor

people were the ones who had to wash temselves their Cadillac& . I remem-

ber Lee tellln us a joke, which circulated at the time among the young

Russians . Capitalism to them aiean~champagne,

	

luxurious cars, jazz,

caviar for dinner and Gina Lollobrigida for a girl-friend . Marvelous'

Cuvimurism to them meant vodka, dirty tramway, balalaika, black bread

and their own mother'

Marina laughed goodnaturedly.

Very often peoll ask me_with suspicion why I, a person with several

university degrees and of fairly good financial and social standing

with friends among the rich of the world - became such a friend of that

9ntajurted radical" - Lee Harvey Osvaldl Well, I hope that this book cla-

rifies Lee's personality, and endows him with a lot of most attractive

features . I already spoke of his straightforward and relaxing personality



of his honesty or his desire to be liked and appreciated . And I believe

it is a privilege o_° an older age not to give a damn what others think of

you. I choose my friends Just because they appeal to me . And Lee did .

It never occurred to me that he might be an agent of any country, inclu-

ding United States - althou,-h he might have been trained in Russian for some

ulterior motive. - Lee was too ouspoken, naively so . In this way I was simi-

lar to him. In 1944 when I was working in Venezuela for William 6uckley's

family company - Pantepec Oil Co.ipany - I m^_"- the Soviet Ambassador there

who had been before world war one a rostabout for tk)bel Oil interests, and

my uncle was a director of that outfit . So the Ambassador knew my name and

was extremely f ::lendly to ne . `ie s?ent many an evenin ;; talking and drinking

vodka . As a result he su7Zested that ho wcnild offer me a contract to work in

the Soviet Unior . Put after listenin<,, to ne and my outspoken opinions, he

advised me :"my friend, you talk too much, you criticize too much, you would

be a babe in the woods in my country and would end up in Siberia ."

Also Lee was very interested in other people, in their work, be tried to

improve jiis own education by readinf� observing and studying . Sometimes bq

was amusing when he used long, difficult words in English - words like



charisma, politicomania, extravaganzas, eletism - the knowledge of which he

liked to display. We even laughed together about his use of such words,

the exact meaning of which eluded him . Occasionally Lee's constant search

for trath, for the answers to the mysteries of life, seemed tragic and dis-

turbing to me . But this proves also that it seems highly improbable that

any government would try to make an agent of such a man . His own element of

self-inquiry, self-denial and self-doubt, mixed with instability worried

Lee. But I told him not to worry, in my opinion instability, doubt, con-

stant search were elements of youth and were flindicative of exuberant life .

I told Lee that I pitied people who did not possess such characteristics,

were living dead, they form the mass of obedient slaves in all countries .

A strong desire for adventure was also one of Lee's motivations. That's

why he became a marine, that's why he switched jobs just because he did

not like what he had to do so far . And routine was deadly to him. However

his last job at the printing company fitted him well and he seemed fairly

happy.

"Why didn't you stay in the Marine Corps?" I asked him one day .

"Oh. I did not care for the military, not much fun being an underling,

not much adventure either ."



"You could become an officer, you are intelligent enough," I countered.

"Gh, no, to hell with being; an officer, I don't like to command other

guys ."

Often I was asked bath suspicion, long before the assassination, "how

did you get .lop._ so well oath Lee Nvald?"

"In my life I have done many things, I was often e promoter, an origina-

tor of new ieenr, so I liked new ideas, even if they seeur_d strange and

outla:.dish . I annoyed sveeting people of various types, evaluated their

thou�hts, did not criticize then," I retorted .

Later on, w%en I was in the bot crater because o£ my friendship with Lee,

a Eric:,d of rii ; .e testificl :"0acr;;e always liked stray do.-s and stray people .'

Pir.ny peo;)lc considered Lee a miser,~ble misfit, an insult to the American

way of life, and completely disregarded him. A Russian refu;ee living in

Dallas told tie once :"I em scared of this man Osvald, he is a paranoid ."

"2r.ranoid ,f not, he is as intelligent as you ore. listen to him, there

is a lot of sense in whit he says," I would reply.

rrobably to annoy Lee, the Russian refugees and some ultra-conservative

Americans showered !Larina with gifts end gave her too ouch attention . Since

Americans could not cosm:unicate with her, their efforts were wasted . But

the gifts give his wife by the refugees annoyed Lee. Unquestionably Marina



added oil to the fire bragging about the gifts and talking how successful

some of the donors were - owning their own homes and two automobiles .

Re might have been woulded in his pride, although he never complained tto

me .

At the time Lee did not want Marina to learn English . She could only

sap yes and no and if she went to the store, she had to point out the

articles she wanted .nlt's very egotistical on your part Lee," Jeanne told

him, "you have to let her was study English so she can communicate with

other people than the Russian refugees . You cannot keep her a recluse."

Sensing that Lee resented them, the members of the Russian colony gave

Marina some hundred dresses. Baby June received a new crib, a carriage and

a lot of toys . Unquestionably it annoyed Lee. The more people gave Marina,

the more it Qiaturbed Lee . Disturbed is not the sight word - maddened .
i

And so he declined invitations to these "benefactor's" homes, he was often

rude to them . That situation had very sad consequences for this family .

As far as we are concerned, we continued our good relationship with the

Osvaldo, even after the situation in Soviet Russian and in Minsk especially,

have been thoroughly discussed . Instead of questioning them, we became con-

cerned in the welfare of this couple . Be nice to the poor was always Jeanne'

motto .



Seeing that Lee's situation was also gradually detgriorating, I became

even nicer to him . ;ever :tick a ma» who is down, help him., was by belief .

Sometimes Lee's action and his sensitivities annoyel me, but I did not

try to show any resentment and atteir,3ted to find a solution for him and

his wife .



Contrasts betuean the Os-ralds .

C:ie day Lec bro.y;;ht to rx". typescripts of his .-:perierces in %ussia .

He %ras interested Ir. puhlishihng them in a form of an article in a magazine

or possibly to develop them into a book. .+ fow typeu pages, and poorly at

that, it! substance could not add much- to 4 itat- he had alfeady told me . And

what lie hat: tilt' vie was of interest only to me . becauue I was familiar with

the locale . but, not to other readers. IIut it- was iry.ortant for him to get

my recognition since he knew that I publislu:d tmuty articles in Durope and

-

	

in this country d:id some theatre reviews -for- the Variety bagazine . And so

Lee cat or, the sofa atd looked hopefully at me .

"I1 .at do you tlAn% of tLis°- he az%ed .

"I:ememter I em not a professional w2iter, I was lucky enough to have

had some ert-iclos--putlished, your story is simple and honest but it is very

poorly written. It is deprived of any sensational revelations and it's

really pointless,- Personally I like it because I know Unsk but how 4r-ry

people know where ~Iinak is . And why should they have interest in your exG

periences7 Tell me!"

"\ot many," Lee agreed mildly .

I did

	

of say-, " not to affertd him, t- list Us-grsmmar was poor and the syn-

tax was abominable . And those long, pompous words . . .



Lut thrt was the result of his poor, formal education. .",nci the only

thirtis in Ills f",-or ..̂toot, out - his sincerity a:xl ai.s obrious ;god will

to inform correctly .

"If you add sane sensational, detective story type details, a heauti-

Ful fcr,alg spy, depraved, desochistic pclicenien, if. you depict all Russians .
degenerate
a.^, iagr==rr4nenstvrs, then your script will be published .

"Itn, than you," said Lee proudly . "L do act trait "_o tell licp ., !ty par.,_"

pose is to im;,rove Coviet-Ruz.-L-.72: iar-rican relations ." And lie added quickly,

"People here s;;cu:Id know .bow decent a:xl generous huesXans Ere ., how,wet},_, � ,

they treated me, ._ sir-pie Anerican e:-scrine, with kindness end generosaity

- I Rid not fij.d rrythin;, monstrous in :;lviet 1 :~tssa.e.."

	

,

"I arrec cd.t h yM. personnlly . nlst you tall : cbout some irzividuals

you net there. . It's toed ant: factual, they are dep~Fnt, people . Sy~,tilto is. ��

irterested in ccmratc this or that, in refugees from Ar.enina or in some

cheerful Cuban studcnte? Correct?",

l.ec! a.,reed end I %andled him bath Isis pales .

The saao typeacrips ;;,-are shoum me later for $, e4Cification by Crlg .~ . . �, .,

Warren Co mitre lcc,,Ier and they were prir.ted in the 17arren Committee

report . So Lee's wished xs= came true after hl4 death.



This was a period of relative tranquillity for Lee, as he was working

for Taggart's developing and enlarging photos, posters and maps and he

seemed to enjoy his work . But Marina was dissatisfied and complained to

Jeanne again.^He comes home tired, hadly talks to me, only to the baby,

then reads Russian books and is seldom tender and loving to me .", .

Incidentally I never saw him interested in anything else except Russ-

sian books and magazines . He said he didn't want to foget_the language - . . .{

but it amazed me that he read such difficult writers like Gorki, Dostoevski,

" Gogot, Tolstoi and Turgenieff - in Russian . As everyone knows Rusaian_id

a complex language and he was supposed to have stayed in the Soviet Union

onlya -little over two years . He must have had some, previous training and . , .

that point had never been brought up by the Warren Committee - and it is

'at113 puzzling to me. . In my opinion Lee was a very : .bright . Rergon . ,Qpt pot ,

a genius . He never mastered the English language yet he learned such a dif-

"" fi~cuiL "language!- I taught Russian at : all level in ea large Vr4vergity,and.

I never saw such a profficiency in the best senior students who constantly

. . . listened to--Russian tapes and spoke to Russian fiends . As a . matter 4? ;,, .,

fact American-born instructor# never mastered Russian spoken language as

well as Lee did .

	

. .

	

, . . __ .._t,.

The fact that Lee reserved Marina as a perfect Russian conversationalist



for himself was foolish and selfish. Being in close relationship with the

Osvalds we noticed the signs of the coming disintegration of their already

fragile relationship . Lee seemed to be fornd of Marina but he mostly chd-

rished baby June . Maybe he was too secretiave ap person to show his affec-

tion and ,Marina's slavic nature demanded-more attention and tenderness .

But Lee never spoke badly to us about his wife, he never criticized her but

- 'neither did he ever express any- deep-feeling for "her. Even in his typewritten

memoirs he spoke very little of her.

Marina;-on 'the other hand, annoyed and-criticized Lee, due possibly to

a perversity of her Russian character . "He is so puny, so dull, he never

drinks ;- only wirks, tises-easily, is only interested in books" She com-

plaited to as and my wife . And she said that behind his back and obviously

" °" to°him "dlrectly when we ware, not-there. " Never did we hear from her that she

loved her husband . But there was nevertheless an element of strong attach-

=vent"which TW together these two yo " dWerent people, but we did not no-

tics it at the time .

Lee' vas' Weed 'alt wrapped " up in-his-vorih- books, his ideas on equality

of all people, especially of all races= it was strange indeed for a boy

oor whi
' " New'Drlganb"~ .

	

ca

	

aeday

	

purely+Mgo,-bo be so profoundly anri-racist .

"Segregation in any form, rectal, social or economic, is one of the most
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repulsive facts of American life*, he often told me . "I would be willing

any time to fight these fascistic segregationalists - and to die for my

black brothers ."

He obviously intended to do dust that, as we shall see from the later

chapters and from Marina's inscription on Lee's picture. Warren Committee

completely disregarded this unusual aspect of Lee's character and elimi-

nated my statement form the report .

Otherwise, we seldom heard from Lee much talk about women, Mgrina, on

the other hand, spoke freely to Jeanne add to myself about her pre-marital

experiences, her admiration for strong, sexy men. She spoke enthusiastical-

ly

	

about the Cubans she met in Russia . "They were outgoing and gay._Often .

they carried their guittrs with them, sand their catchy Carriben tunes, dan-

ced so well . They were such fun!"

This was an indirect criticizm of her husbandwho did not like music,

except Russian folcloric sad tunes, who did not play any musical_ instruments

and could not dance. And let's face it he wasn't particularly entertaining

with her.

Here I want to dispel once more the impression I may have given that Lee

did not have a keen sense of humour . For instance I remember this one he tol

me . "A russian doctor had a parrot who was able to say 'how do you do',

'good night' etc. ,



One hot evening the doctor left the parrot on the windowsill to cool off.

A Russian mujik passes by and hears parrot's greetings. He takes his hat

off and says:'excuse me, combade, I thought you were a bird1 8"

On American politics he expressed the following opinion ."Under dictator-

ship people are enslaved but they know it . Herd the politicians constantly

lie to people and they become immune to these lies bacause they have the

.pribilegs .of voting . But voting is rigged anddemocracy here is a gigantic

profusion of lies and clever braain-washing ."

Also he_ said-something about FBI which did not strike me at the time as

very clever, but Itstory proved his judgement correct. "knowledge is a

great power, especially if you know it-about very impprtant people."

obviously J.Edgar Hoover's files mast come to your mind .

_Also .he told me the--joke which- must- have- been circulating at the time

in the Soviet Union . "A strip-tease joint was opened in Moscow for the tou-'.

.rists . It was decorated and run just. like .in Paris and lots of money was

spent on this establishmen . Yet it did not attracact much trade . A State

Economic-Commission questioned the worried.director. He explained : II did
I

by best, hired the beat decorators, imitated a place in Paris .'- 'How about

-.the--girlsY! .aaked a member of-the commfssioo . 'Ho trouble with them, they

are all at least for thirty years good, party members.'"
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Lee also liked jokes about southern hillbillies and rednecks but I

cannot recall any of them now. He subscribed to "Krokodil" a Soviet satiri-

cal publication, somewhat similar to the New Yorker or to the British Punch.

Krokodil, which we often read together, featured mainly Russian self-criti-

cism in the form of short stories or cartoons . Animals frequently featured

local politicians, and in the manner of Krilov's fables, emphasized the

foibles of the Soviet bureaucracy . It also took swipes at the bourgeois

world quite sharply.

Lee read Russian classics and discussed some at length with me, especially

I remember "The Idiot" by Dostoievski, a psychoanalytical study. He under-

stood the pre-revolutionary life in Russia, which I did not know but heard

about from my parents . Russian classics belong exclusively to the pre-revo-

lutionary or early revolutionary days and modern Russians are fascinated

by those days of extravagant aristocracy, tzarist power and abuses of it,

great wealth and great waste, ownership of slaves, temporal strength of

the Greek-Orthodox church - these aspects of the old days Lee observed with

distaste but the elegance and the gayety of the certain occasions gave him

a feeling of nostalgia, as he were Russian himself.

Marina did not care about any of this, she was a super-materialist, really

destinaed by nature for the mediocre, middle class American life : new clothes
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new buildings, plastic, neutral surroundings, tall, well-dressed men.

"Lee, when shall we get a car/" She kept on nagging . "Everymne here h"S

one, even the poorest people!" And poor Lee even did not know how to

drive a car. And when Marina was talking to Jeanne he shad;"I never wanted

a middle-class wife, mediocre, obscure, money-loving who would have the

t#ste of vanity, of luxury, of comfort, of all that bourgeois nonsense."

Well, you have one. I thought.

Marina liked wine, he objected to it . She smoked, he detested the smell

- of- tobaeoe. , so whenever she was without himshe.would become a chain-smoker,

inhaling deep, asking for drinks, enjoying these forbidden pleasures . He

called. Lee, a slender, ascetic man. but by no means a weakling, a bookworm.

He respected education and knowledge, especially in others, she was just

the opposite ; she didrOt value her degree as a pjarmacist .

	

-

"It must have been difficult to get it?" I asked her once .

"Fot-for me . I got by easily,-used ponies and passed my examinations,"

she answered breezily .

But she would-remember some handsome, fellows and had wed and shared bed

with, of real soviet type orgies . She confided in Jeanne . Those parties

" were organised-in Minsk by richer sons of_ the bureaucrats who disposed of

comfortable apartments while their parents were gone . The kids drank and
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sleps indiscriminately . "This was terrific," she reminisced . "And t also

remember a handsome boy who instead of joining us on hilidays would take

a book and would go all day to the forest to study . Some people are
crazy,"'

she concluded .

In my conversations with Lee, I found out that he was an oppn and

straightforward agnostic . Religion did not interest him. He was that was

probably since his early childhood.His agnosticism was of the type .of Je- 1

fferson's or Franklin's - and it was fine . He was not an aggressive

atheist who wanted to impose his point of view with violence. Hquust have

read Toynbee and Bertrand Russell because his argumentation against orga-

nixed religion was solid . One day he said-"The doctor sees a,man,at his

weakest, the lawyer sees the man at his wickedest and the priest sees a man

at his stupidest," he chpckled~ "I read it somewhere, it!s ptetty good,?"

	

I
i

Lee was always very humble with me and he really blossomed when I showed

some interest in what he had to say. But arnIt we all the ,saq* .way?,

	

.,

	

,

Only once, while discussing organized religion, he expressed his views

with cold disdain . "What I dislike," he -said, "are the materialisticll,

aspects of the American type religion, not all, but the large denominations

with their rediculously garish churches� their tax-deductible, trlck;. and. ,

finageling ." Lee seemes quite versed in the matter . Here he was rather
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instructing me . And i had to agree with him on the greedy aspects of our

modern Christianity, so far removed from the original t6achings-of pover-

ty and humility .

I remember talking to my wife about Lee and she mentioned that we both

treated him on a perfectly equal basis, and never scorned him, while other

people who helped the Osvalds did it for Marina only or for the child.

And Lee did not-like any help, especially that type . He was occasionally

rude to the people who interfered in their lives being intrisically a

very independent, selfsuffLcient person.-And-so he began refusing invita-

tions which infuriated Marina .

Many local people,.especially Russian refugees, resented Lee because

he had deserted these United States, the "country of the brave and the

free" and many considered him an outright-txaitor . And he, a hundred per-

cent, native-born American smiled and would say :"who Are the real Ameri-

cans? Only the-Indians, Blacks and the Mexi,oans from the Souths=-Western

states, to whom this country originally belonged ."

We have a different attitude . We-Like young people who search to solve

some problems which bother them . lie disliked many aspects of American life

and thought that maybe somewhere else, it. use better . Being with him took me

back to my young days at the University of Liege, when we spent entire

43-792 0 - 79 - 9
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discussing, various problems o£ life without any respect for the rules

or for the establishment .

It was not the first time that he mentioned that he was disappointed

in the Soviet Union because he did not find there his ideal of justice .

"Maybe it does not exist . . ." he said sadly one day . "And so I came back."

The narrow-minded people condemned him without understanding his motiva-

tions, without giving him a chance to explain himself . And .later on our

Dallas police let him die without explaining himself and telling the truth .

But we are talking of the year 1962 and of people he met then . Many re-

vented him - and he answered in kind . And we were the only ones whh took

interest in him and gave him a chance to express himself .

Since I had mentioned Lee's agnosticism, let's go back to marina's

attitude towards religion . We were positive that at the time Marina was

#lso an agnostic, even an atheist, after all she was brought up in Soviet

Russia in purely communist surroundings .., She did not have the slightest

idea of. God, not any interest in anything divine - or so it seemed to us .

But soon she realized that being religious in the United States would

help her, as it usually does . And so she had her child June christened later

in the Greek-Orthodkx church in Dallas duzlng one of her separations from

Lee .This exacerbated their conflict . fle told her in our prosence :"you
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doublecrossed me, you should have consulted me before_ doing this to my

child. This is unforgivablel"

And so there was another element added to their disputes .

Personally I do not criticize faith or reli3lon, but these should be

true and profound feelings, not the outward manifestations . Lee's faith,

his stronest belief was - racial inte,7ration . lie told me at many occasions

-"it trarts me that the Blacks do not have the same privileges and rights

as white Americans ." And I agreed with him. This was the ti&e when Blacks

had to sit at the back of the busa, couldn'x eat in restaurants or stay

in the hotels and motels reserved for the whites . It arCered and annoyed

me . At the time I didn't have many contacts with the Blacks, except with

some artiste, teachers and preachers . But in my lrofession I couldn't

afford to have Black friends often in the house, I would have been black-

balled and eliminated from the competitive field. Fortunately now the

situation chark;ed for me and I am very happy.

Lee also resented the poor care of his child. This led to frequent

quarrels and recriminations . Gradually fi;hts between the Osvaldo became

frequent and vicioas . Marina would arrive by bus with the baby and would

complain to Jeanne :"H2xhe beat me up again," and showed bruises on her

body to Jeanne and a black eye to me .
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One day we visited them in their apartment on Elsbeth Street in Oak

Cliff . It was on the ground-floor of a dreary red-brick building, the

atmosphere of the house and the neighbourhood conducive to suicide . The

living-room was dark and smelly, the bedroom and the kitchen facing bleak

walls . But Lee was proud of his own place and showed me his books and me-

gazines as well as some letters from Russia which we read together . The

place was spruced up by the lovely photographs of the Russian countryside

taken by Lee there and later ynlarged by him. Trees and fields, charming

peasant huts and cloudy skies contrasted strangely with the dreary walls

and the lugubrious atmosphere . Some pictures were framed by Lee, others

unframed were assebled carefully in an albums : I also remember artistically

taken pictures of Moscow and Leningrad, especially of the river Neva which

I also slightly remembered from my childhood. He was happy to have access

to elaborate photographic equipment . "Look at these churches, look at these

statues," he exclaimed proudly. Indeed almost all his pictures had a pro-

fessional touch, he was justly proud of them .

While Lee and I were chatting on that moth-eaten sofa of his in the li-

ving-room, Marina invited Jeanne to come to the kitchen . There she cr&Ad

and showed an infected spot on her shoulder : "The son of the bitch caught

me smoking and he grabbed the c6_,arette and put it out on my bare flesh,"
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"This is terrible, this is terrible," shouted Jeanne, coming out of

the kitchen . "Lee what have you done to your wife?"

"Well, she smoked against my orders," Me said sullenly .

"You lived abroad only two years and picked up those customs," Jeanne

attacked him. "You could not have picked up this brutality in Russia

where women are independent . RrO here you have no right to brutalize a

woman just because she smokes occasionally ."

Right there we discussed with them very frankly their 3rowing antago-

nism and tried to find a solution to it . We came up with an idea of a

temporary separation but let it up to them . "Take it easy," I told Lee,

"and ston abusin� your wife ."

"nut she enjoys brutality," he answered calmly . "Look at me I am all

scratched up ." . Indeed, even in the darkish room we could see long red

marks on his face - traces of Marina's fingernails . "she is prov3king

me," he added sadly .

"Still it's no excuse," I said . "Your temparaments obviously clash -

it's another reason fos separation ."

The Osvelds remained silent, wrapped up in their misery .

"Do it," said Jeanne, "before you really hurt each other . And you Lee

are responsible because you are stronger ."
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"Van, that women loves to fight," countered Lee seriously.

Marina and Jeanne went beck to the kitchen were Marina cried on my

wife's shoulder . On the way home Jeanne related tt :e complaints . "He is

cold and hostile," said Marine . "He goes to bed with me so rarely now.

Once in a couple of weeks . He makes me so god-danm frustrated ."

Jeanne was amused by such frank revelation but could not find a better

solution for Marina than advising her to be more feminine, use some perfume

in the evening and occasionally put on a sexy, transparent negligee .

But before leaving- I remember taking a close look at, baby June, . laying

in her crib, rather fat and not being able yet to say a word . "She reminds

me of sore-one, of some celebrity," I said .

And then the answer came to me . "Look at June," I shonted . "Look she is

a baby edition of Nikita Krushchev!"

I did not mean it as an insult, Just the opposite . I rather liked that

outgoing, earthy old man, and so did the Osvalda . So we all laughed and

assembled around the crib, examining the baby . "Same pinkish color of the

skin," observed Jeanne . "Same rare, fluffy ?-air," said Marina . "Same round

Russian face," agreed Lee smili ly .

And so we left that evening advising our young friends to talk over

their problems and to stop torturing each other. Whatever their decision



would be, wen would be glad to help them in any way we could .

Driving back from the Oavalds we spoke of their problems and laughed

June-Krushcheff comparison. "Yes, the baby has the same slanting eyes

and the same belligerent expression," said Jeanne,"how come I did not

notice it before?"

Yes, June was not a pretty baby at the time but perfectly normal and

healthy. We have not seen her lately, for reasons I shall explain, byt I

an sure she grew up to be a lovely young girl . She had a step-father and

knows: probably :little or nothing about her real father . And we remember

with sadness how much Lee was devoted to her . ",,le is an unusually loving

and tender father," I mused aloud while driving.

"And he has a very good hearth," said Jeane, "look how much our dogs

love him."

" is so touching when Lee kisses June and calls her "moia malenkaia

devochka" ." And never gets mad at her, I concluded while we approached

our house .
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Increased animosity betweenLee and Harine .

Conflicts in married couples develop slowly like a cancer, and then

from the slow development the sickness attacks the couple with alarming

rapidity . In previous chapter we showed how slowly but insidiously the

aniLaosity developed in the case of Osvalds . -LookirU back at Lee and remem-

bering his reactions, lie became suddenly standoffish, sometimes superci-

lious and spoke only to people whom he liked and tousted . Add there were

not many of them . Lee was not close to his mother and seldon. spoke of her .

But neither 11d he criticize her . He hardly spoke of his brother Robert

and not at all of his wifd . Yet, the Osvalds stayed with them for a abort

time upon their arrivAL in the United States .

As a matter of fact we never met any member of the Osvald family and

we are sorry not to have met Lee's mother . F.uen i'.arina spoke nicely of her.

Later we admired wbeb Xarguerite Osvald tried desperately to clear up

her son's name and reputation . We wish her the best of luck .

Cne of the reasons we agree with Mrs. Marguerite Osvald that her son

wasa probably innocent of he:aredy's assassinnSton - and we insisted on this

during the 'darran Committee interviews (although it was never brought up

publicly) - was the following : Lee actually admired President Rennedy in

his own reserved way . One day we discussed with Lee Kennedy's efforts to
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bring peace to the world and to end the cold war . "Great, greatl" Ekclaimed

Lee . "If he succeeds, he will be the greatest president in the history of

this country ."

Kennedy's efforts to alleviate and to end segregation were also admired

by Lee, who was sincerely and profoundly committed to a complete integra-

tion of Blacks and saw in it the future of the United States."I am willing

to fight for racial equality and would die fighting if necessary," He told

me once . Because of his poor, miserAble childhood, he prombably compared

himself to the Blacks and the Indiana And commiserated with them . In this

he was so different and so noble compared with the Southern trash and red-

necks, whose segregationism stems from their fear of the Blacks, of their

strength and of the possibility of their prominence in every field of human

endeavouu.Bducation for the Blacks was an anathema for them, while Lee was

fullheartedly for it . He loved black children and admired their cute and

outgoiq; ways . He also was fond of the black music and folclore with which

he was familiar from his childhood days in New Orleans .

Lee despised the reactionary groups, the white supremacists, the so

called "hate groups" and did not hide his feelings . I naturally agreed with

him. Marina, on the other hand w"s not interested in anything except acqui-

ring possessions . Her craa materialism, envy of other refugees' success,
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compared to Lee's idealism, lead inevitably to confrontations .

Lee was rather neat and orderly, Marina was lazy and devil m#y care

about her househ6ld and herself . This unusual fngexRussian-American couple

was too much for the average Ae;o- Hence their cohabitation with rk:

Robert Oevald and his family was short . It all became clear to my wife as

she had the opportunity of observing Marina more than I did . .This ex-

Russian activist and member of the Communist youth stayed in bad 'till boon

or later and avoided domestic chores . This was what happened when she sta-

yed in our house. The same opinion was shared by my daughter with whom

Marina stayed also for a while.

Marina was simply deprived of energy while, tee, capable of an effort,

was not however an average go-getting type of a person who succeed in Ame-

rica . I often regretted that Lee did not get a better education, he would

have done well in the scholastic world and would have been a useful citizen

In the meantime Lee's relationship with Marina worsened as she became

more enticed by the American "lumtries" . It was a sensuous joy for her

to wear my wife's silk nighties when she stayed with us and my daughter

said that she did the same when she stayed in her apartment.

As Marina was luxuriatin3, Lee was reading whenever he could his Russiat

books (he had brought a lot from The Soviet Union) and his friends kept

providing him with new supplies of books and magazines .
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t,lthough I did not notice any special sighs of jealouzy regarding

harina - for obvious reason:, she could not comxawnicate with AmericaNs

and the Russian refugaea were too old for her - but it annoyed him that

his wife kept corresponding with her boy-friend, or an ex-lover, in Russia .

Lee intercepted a letter from this man a x1 became very bitter . I do not

remember whether he beat bpr up on that occasion, farina did Rot com,)lain.

gut he told me that tithe letter contained reference of Marina's plan to

return to the Soviet Union without aim. It could be that Lee Amagined it .

Anyway, the situation became tenser . Lee- obviously loved marina in his

own way end did not went to lose her .

Marina's smoking and oaasional drinkin. gave fits to Lee, he hated

the smell of tobacco on :farina's breath . LauAhingly I told him to acid

this problem and to approach .arina, when-he.was in an amorous mood, from

the back . He did not laugh this time .

Junie's-upbringina also caused bitter disputes, Lee accused his wife

of not payin; enough attention to his daughter, not to change her diapers

fast enough and to be tender enough witly-har. Actually Mgrina was not a

bad mother, but Lee was too much of a perfectionist and Juno was his idol .

In out opinion ae spoiled the child too much and we told him so .

The 4avalds gyarrelled in front of us bitterly but without physical
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v1plence . Rut gradually the tempo od their fiats increased and we saw

Marina more often with bruises an-1 lee witli scratches on his face .

Jeanne tried to convince Lee to chan;;e his ways to he more tolerant

otherwise this confrontation would end in a tra3edy. I did not believe

that Lee would serioualy hurt Marina and lau;;hed - "even prominent people

occasionally heat their wives, the most important is not to main them."

Day wife liked Marina and found hor. amusin& and stimulating but we ward

both annoyed to hear her complaints shout "that idiot Lee who does not male

enough money ."

".4hy don't you try to make something out of yourself?" asked Jeanne .

"I came 2ennileas to America, worked hard and became a successful des,izSner .

Go to school, learn Enzlish, revalidate your deLree ."

Marina was not interested .

To encourage Marina and prevent her from bitching, at Lee, Jeanne Zave

her a series of records to teach Russian-speaking people Epoliah. they,

were her own records, as she came to the United .^sates from China, without

knowing the lan.,urge well . nut she learned fast and made a superhuman effor

to become independent and to give an excellent education to her daughter.

We also gave the,Osvalds A phono_,raph . Rut instead of learnin& English
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she played melancholy Russan tunes and did not obviously cherish the

idea of finding a fob.

One day both of them were reading to us a letter from Marina's girl-

friend in Russia . "Marina," it read, "I knew you would make it, you

were destined to be great #Nd your success in America is a proof of it ."

Lee smiled sadly :"Marina what were you saying to your friend?"

Ironically Marina did become £amuous after the assassination, was on

the cover of Time Magazine, received a lot of money from charktable but

-foolish Americans, and is now well off financially.

At the time it was pathetic to read such a nonsense . But it is possibb

that Marina in her own strange way considered her arrival in America a

great success, maybe the hundreds odd dresses donated to her turned her

head? .. . Who knows?

One day she told Jeanne that she always wanted to come to the United

'States - at any price: all the foolish gadgets and all the junk which

clutter our lives in this country.
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We were appalled at the Osvalde' marital troubles which from being bad

became desperate . One day Marina came to our house without announcement,

crying, badly bruised all over and carrying baby June along . It would be

dangerous for her to Lee . And so we discussed the situation with a charming

couple - the Mellers - very kindly people without children of their own .

He had been a professor in Eastern Poland and she a Soviet displaced person .

They met in a camp in Germany, fell in love, married and eventually came

to the United States . They met Marina and liked her and at the same time

they were not prejudiced against Lee . Not being rich, they were generous,

and they accepted to host Marina and the child 'till the situation would

clear up .

The same day I invited Lee to come to the house to discuss the situation

with him . We spoke very clamly and as a matter of fact of the need for se-

paration . Our dogs, Nero and Poppea, sitting snugly next to Lee were a

living proof that he was not either frantic nor nervaous . When it came to

the last beating, result of Oevalds' desperate quarrels, Jeanne said :"sepa-

rate as fast as you can . Stay away from each other . I will let you know Lee

later where Marina will be . But not before some time lapses ."

At that Lee became indignant, our dogs went into hidi.r3, "you are not
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going to impose this indignity on mel" He shouted . "I shall tear up all

of June and Marina's clothes and break the furniture ." He was incoherent

and violent . W e never saw him in this condition before .

"If you di this, you will never see June and Marina again . You are ri-

diculous,"'she said quietly . "There is a law here against abuse ."

"By the time you calm down, I shall promise you will be in contact with

baby June again," I interceded, knowing that Lee was afraid that someone

would take the child away from him . And so he calmed down, promised to

think the situation over, assured us that there would be,no more violence

and after a while we drove the couple back to the dreary Elsbeth Street

apartment .

The next evening Led was back with us, all alone . Again he wanted to

talk the situation over. He sat gloomily on our famuous sofa and both of_

as tried to talk some sense .

"Y heard of love accompanied with beating and torture," I said half se-

riously, read Marquis de Sade or observe the life of the underworld -

Vamour crapule, as they say in France . But your, fights seem to be deprived

of sex, which is terrible . . ."
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"If you think you are fond of each other, cannot you do it without

scratching, biting and hitting?" Jeanne tried another reasoning .

Lee sat g6oomily without saying a word .

"Separation will be a test for both of you," continued Jeanne, "you

will see if you can live without each other . If you can, Lee, you will

find another woman and will be happier with her."

"If not," -1 laughed, "you will separate or divorce again. Look at me

I did it four times until I found somebody who can stand me."

Jeanne kept on talking about a-nice --temporary home for Marina and the

baby and the good care both of them will have . Naturally we did not mention

the name of Mellers .

"I promise you, Lee, that after a cooling off period, I shall give you

the address and the telephobe, so-you can communicate with your child.

Nobody should separate a child from her father ."

Lee believed my promise because he knew ,tbat myself I had been a victim

of a vindictive wife who prevented me from seeing my children .

Jeanne had called one of two families, who knew the Osvalds and they

wholeheartedly approved of the proposed arrangement because they thought

that Marine would be better off alone " than-with Lee . And I personaly was

sure that Lee would be happier without Marina .
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Lee we were worried about.

That night we separated rather sadly . "You may hate us, Lee, or maybe

you will be grateful to us one day for enforcing this separation," I said

"But I don't see any other way out under the circumstances . This is Satur-

day, we are free to-mprrow and will come in the morning to help Marina and

the baby move our ."

Lee agreed but he was on the verge of tears . "Remember your promise.

You will give me soon their address and the telephone ."

We shook hand and Lee left .

The next day, a Sunda y, we drove to Osvalds.' apartment on Elsbeth Street

Lee hardly said hello to Jeanne to who he has always bees most cordial .

"This is not the end of the world,_ Lee," she told him . "Cheer upt"

And she went to help Marinj . I sat on the sofa with him and tried to talt

to him . He was gloomy and hardly said a word . He did not try to help us

move the crib . baby's belongings, but *ben it came to Marina's clothes,

he became infuriated . In the meantime our big .convertible Galaxie - which we

kept for years in memory of Osvaldo - was filling up high . Seeing all those

innumerable clothes, Lee grabbed_ a bundle .oif- them and shouted :"I will not

permit it! I will not permit itt I shall burn all this garbage."

43-792 0 - 79 - 10
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And so back we went into the apartment following Lee and the bundle

of Marina's clothes . "You cannot go back on your promise to be calm, Last"

Shouted Jeanne . Disgusted, I wanted to call the police for help . But Lee

looked so desperate that I sat on the sofa again, grabbed him by the arm

and tried to reason with him . "Brutality won't help you,Lee," I said . "If

you keep on with these tantrums, Marina and the baby will be gone anyway

and you won't see them again . So better submit and keep your word."

He sat gloomily not sure of what he was going to do .

"We are wasting our valuable time helping your kids,"I shouted loosing

my pat-ience . "To hell with you and your gyarrelsl"

And Lee calmed down and agreed .to everything . He even helped carrying

marina's clothes agquired from the hateful Russian-American benefactors,

and put them on. top of our overloaded car . D.ith all this junk, our conver-

tible sank almost to the ground and groaned .

And so we departed Jeanne.holding up to all that stuff to prevent it

from falling ou, Marina holding on to baby Huns . As I was driving I laughed

because we looked so obviously ridiculous . .But fortunately this was a Sun-

day, there were few people on the streets and I drove slowly, avoiding main

arteries from Oak Cliff, in the far Western part of Dallas, to the Lakeview

area, in the Eastern part of Dallas, a distance of some fifteen miles .
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And so we reached the apartment of that gentle couple, the Mellers, who

came out, greeting Marina and the bby and helped to unload all that dunk .

Little did they suspect that this kindly action would cause them so

much trouble after November 239 1963 and that their gentle life would be

disturbed by the insane wuopicions and crazy publicity following Kennedy's

assassination.

Marina complained for the last time about that stupid Lee and all the

trouble he had caused all of us . I was worried about him. "Let's get over

with it, I said gloomily, finishing the unloading. "And let's get out of

here . We have done enough for these crazy kids ."
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Obviously the separation which we caused and worked so hard at was not

bhe ru3ht solution for the couple's problems . It was a heavy burden on this

charitable Polish-Russian couple - the Mellera - who were used to their

own ways and who had to share Marina's temperamental problems . She would

not help Mrs. Mallet in her household pre chores and behaved like a prim-

donna . And for Lee the separation was much worse. He missed Marina and the

child and came to our house daily , asking how they were, did June miss

him, were they well take care off . In other words he practically forgot

that this separation was not a joke and that he had caused it to a great

extent .

Again we had a chance to talk together, in a less cheerful mood than

before . "One can arrive at truth by trial and error," he said . "In my case

I commit so many errors and I still do not know whether I arrive as truth."

"It is possible, Lee," I countered that you take things too seriously.

Don't do things which are unpleasant or uncomfortable because of some

great ideology you may have . You see all the mesa you are in . You must have

read Aithur Koestler's book where he repents for his years as an ideological

communist revolutionary ."

Lee remembered the book .
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"Stop living miserably, do like a normal person does, live pleasantly

and keep your own ideology to yourself . Don't disclose yourself ."

"You are right," of course, said Lee."But this society we live in, it's

so disgusting and degrading. How can you stand it?"

"Well, my friend, that's why we have built in distractions, stupid TV,

moronic movies, rock and roll music for most of the people ."

"And good books for us," concluded Lee, rather aptly .

VLee, you are too straight, your back does not bend enough . One of these

days someone will break your back . You have to learn to bend, be resilient"

"But look at the politicians here, most of them . They want to be praised

publicly of their honesty and good will . Connelly, the governor of Texas,

for example. In reality they will do all the degrading actions and yet try

to appear in good light ."

This was the first time he mentioned his loathing for Governor Connelly .

What caused it, we shall show later.

"What you need, Lee, is a good walj in the jungle, like we did . That

would bring you back to the essentials of life - survival ."

"Marina is not Jeanne, she will not do anything of the sort . And we

have the baby . . ."

Later we were asked many times with great suspicion - "why were you was-

ting your time on this crazy Marxist and his unappealing wife?"
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The answer is - first to help a young couple in despair a nd secondly-

more complex answer - I found Lee a most interesting and invigorating in-

dividual, he never bored me . Maybe the reader will agree . . . .

Talking to Lee was a balsam for his raw nerves, a sincere conversation

calmed him down and it wasn't bad for me either . Fortunately I remember

well so much of what he said . I remember distinctly that one of those eve-

nings together we Balked of John F . Kennedy . Lee liked him and certainly

did not include him among those despicable politicians he mentioned before .

I showed him President's picture on the cover of Time Magazine and Lee said

-"how handsome he looks, what open and sincere features he has and how dif-

ferent he looks from the other ratty politicos ."

I don't remember exactly the words but Lee spoke most kindly o£ the gra-

dual improvement of the racial relations in the United States, attributing

this improvement to the President . Like most young people he was attracted

by the Kennedy's personality but he also knew that JFK's father was a

rascal who made money off whisky and being bullish on the stock-market

which is betting against this country's economy .

Lee often mentioned that the two party system did not work well, that

other points of view were not represented . He did not see the difference

between a conservative democrat and a fairly liberal republican - and in

that I agreed with him .
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"Both republicans and deaocrats really did not oppose each other,"

he mentioned one day, "they do not represent different points of view,

but they are both solidly against poor and oppressed."

But re3ardin3 JFK, Lee did not have such a 3loomy attitude and he hoped

that after the Bay of Pigs fiasco Kennedy would accept coexistence with

the communist world .

As I mentioned before, he did not like Marine Corps and considereds

it racist and se3regationist . "Do you know that President Truman wanted

to abolish this Marine Corps and I would a3ree with him on that." Lee

did not like any militarists, Russian or Americans, he thought that some

day there would be a "coup d'etat" in this country organized by the Penta-

gon and that the country would become a militaristic, nazi-type, dictator-

ship .

Maybe this negativist attitude was the result of the separation, these

days fee was gloomy and did not smile at my yokes. Yet I tried my best . I

remember telling him about the meeting of four girls, French, English, Ame- ,

rican and Russian ."The French girl said."my lover will buy me a dress ."

The English girl said :' my husband promised to buy me a new coat .' The

American girl bragged :'my boas vill buy me a mink stole' . And the Russian

girld cotncluded :'Girls, I am prostitute also' ."
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One of those evenings Lee spoke for the first time of his discharge

from the Marine Corps ."I received an honorable discharge and then those

bastards, in the Navy, changed it into an undesirable discharge, just

because I went to Russia and threw my passport in the face of the Ameri-

can consul ."

"Didn't they do it because you lied? You were supposed to go back to

the States to help makings a living for your mother . . ."

"Oh, hell, that was just a crooked excuse," He said sullenly ."And

Connally sigHbd this undesirable discharge . . ."

Those days Lee was bitter about religion, which he generally seldom

mentioned . He explained his &wowed agnosticism:"money waster of these

innumerable churches, garish and costly, should be spent much more use-

fully on hospitals, asylums, homes for the poor and elderly, on elimi-

nating slums .^

But Lee did not like the communist party "either . "In Russia party mem-

bers are mostly opportunists, carrying their cards proudly in order to

get better jobs, or they forced into the party by the circumstances or

families ." i

Again I tried to cheer up Lee by telling him a joke I heard In Yugo-

slavia .
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An uneducated Monteneaian communist arrives in Belgrade where he sees

for the first time changing lights in a main intersection . 'Comrade,' he

asked a passer by . 'What are these lights for?' He asked timidly . The

slyde answer wasOthe red lights are for the communists to cross over,

the yellow for the communist sympatizers, the green for all the others .'

And so the peasant tried to cross on the red light, almost got killed and

stron&ly admonished by the policeman:'what kind of fool are you?'- 'But

I am a member of the communist party, but I didn't really wanted to join

it, I was forced into it.'-

He did not laugh but conceded that the joke proved his point. "People

without any party affiliation were the nicest among those I met in Russia,

he concluded.

I remember that Lee did not like any political parties, anywhere . He

was just a native-born nonconformist . But he told me that when he used to

teach his coworkers Erl;lish in Minsk, he tried to present United States in

the most favorable light and wasn't too popular with the authorities be-

cause of that . In USSR he defended Usa, in USA he defended USSR .

This type of attitude I like very much and I tried to do the same when

I worked in Yugoslavia in 1967 . I remember deeply offending the secretary

of the communist party of Slovenia comparing him to my ex-father-do-law,
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ex-chariman of the Republican party of Pennsylvania and an extremely

rich man . Eoth of them, communist and a super-capitalist were made in the

same mold . When he hesr this, Lee finally smiled .

And so Lee tried to create good feeling in two opposing countries,

in two opposing systems of government . This in not an attribute of a

violent man, just the opposite . I must say that I never considered Lee

capable of, a truly violent act . Marina annoyed him, he beat her up, but

she scrtached him back and hurt him worse. Lee regretted his acts but

Marina did not . Lee threatened to destroy toys and clothes but he did

not do it . Look how he accepted our intervention . . . I am not a very violent

person, but I would not stand for somebody else to take away my wife and

my only child, whatever the reasons were .

Unquestionably Lee was a very sincere person, he meant what he said,

even if it meant trouble for him. Marina, I remember, had the same feelings'

reCarding religion r.s Lee, she found all religions absolutely ridiculous,

a childish farce . Rut at the same time she had her baby baptized - just

in case . She knew it would crento a favorable impression among Americans

and Russian refugees . She did it at the time of this separation, we did

not know about it, and she did it without Lee's consent.

And so baby June was baptized in the Russian-Orthodox church, where
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ld=elf - he had been a strong Baptist - he was somewhat fanatical about

his new faith and considered this baptism a great achievement . And he did

well in the church and at present time he is bishop of California . .

When Lee heard of this baptism, he became infuriated and it led him

into more religious or rather anti-religious discussions, which I remember

well .

"You know all those theories of immortality cleave me cold," said Lee .

"And who would be this mysterious fudge who would punish or reward me?

It's out of sight ."

"Yes, 1 agree with you but becominv Just gas after death seems too sim-

ple to me."

"Eternity, immortality, what hiZhfalutin3 ideas," continued Lee .

"Anyway 1 have hard enou�h timein this short existence of mine," he

smiled bitterly . "What shall I do with innortalityl"

"Someboty tr said," pursued Lee,"this man is not intelligent to doubt

-he is a BMIEVER."

"11y friend," I said, "hope and religion are a peculiar mixture . They

make lots of people happy but they also made Jewish people go to gas

clambers sirq;ing *.'.shrew songs, instead of fighting the Nazis."
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"That won't happen to me," saidi Le . "I don't need hymns to pep me

up when I die. .ind I don't know where I shall go after death and I don't

care . but I shall not be like a rich American - who eats, sleeps, drinks,

amuses himself and then dies painfully leaving all his belonging and a

large bank account . I shall die poor and free."

I was frequently asked - was Lee As good husband? Now we have seen

his unpleasant characteristics. But tie often helped Marina in the house-

hold work . lie gave her all the money he earned . Sometimes he complained

that she was too laze - and so he did the job himself, cleaning dishes

even washing clothes . He was tender to the baby . As far as sex is concer-

nod, we have heard !farina's complaints but we know that the greatest mys-

tery in the world is what happens between the married couple at night,

behind the closed doors. And we never looked in the keyhole.

I don't remember Lee ever saying that he would go back to the Soviet

Union, even when his marriage was going on the rocks .

If Marina had any brains, she should know have known that a man like

Lee, who was not a money-maker but barely a wage earner, would never provide

her with all the luxuries, all those desirable items, that America seemed

to possess in such limitless quantities . She picked at him, annoyed him,

as if she desired a separation, which she finally achieved throughus.
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This letter from Marina's ex-lover that Lee intercepted, why did she

let it drag araound . Maybe she wanted to end this unsuccessful marriage?

What annoyed us also was that Marina likel to ridicule Lee . She called

him a fool, a mo=on. "you are always thlnkinv of politics instead of malting

money - you act like a big shot!"

Marina bad a had habit of constantly correcting Lee when he was speaking

Russian and that annoyed him and me . Lee, for a man of his back round,

had a remarkable talent for Russian and Marina foolishly tried to blow up

his occasional mistakes or ridicule his sll ht accent . It's difficult to

know two larVua3es to perfection and Lees English was perfect, refined,

rather litterary, deprived of any Southern accent . lie sounded like a very

educated American of undeterminate background .

	

Mrt to know R".rssian as he

did was remarkable - to appreciate serious litterature -- was something out

of the ordinary . He had affinity to the Russian ways of life, customs,

music and food .

Therefore to criticize this remarkable fellow was an act of nastiness

or idiocy, especially for Marina who knew only two Englisl words -"yes"

and "no" . That is hrna she went around and did her shopping pointing at the

articles with tier finger .
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Lee asked. me once - "what is your pjIlosophy of life? You make ame

talk a lot but tell me jokes instead of being serious ."

'dell, jokes sometimes express more than thick, serious doctoral

theses," I answered . "Frankly I am not interested in politics, I lost most

of my relatives - and so did Jeanne - through various wars and revolutions.

What I believe in - live and let live . But lvt the minorities and the poor

live decently, then I for that type of a government . I had voted lepublican

so far but I am considering switbhIrg to the Democratic party . There is

a guy there there by the name of sugeue McCarthy whoa I like . I also con-

sider that each country deserves the government it has, let the communists

live the way they want, same goes for the socialists or even dictators .

For instance the :',crmans definitely deserved Hitler ."

Lee nodded a6reetaent .

"This country has too many damn problems to bust into of her countries

and impoge our ways . We must solve uur problems first ."

FBI later annoyed rite to no end and intervened in my life . Immediately

after the assassination and Lee's delaration that I was his best friend

and the only one he respected, 1 becmae marked as a suspect number one by

the FBI and Cia . Various agents, in disguise and officially representing

their agencies invaded my friends and business acquaintances asking:"is
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he a communist, is he an anarchist, is he an agent provocateur, what

country is he working for;"some even intimated that I was a hypnotist

and that I held Lee under my spell .

Just imagine the effect of such massive inquiries? And both my wife

and I had left Dallas for Haiti eight or nine months before the assassi-

nation, working on the geological survey of that country.

Some morinic agent comes to your friend and ahks :"In George a potential

killer?" Then your beat friend begins to worry. The same thing happened

to my wife, a famuous designer : 1119 she a marxist/ Why was she born in

China? Is she an agent of the Mao Ise Tung?" Stupid questions, but your

business contacts begin to worry and you lose them .

Yon have to investigate like the Scotland Yard does, or do it through

the private detectives, cautiously, not by innuendo,gossip or plain bru-

tal imposition . Finally, assembling of a bunch of such depositions into

volumes of gossip at a large expense to the taxpayer - and that's what

the Warren Report is -is a bight of foolishness and a bureaucratic night-

mare . But we shall talk about these matters later .
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VAiat did Lee dislike about the United States .

Lee was freyuntly critical of the united States and this was understan-

dable considering his poor and sad childhood in t~ew Orleans, Texas and

New York . But also there was srnou Logic in his argwients .

"America is a racist society from its very ori;;in. The arrival of

the pilgrims and elimination of the Indians . United States is dishonest

country because it's based on the spoliation of its rightful owners .

This country is based of hate and intolerance . And finally," concluded

Lee, "I think American nnglos hate this country because they ruined it

to such an extent . Just look ar&und - ugliness and polution .

"Ypu exasgerate, Lee,'' I argued ."'fhere are lovely places in each town ."

"The plastic ghettoes of the rich, you call tl,aW lovely," he answered

an6rlly .

"In this country of great economic wealth, the jobs are hard to fin:

even Lit times of prosperity . In depression, it's awful."

"One thing you are right about," I said, "there are few happy people

here . I remea:ber an old joke :'in America the poor get poorer, and the

rich get. . .Porfirio :tubirosa."

Re did no laugh, Lee probably did not know who Porfirio Aubirosa was .
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"Ohat kind of n country thla ia, if an Alabama ignorant redneck calls

a Black professor fron Dillard university - 'a nigoerl"' And Lee conti-

nued angrily . "You like joke3, so listen to this one :'two white policemen

sit in their office ionewhete Lt 'diss1ss1ppi . !. voice from outside calls:'

a sheriff, come over a man is irownin;; .I A fat-bodied sheriff rises, goes

out and con,.aa back shortly . 'Goddamit', he says, 'another n14ger tries to

drown htcuelf, the bastard wrapped himself in chains, cannot swim."'

Yes, Lee could be Justifiably an ry . But ha hated FPI most of all,

"Thos sob's annoy me and `farina constantly- Trey keep on inquiring about

me and her . Thcy intimate that I am a suspicious character and that she is

a comrnrnist . And so I car..iot hold a daceut job. . ."

"I . .̂� .,c with you,Lee, why don't you write FBI a letter and can2lain?"

"I did that and promised to blow their -od-damn office," he said

anZrily .

:.s we know now, the existence of this letter was carefully concealed

by FLI from the ',,larren Corriittee .

A banker . friend of mine, to whom I intzoduced Lee, knew the situation

end s::ied awry from ::im. t:e did not want investigators it his worroom .

Lee could have moved eway from Itallas, and lie did already move from Fort

worth Lere, but those lousy investigators followed him everywhere, Ttwt's
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why the Csvalds caved to 'tew Orleans, but this happened zfter our depar-

t,-re to llalti . I would I.s.ve edvised him to stey or. his job.

She baecer, I mentioned above, Save Lee sad.irtenlew, on my insistence,

liked hire, fou-7 him an indepenicnt, cla.ar-thi)*in~; man, yat he did not

hire him. "I am afraid setting Irvolved with this Suy," he told me later.

"lie is a hot-head, FBI will kepp pestering him. And his undesirable dis-

charge . . .I am sorry ."

This sane friend of ,nine testified at 'Aarrea Co ..- nirtee that had I stayed

in Dallas . t?".^re would have been no asaassination (if Lee was involved) as

I would have known crhat lie waa up to . And I n1 thankful for this one intel-

11;oat re-nark, nlthou;h r.t the same time the same banker said some disa;;rea .

ble thin;;s about ma . Put I am qa Clirtatian, so I forgive 'him .

Sn e other good friends unterstood what we were tryinb to do for the

Osvalis - tryin^ to improve their position ~~x?terially, socially and earo-

tional?.y . ArO he-.' w.-.̂ been successful, Lec's animosity might have disap-

peared or ovule, t . "-.c^mt" constractlva criticizm. And, God, we need it!

arrina tc-etificd <.t the ?,arren C:aamittee hee.rlrUr. that Lee had been

a tifferent ercor. in the Srviet Union, a friendly and cerVatible sine.,

but in the State; l;c resentful rrrc a recluse . 1,e disliked the life of

Rus°ien refu^ees, compnrinL their bour;;ecis ways, soft and comfortable,
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wits, the tough and ascetic life of t:-,eir compatriots in Russia . He con-

sidered them fools, w,-.o did not underats :d t:,e problems of the United

States and even as traitors to their own motaer-country .

	

Lee did not

resent our soft ways of life, 1 &L-Al :icver know . . .

Lee disliked people who were lavish with marina, spoiled her ; and she

foolisrly bragged : "look at this, Joe,,, at that . Trey Zave it to me . Taey

can afford it." c:aturally it infariatea him.

;,n6 so, testified tsarina, Lee became sorcahet of a recluse, and all

t:lat giving backfired makiro Csvalds' life ,risertble and empty. It could

lonely
be Mat this may iriLentiont.l ; some elderly(,peopla are jealous

	

of nn un-

usual couple, seem!~ly in love, so they get :dace up is their affairs.

Lee disliked and even despized bureaucracy in every form here or in

the soviet Union . '*Here ti,ey are nasty', lie said to me once, "in the Soviet

union they are naive and stupIOV Ti-As outburst ca. -.- out after I asked him:

"how in tire i,ell did you ',et out se easily Git of Russia?"

"I outsmarted those Russian bureaucrats. Van! They are just an amorphous

hunch of people . They make a mistake and ;,o to a concentration camp like

a bunch of sheep ."
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Comparin,; Soviet J_ilo_i and this country, Lee told ma one dny :"hoth

::ides have made a lot of ristakes, enormous mistakes, but which side is

right and wiaich sida is uron3, I shall to demned, I c'an't know."

A:0 he added seriously . "I liope at haae:t Chine will he rt.~ht and will

JO wall ."



'ffe-t3 of CIC!

Severnl i--tervic:"ers an' ever,

	

one, friends askc7 me coast&ntly the

same gt+estion :"ymi helon" to a different sph ::re of society - why did you

get mixed u, wit% these floc: cl-s ;' peol .le, t'ie Csvaldsi"

Must of t-he reasons were ex?lcined In previous c,,a ;ters but there was

another in,portnnt explanation . In 19:0 1 lost my only son of a con;;enital

deserve - Cy;tic Fibrosis - (R° in sl .ort . Although the fatal issue was ex-

petted, v":en it happened it affected me so strongly tliet I knew that I had

to get "away from it ell" . I asked m, wife Jeenne to give her successful

des13ni% profession nn' jnin me on an expe?ftion on foot by the trails

of Mexico end All of Central. America . This effort helped ale irnersely and

tlcen we vr- tte Osvads very shortly After our retnrc .

Le= un:ierstood "_?".s. ratucr of my ordeel - a.id so did :farina - which was

a""xssian way of Fein_, bat'" to nature, to be alone in the wilderness with

the lm :-3e of the lost nnrson in our minds . And oo v- experienced a commu-

rion witll a de;arte child . Pat c:alkir,

	

the poor a!xl despossessed

opened our eyes to the realities of 11Fe . E=fore that, like most p=ods

in this country
j
we vere hustUng after our busIness, quite successfully

most of the time, .^nd dismisses iaverty and inequality from our minds .

I becane receitiee to so .ae of Len's ideas, listened to them, discussed
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there freely and on-!:(- to laok at Ms as a. friend, AL-mont a son .

Cur experiea_e or liviiv ; with thn poor peopln of Ynxica and of

Central Amcricn inture ted Lee 1-,nensAly and the Scept as in .t intelligent

questions . TV-'Cause of his c'dld';ood ^ins New frlet.ns and hi . .̂ early contrtcts

with T.atin .4moricans, he understood complex, :ncii-feudal problems end

was searchin� for solutions . Marina was not involved in these discussions .

Thus, possibly I i"lentified Lee with my lost son, unconsciously, o£

course, nixl as far as a;;e is con^erne3 he could be my son. '::be this is

the reason ;,,"!ry Lee accoptad our paternalistic in his private life .

Lee truc:te!1

	

Teamse a.-V. I i.-,";licltly and felt tT.a t whatever w-- tried to

do wa .1ld Fr be :;^facial to hini.

I can t'.:iniz oftnot ier elcme-;t of our

	

!1oroenesP . At one period in my

life, I was an officer in the Folis'.i cavalry -.o::ere I alt:ays prided myself

on ex--ellent r?labors with the coldiers . >"sybe I treated Lee also like a

soldier firmly ryt fairly . And on Jecnre'e part tl'Are was the same cle

ninat vis-l-vis !I_-rina, ",- .̀o wrs -11 "out tier dauZhter's

	

P.rd so the Osvaldo

mi;;'rt have consicered us our foster Parents .

After the forced neparation, Lee ct,ae to our house every day . Grace he

brou " I :t sone visitr.., caress's: printed for rie at Te ;;Lart's . A touchir-V
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besturc a-x- T still.

	

`_h?s" . cares . Lee obviou-ly l.i.kad ray i-ngossibly

lonr r,tTn an? ;ell^d it carrectly, }sur `h ., . printed the, cards on shiny Bris-

tol pa;er ca}:li En<!cy lc"ttcrs an.: blnc'' : Lordgr.-,, as if, they wpre made for

2 funeral .

ric. evei :in_; he' hron,;ht ny cams he eppenred corVIctely e.ecpondent from

Ioreso~nenes .̂. "..̂i.ve me Tirrina's tclephon°_," l:e bcL~ee. me, "I t,-. nt to talk

to her and the child ."

Up- co ,.ulted encl . otl-,Pi: . 'y consensus we � %ve Lee "arinaOs telephone

and ;d .'.rass, -~aitisC T? .=_rinz'< !All . lde jest did rot T,Plieve tllat she would

be afraid or Len . ~Iiether oar decision : . .. ., n rii;ht one, we dcn't know but

sta:a'_nL tlint n,,e .̂in^ T.ee 1;r~ar: calltnZ '.-.s

	

;i, e a.t all times of. clay anri

ni--l:t, di .st,.:rT , in ;

	

until -l :is c:h^tc~i.n~ cc�n!.e, the "glle-.P, aakod

lirrinn to move out .

".°1'.s ti"ae se haul nothiw-- to do with the neve and it seems that }farina

ref+ised tc he ,volt Lee and noved first to Mr;.1Catin Ford's place - r

Runsicn re_`:~ee nnrried to "o Arericar P,colo:,,ist - and later she nerved to

acother fa:rAly r, ::rcd

	

.a;s (she c;aa also a russinr. refuape_and he ..^.n Are-

rican adi - ertisir.3 exevrtive) . TWentually stc returnee bsek to Lc-e . But

tcfore that sbe

	

Lee eau .̀ time her telcphora ar.3 address . '=srinn re-

turned to her dond.clle after ~. tearful scene - whit .̀ : we di3 not see-
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Supposedly Lee swore her his love, stood on his knees and prowised to

make some uionay .

Later on we were told that biarirz. haul moved away from Lue for a few

days in Fort Wortly and Lheli wont bactc to him. . .

lite separation we were involved iii so painfully was Lou short to have

a positive effect, I told Lee . lie should have been inure patleiit and we

were angry with ourselves for this urtervantion in Chair lives .

And life was catching up with us - time becasa very valuable for both

o£ us . Jeanne had to Unisi, some urgent designing jobs and ay loi>g

awaited project u£ a geological survey of iaitl was coa.i%, to fruition.

At ti.a save time I was clamen chairman of the local Cystic Fibrosis cam-

paign, which Liebuut wziLiry letters, seeing iota of Eeople, participating

in various meetings iuu. above all - raiai% arney. Jearu.e wag, most useful

spending her energy must usefully, raising lame amow.ts of money from our

rich i.eighbours end from the executives o£ the cloLkan& industry. The cam-

paign was a &zest success .

End here is another coincidence : ray ax-wife aura. L l .ad bt:xLed this ?Cys-

tic Fibrosis iuundation on :. small scale ii. DallasazZ eventually it became

a neLiunal orgau.izetion with i.aa.:yu:artea in .a1a.tLa . Ai: the ti¢.e of

our frieadsiuip.wita t:.e Osvalds, Jacyueliuie ::er.nedy becaau ..n honorary
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chairman of our Foundation for which, we all, afflicted parents were

profoubdiq grateful to her. Lee Oavald was aware of this fact and out of

friendship to me, he expressed several times how much he admired our

President's wife .



Our meetinze at the end of 1962
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Somebody familiar with things Haitian know how difficult is to

organize anything worth-while in that country . But I have always . been

very fornd of dkiti and especially of people there . Fortunately 4 many

friends were helpful and we were assured now that my survey was develo-

ping a firm base . Also I was trying to organize a company to help deve-

loping the sagging economy of this impoverished but beautiful country .

So the time was short for us and we were seeing the Osvalds rather seldom.

One night he came alone and seemed very depressed.

"Lee, my friend," I told him . "You like Tolstoy, don't you . He said

many clever things but this one applies to you.'Man must be happy . If not

he has to work on himself to correct this miunderstanding which makes

him unhappy .' I think I know what your 'misunderstanding is'"

Lee nodded sadly . "My tragedy is," he said, that 4 suffering is inflic-

ted on me by a person close to whom I wont to be and from whom i would

want to find protection and consolation."

These words, which I remember distinctly, touched me greatly .

"You try to change Haring into your image . It's difficult, if not im-

possible . You should like her for what she in, not for what you would

went her to be . Do you my point?"
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"But she is becoming like an American middle-class wife," Lee fought

feebly . "She thinks only of foolish comforts . She is becoming like the

rest of them, talking of washers, driers and other gadgets as if they were

the most important things in life."

"Lee, you are too demanding . She is new in this country and is affected

by it. Take it easy . Try to be friends with her . Somebody said :lfriendship

is a. quiet ind exquisite servant, while love is a ferocious and demanding

masterO"

"I am a fool and I am very unhappy," said Lee quietly . "But thanks for

advice anyway . You are a very good friend ."

When he left I thought . Here is a good fellow whose tragedy is a com-

plete misuderstanding of himself . He wants love from a woman who does not

understand him . And he himself does not face squarely the issues . What is

the most important to him? In the meantime the despair is like an organism

which destroys him . He begins to lose hope .

And so Lee went back home and to his miserable life . But he seemed to

be resigned to unhappiness and we have not had any complaints from Marina

-no black eyes and no burned cigarettes on her delicate white flesh .

In the meantime a big parts was to be given for Christmas of 1962

by Declan Ford - the geologist - and his wife Katia - the Russian refugee-
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who knew the Osvaldo well but tried to steer away from them . They were

probably annoyed by Marina's stay with them, as far as Lee was concerned

they were rather indifferent to him. Being younger than most ex-Russians,

Katia was a relatively liberal person .

After we received the invitation, Jeanne called Katia and asked her

permission to bring the Osvaldo who were extremely lonesome as the time .

KATIA WAS NOT TOO enthusiastic at Jeanne's suggestion but with a little of,

arm-twisting she accepted, but asked specifically not to bring the baby

June . Or maybe the baby was just a pretext and Osvaldo had no money to

hire a baby-sitter. So I got on the phone and said ;"Osvalds are lonesome,

isolated, nobody sees them except us and we are not giving a party this

year . We will not come without the Osvaldo ."

"Marina will not have anyone to speak to if we invite her to another,

purely American party. At your party she will find some Russian-speaking

people . I have a solution . I shall find a baby-sitter for June."

Fortunately Jeanne's friend, an American-Italian lady, a good Christian,

volunteered for the job and stayed with June that whole night .

That Christmas eve both Marina and Lee were well dressed and looked

very elegant. Lee didn't always had to be anon-descript individual, he had

sometimes a very pleasant appearance and could dress well .
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The self-appointed baby-sitter, Anita, liked June and took care of

her in a typical warm . Italian manner and thr Osvaldo and two of us,

chatting pleasantly, to Ford's attractive house in North Dallas . It was

a clear, cold night and a slight layer of snow, unusual for Texas,

cheered all of us and gave the city a Chrismas-like appearance .

Most of the guests had already consulmed lots of drinks and they were

chattering excitedly in a dozen languages. The loveliest girl of the crowd

was a Japanese musician, Yaikb, staying in Dallas for a short time with

her friends from Tokyo. She was a delicate, elegant, sophisticated girl,

restrained and dignified, a little lost in our Dallas society of noisy,

self-assertive, aggressive females .

Marina did not look too well, she seemed to be afraid of the crowds

she liked to opefate with men one-to-one, and appeared bashful, like a

country-girl . Lee, on the other hand, blossomed and was the hit of the

party . Naturally a good conversationalist - if he wanted to - both in

English and Russian, he was outgoing and friendly possibly because the

people were more liberal than usual, his behavior was exemplary.

Serious, attentive and polite, he answered questions intelligently, if the

person who asked the question was serious . He reacted . well to the surroun-

dings .
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Somebody played Russian tunes on the piano and some good voices could

be heard . Marina unfortunately was not musical and Lee was engrossed in

conversations . I stayed around him and noticed that several fomen flirted

with him and sisplayed their charms . Some were quite attrative . But Lee's

greatest conquest was this Japanese girl Yaiki, I had mentioned before,

and whom I also found the most interesting woman of all . He noticed her

also and angled towards her - or possibly it was vice-versa - anyway soon

they were engrossed in a conversation . Of course Lee had served in Japan

and there he had learned a Lot about the country and the people . He had

told me that he met there some interesting leftist youngsters .

Maybe Yaiki had met G.I.'s Like Lee before - although he certainly was

not an average G .I . ; whatever it was , byt they were engoossed in each
i

other and I left them alone . Marina stayed around, but not being able to

understand she fretted and did not know what to do with herself . As far

as I was concerned, I was delighted . How many times I'd heart her call Lee

a bore, a fool, a bookworm, how many times she degraded his masculinity

and here the lovell4est girl of all was in a trance . Now Marina became just

a jealous woman, she even forgot to smoke cigarettes and to drink wine -

bith were free and plentiful - she just watched Lee with narrow, jealous

eyes .

	

"We should go home," she muttered to me ."It's getting late. I am



worried about June ."

"Don't worry, she is well taken care of . And we are having a good time,"

I answered, enjoying the situation sadistically .

And Lee this time was not to be budged . It was the first time that I saw

him truly shine in the crowd . He enjoyed the evening and insisted staying

there to the end of the party.

The other Russians at the party, unknown so far to the Osvalds, like

cultured Russian Jews, were amazed by Lee's almost perfect command of the

language . He spoke very fast to an elderly lady and she said :"I have lived

here in America thirty years and I cannot speak English as well as you,

young man, speak Russian."

The party finally became boisterous and noisy. Lee and Yaiko lost

track of each other . But she found me and asked timidly :"what an interesting

friend you have . What's his name?"

"Lee Harvey Osvald ."

"Oh, what a lovely name ."

"I agree with you that Lee is an unusual and intelligent young man, but

many others, the majority, disagree with me . They don't seem to understand

him."

"I do," said Yaiko."He had so many true things to say about Japan. He is
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a very sensitive person and he understood my country. The New Japan to very

complex ."

"Yes, Lee is not one of those GI's who believe that for a bar oc choco-

late and a pair of stockings you can conquer a woman - and for a larger

stake - the whole country."

"Where does he work?" She asked bashfully .

I gave her Ta3gart's address and the telephone number and thought to

myself :"he! he! A real romance is in the making .. ."

At last something good was happening to my friend Lee, new horizons are

opening for him.

Unfortunately I cannot say whether this romance has materialized, as I

my life became hectic and I did not have much time for the Osvalds, their

conflicts and even Lee's love life . They did communicate however and I

wouldn't have known about it had it not been for Marina who came over one

day furious and told me°i found in Lee's pocket this Japanese girl's

address . What a bastard, he is having an affair with her."

I did not say anything just smiled and thought : "good for him."

"That Japanese bitch," she cried bitterly, " we had a fight over her -

and look at the result ."

She sported a new black eye,



"She provoked me to a fight," Lee told me later, showing his scratched

face . "This time she fought like a mad cat ."

The situation was normal slain, they were at each other's throat .

43-792 0 - 79 - 12
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Rare meetings in 1963

This last incident, due this time to Lee's romantic interlude, showed

us that it was only up to them to iron out their difficulties . We even

began to agree wfk that the Russian refugees were perhaps right in eli-

minating this unhappy couple from their lives .

We did not show to Lee or Marina this change of our attitude but our

meetings became rarer. When we saw each other we spoke mostly about Lee's

job, our coming departure and about June's health . Only one evening led to

dome serious discussion . I remember Jeanne complimented Lee for his serious

attitude towards life ; she was tired of people teasing her and did not en-

joy this American passtime . My teasing annoyed her also .

"Excessive vanity is related to jokes and constant teasing," she told

Lee. "People who tease are trying to be brilliant at others' expense . That

you don't do, Lee, neither to us to Marina." The teasers and constant

jokers," she continued, "want to show themselves superior ."

Bee was grateful for the compliment . He sat on that sofa of ours and

told us something very touchin; ."I think that I shhll be moving away from

here after . your departure. When my heart is heavy - and it will be when you

will be gone - It will be hard for me to remain in one place."

"Dont impose new changes on Marina and the child, think of them," said
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Jeanne ."If everything works out well, we shall invite you to stay with

us in Haiti ."

Then she give the Osvalds this advice :"you seem to be still in love

with each other. Cultivate this love as you would cultivate a fire, adding

affectionate actions like little pieces of wood . Otherwise the fire will

be extinguished ."

"Study, Lee," I had to add my piece of advice . "Study is the best con-

solation against worst adversities . Some philosopher said that, it's not

my own idea ."

"Kids," said Jeanne . "We shall miss you, although you hawbeen giving

us a lot of headaches . We shall be basking in the sun of Haiti, drinking

the beauty of our favorite island and eating sunshine and mangoes ."

"Maybe it won't be so pleasant," said I,'not wanting the Osvaldo to

think of their dismal lives on Elspeth Street in Oak Cliff. "Remember

life in America is fun. . . fun. . . fun. . . and then worry . . . worry . . .worry . . ."

I quipped. "Try to have more fun that worry."

As a result of our admonishments Marina promised not to smoke and Lee'

said :"I won't put out cigarettes on your arm, since you won't be smo-

king ." Peace for a while in the Oavald family .
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Practical issues of life took over, I had to spend all the time on

my aeoloaical work and on preparations for departure and Jeanne was design-

ing furiously for several companies at the time trying to make some

money . Our finances were almost exhausted .

But one eveninS with Oavalds, frought with incidents, stands out in

our memory . That evening we decided to show the 8mm. movie of our walking

trip which Lee did not see and insisted on seeing . This was sometime in

January of 1953 . A acientidt working for the research department of an oil

company, Edward Glover, arranged for the projection in his house. Ad he in-

vited all his friends, acquaintances and colleages . Most scientists and

skillful technicians dream of wilderness and free life in the open . And

so the large room was full . Our only guests were Lee and Marina . They had

found someone to babysit for EhL%x baby June .

I did not show this film often as this original was precious to us and

we didn't have a copy of it . Taken all outdoors, this film came out ama-

zinrly well starting with our departure from the "cifilized" world and

ending a year later south of Panama canal . What we did was a little walk

from the Texas border, all on foot - and we did not cheat even once.-

This trip began in October of 1960 and we returned from Panama in a ci-

tilized way by plane, to Jamaika first and then to Haiti where we took

a Rood rest .
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During this hegira we made a complete breakaway from all comforts,

slept excusively outside, on the ground, ate whatever the Indians had to

sell and I exchanged occasionally my knowled3e of minerals against food

supplies . We walked freely as much as we wanted, slowly at first, much

faster later, ;uldlnj ourselves by old minim maps and by compas . We lost

a lot of disgusting fat in a hurry and after three months became lean and

bronzed like savages, able to run up a high mountain without breathing

hard .

The film, taken periodically, showed this amazing change in us, from

slobs to heltiry individuals, the rest consisted of beautiful scenery, of

Indians we mat, of our wonderful Manchester Hero and of our unpredictable

rule- Condessa .

ale stopped in a rach south of Panama canal and left our rrule there, to

be retired from hard work . I hope she ended her life peacefully .

Quite of a few of Glover's friends from Dallas and New York, mostly

your career people, although conservatively inclined, were interested

in meeting Lee Harvey Osvald . Some were more interested in him than in

our movie . And they got their money's worth. After the show.dng they asked

Lee some pointed questions and he answered them aggressively and sharply

without hiding, and even exaggerating, his feelings . Lee wanted to show
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these well dressed, prosperous youngsters that he was different radically

from them. I wanted to stop him but he went on nevertheless talking of

his sympathies ofr revolutionary movements all over the world, of his re-*

spect for Fidel Castro and for Che guevara . This made him hardl# popular

with this group, composed mainly of big oil companies' employees, drea-

ming not of revolutions but of advancement of their respective careers.

And there is kzxdip nobody more conservative and even race conscious

than an oil company employee or executive . Lee knew that ."I bet you" he

said sharply, "that your companies do not employ any Blacks or Mexicans

in any positions, not executive but average position . . ."

Nobody answered Lee's challenge.

"Naturally abroad you act differently, you use natives of all colours

that American oil companies are soooo liberal."

Incidentally, now the situation changed somewhat, possibly because of

President Kennedy's assassination which put in sharp prospective racial

discrimination in this country .

But there was an exception in this conservative group - a tall, dark-

haired, attractive woman ih her late twenties . Sje took a vivid interest

in Marina and did not take offence to Lee's utterances . She asked me if

Marina spoke any Ehglish . I said -"no"

"Would you introduce me to her2My name is Ruth Payne ."
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I did . Ard -to v.rj great surprise Ruth be-an to speak in fluent Russian

to equally flabberggsted Marina .

Mrs . Ruth Payne, an eccentric American, came from a wealthy Phildelphia

quaker family and went to some Eastern college where she took Russian

studies very seriously . She was one of those gifted people who learn a diffl

cult langua3e well and are infatuated by the Russian culture . Mrs. Payne

was prmhably bored in the suburban Irving atmosphere and wanted to practice

Russian; had husband being a research engineer for Bell Helicopter, she

had ener3y and time on her hands . She saw a native-Russian who did not speak

any English - Marina was . a real find for her . Some people accused her later

of an infatuation of a different type, but I did not notice it . Anyway

she was more interested in Marina than in Lee who in the meantime conti-

nued his furious and extravagant discussions with our conservAtive friends .

Thus began a friendship between these two women, a friendship which

lasted till the days of assassination . Ruth Payne has done more for Ma-

rina. and June than any other person, yet, for some reason Marina refused

to see her after Lee's death .

All in all the showing of our picture was a success, beautiful scenery,

waterfalls, volcanoes in eruption, outcrops of brilliantly hued deposits

showed up well - and scientists, bein,; adventurers at heart, loved wild-
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derness . Kariia could not care less, she was not an outdoor woman, but

bean; polite, she did not express her dislike and kept on chattins ami-

cably with Rnth Payne .

Lee, on the other hand, commented lated excitedly how much he liked the

film and that he ennaied us for havin lived for a year close to nature,

an ascetic life of complete freedom. "You havd walked almost 4,000 miles

to get away from people, comfots, stupid gadgets and conventions . It

would be my dream also . I envy you. I have never been completely free ."

"Yes it was a 3reat privilege," I told Lee, "but it was tough, believe

me . We wore out twenty two pairs of shoes and Puaraches each."

The subject of our film filled most of our last conversations with

Lee . I advised him to try the sane, we spent quite a lot of money on our

trip but some American lunatic who pretendad that he was a saint had

done part of our itinerary by himskkf, without e2endina a cent, people

fed and clothed him out of charity .

"I would never do anythtn3 without paying for food and lodging," said

Lee ."And )farina is not an outdoor woman like your wife ."

Some newspapermen and writers attribute to me the part of 3ven;ali, of

sinister, evil adviser to Lee. hiothina could be farther from the truth.

He was a strong, and stubborn man, a hundred-per-cent American, wDo had made



a decision early in life, in his childhood as a matter of fact, that the

American way of life means unabridged capitalism, crooked politics,

violence, racism, pursfiit of luxuries rather than ideals, living up to

Jonesesetc . . And that conviction motivated his escape to Russia . Nothing

could have persuaded him to the contrary .

Lee's views on Latin America were determined long before we met. On

the basis of our trip I began to look at things somewhat like Lee always

did . Previously I lived in several Latin American countries, where the

social injustices were obvious, but then I was looking at life as an eager

petroleum geologist, not as a sociologist .

This time our primitive trip put us close to simplest people, we lived

with them and understood the problems of the poor . And it was exactly what

had happened to Lee 1n Japan - hence his immediate close relationship

with Yaiko who was a sensitive and perceptive woman.

Lee told me that the same phenomena of awakening to the fate of the

poor occurred to Che Cuevara when he carried his assignement as a doctor

in Central America, in places we visited ourselves. The desperate plight

of the poor could not be denied by anyone with open eyes and a little bit

of feelings for a fellow-man .

Che Cuevara understood the situation well," said Lee, 'although his staff
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in Cenral :nerica took place year, before your trip . But still you saw

dismal poverty in parts of Mexico, in Guatemala, San Salvador, Nicaragua

and Panama, didn't you?"

"Yes we did . But in Costa Rica we found a somewhat different situation.

Why?"

We knew the answer but asked Lee anyway .

"Simply becAUse," he asid e " that this country has never been occupied

and corrupted by us, Americans."

Right he was . The ignorant "high-school dropout" knew the history of

different United States interventions in Latin America .

And so Costa Rica is Switzerland of Latin America, with a true democra-

tic Sovernment, limited police force, no army or air force . You can talk

there freely and :neat the presi?ent in the barbershop in San Jose . you

can also find refine there if you stieal millions in USA.

All these problems are clear and open now but theu were not in 1963 .

We discussed with Lee the dismal poverty of overcrowded El Salvador,

where the wealth of the whole country belongs to 23 families, latifundis-

tae since the Spanish conquest . It's still trite to-day .

And then the traZh-comical history of Nicaragua . Somoza family owns most

of Ficaragua and this regime was imposed by the wife of an American am-
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bassa-aor during th= occu_iation by the Marines . An elderly Nicarn uan geolo-

Zist told us the story of a handsome and husky telephone lineman, who se-

duced the lonesome wife of the Yankee A"nbassador -the names was mentioned

but I forgot it - and his subsequent a;»ointment as chief of police, which

was equivalent to a dictator for life . His and children's .

Thtsem discussions with Lee tokk place 1.3 years ago . To-day the fre-

quent support of the United States of. oligarchs, crooked generals and ruth-

less dictators is discussed openly in the Congress, Senate and in the

United Nations . But in 1963 such conversations might have been considered

subversive . fow, after Viet-nam and Water3ste we all see a little clearer

and talk more freely .

"Lee, how do you understand the Latin American situation so well?"

"I am from Aew Orleans, as e Kid I met a lot of refuoees from all these

banana republics, no better source of information ."

In this way both Lee and I were non-conformist, even revolutionaries .

But my lon-. years of experience ir. Latin America, followed by my son's

death and the ensuing, ssddness, made me commiserate with the fate of the

poor and of the starving . A younger man, I was career and money mad, a

hustler . . . Rut Lee was the same since his childhood, which made him such

a beautiful and worthwhile person to me .
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I had been in the Social Register, played with the ;et-set, knew

innurnerable rich people, including the Bouvier family, father and mother,

and Jacqueline and Lee when they were young girls - all this foolish ac-

tibity makes me to-day disgusted with myself . Now all this opportunis-

caste of time is meaningless but Jeanne, my wife, and Lee had always been

on the side of the underpriviletied and she had lived in China and saw

new-born babies thrown in the ;arba;;e because parents were too poor to

feed them . To Lee, commiseration for the dejected came naturally. Poor as

his family was in New Orleans, he never really experienced huA,er . By his

inner nature be bolonged to the socially motivated people .

In our last meetin s Lee often expressed his concern about this country

-past and present . Its origins - according; to him - by the hypocritical

pilgrims, through Indian genocide, invasion of the continent by the greedy

and hungry European mass--°.s, who, meeting racist attitudes of the Anglos,

became even more racist themselves . Before busing confusion arose it this

country, Lee was keenly aware of the racist cancer eating America's

healthy tissues . ".111 people are sobts" he often said,"but the strongest

and core ferocious always wig, physically but not morally ."

Jeanne often partici2ated in our discussions. Let me explain her

background a little and to clarify why she got along so well with Lee.
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Social attitudes are unpredictable and do not depend on your parents or on

your environment . Jeanne's family in China was well to do, her fa.ther

built a roalroad, she lived a luxurious childhood, but she preferred from

early clays to give than to receive. She remembered the Chinese as humble

and kind people, dismally poor, who hated to fight and rather insulted each

other and stamped their feet . Even in huge families, violence was sledom

seen . These subjects were interesting to Lee who discussed them with my

wife . She told him of the formation of the puppet state of Manchukuo, of

the Japanese invasion and of the ensuing cruelties, of her flight from

the Japanese to the United States .

Lee compared her experiences mtkm of the old militaristic Japan with the

present Japanese movement, which he knew so well . And so both of them got

along fabulously well, instructing each other on the Far-Eastern situation

thirty years ago and now.

Since Marina never participated in these discussions, we would talk

with Jeanne of this curious couple after their departures from our home .

"The opposites attract," was Jeanne's opinion.

"I think it's sex," was my opinion," but what type of sex I don't know."

But there must have been a strong emotional bond between those two.

They always came to each other, except just before the assassination Lea
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bez._ee tinrinn to cone nrd live with him, to had a jcb with the Book Depo-

sitory, everything seemeJ fine . And Y,nri^,a refused because Lee could not

buy a washinZ machine to which she t:ad had access in Mrs . rayne's house.

From this incident came the theory attributed to me by some publication

(Eseutre, I think)-"A washing machine theory of Kennedy's assassination" .

Supposedly I compared Marina to a typical Texas wosan who would not go

back to her husband because he could not afford a new Cadillac . But in

poor Marina's case it was a washing machine. . .

The comparison is not bad but I did not enunciate it since for re Lee

is innocent of Kennedy's assassination . I cannot prove it but the later

events, :ditch will he discussed, tent to prove Lee's innocence.

I did not know Lee to to a danZerous man, a ;asp who would kill like a

maniac withput nny reason - with reason any man is a potential killer -

and we proved that he was rather r.n admirer of Kennedy's. Lee's contctions, :

when we knew his, were fairly liberal, equalitarian, not even coucunlst

but rather socialist . lie snzmed to have nhandoned his early, rather vague,

Marxist believes . Re dL not try to influence me in any way nor did I try

to exert any influence or. him. "net's why it's so easy to be with you,"

said Lee one day, "everyone tries to influent? me one way or another, in

the Soviet 1h:ion, is Japan, here, and you leave me etrictly alone ."
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Cur film r cur=el frequently in our conver3stions and even :'arina

participeted in thcs3 discussions . "'..:ow could you have done such a thing

I
at your 2j;e?" she asked Jeanne . "And to look so trim, strong and beautiful?

"Zffort and constant exercise . Control over your. body," would lecture

Je..nne . But to no avail. Neither was 1 succes3ful to convince Lee to be

sportier . "Get your troubles, your sadnesses, your iKger out of your sys-

tcms ti-.rough hard physical e:cercisa," I sdvisad t:~ec: bo=a . "It worked so

well in our casa . Unfortunately naither of them would follow our advice .
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Lee an,4 Admiral Vih,rt,-r B°+iton .

Tiere was a hiat+.ts in our meetir ;; ,7ith the Osvalds as I had to fly to

Haiti to ri^,n a contract there and then opo,7t some time in New York pre-

parinj for the survey . Jeanne Burin,, that time did not see the Osvalds, she

was fininl71ng her designing assiCnements and was packin;; . Re would take a

minimum of thin^s to Yniti, leaving our furniture and heavy items in a wa-

rehouse in Dallas .

Then I cam back from New York and asked Jeanne to invite the Csvalds .

They arrived imme!iately and brottr ;ht baby June elon;;. I remember this was

a beautiful, sprinZ day, wafm encu;~1, to swig. . And so Jeanne called Frannie,

the wife of Adndrnl C7testor Breton, both good frienc'!s or ours End incieesi-

tally loin-titre enemies of achsrd 'ti:con, Oom they knew from his Califor-

nia days when he ckc!e his career rulnir~; ;;god citizens' reputations.

Admiral Bruton was a submarine hero of World oar II and I do not recall

whether lie had four of five naval crosses . lie never talked about tSem and

a most humble and charming, person .

FramLie Bruton, an e: ".-schoolteacher, a painter, an admirable wonan in

many respects had invited us tlk' srmn day to a swimmins party. Jeanne

asked her if we could bring a couple of frieaids along 91,=Mand we mentio-

ned the name of Osvalds .
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Although we had spoken to her about this unusual couple, Fraimie was

not sure who they were but asked us to bring ticem along anyway .

And so we arrived to Bruton's lovely place with a huge swiiardnb pool

and Fraunie was c:elighced to see us . Wnen I rercin::ed her that Lee was

an ex-marine, she went to get the admiral who was a cor6euial man and

liked to meet the enlisted sen .

In the mear.timeiiarina sat by the swimiing pool with the baby . She

either did not xnmww -now to swim or disliked snowing her figure which

was not too hot. Jeanne gave her a conservative bathing suit but she re-

fused to use it . Lee sat quietly, immersed in his thouvicts . That was fre-

quent with him when he was in new surrounjin&s . Becore diving in, I told

him jokingly :"Lee, isn't that funny that you Get punished for your actions

-which are only an appearance - but you don't bet punished for your

thoughts, wUch are the real thing."

Winle he was pondering over that, I conticrued :"c-ds is a nice place,

makes you tank of oppressed workers ate . . . but you AiLould sea the places

of the realk moguls of finance . Inis is a poor ad.niral's retireaer.r home."

Frannie,and Jeanne were cal.cing in the u"ntime with great animation

about China. Ftannie, a world~craveled woman, of most variei intereats,

43-792 0 - 79 - 13
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He just nodded agreement .
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grew China where she spent several years with her husbarx;. Sire loved the

country and the people - so she and Jeanne lilt it off fabulously well .

I went back to Lee and told them quietly, so that the ladies could not

hear . "Does the wife of the Admiral strike you as an aristocratic, rich

"'Do you know that she is the daughter of a tenant-framer widow's from

Oklahoma . In her childhood the mother was so poor chat ane took washing

in . Frannie walked to school four or five miles . She could't afford to

margins,
buy paper and used the aiidx of old newspapers to write on or to do nor

arithmetic . And the Admiral was also a poor faro"-boy from Arkansaa . Ge

got his education in the Navy and is both a lawyer and en electronics en-

gineer ."

.wished
I do not know why I wanted to talk so much, but this time f rutint

to convince Lee that all is not bad in this world and that comforts obtain

ed honestly are not to be despised . But Lee did nor say anypnind . i

At that time came the Admiral Chester Bruton, not tall, broad of

shoulders, a typical submariner . "When I was in a sui.marine in the Pacific

he used to joke goodnaturedly .' "1 couldn't turn arourwi in the tower be-
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land . So I had to forge ahead, and that's how I got my Navy crosses."

We used to call him Henri, in the French manner, because he loved to

speak French to us and so did Frannie. Both spoke French very well and

were well read . Later they went to live in France .

But this day he greeted everybody and began talking disgustedly of

his new job with Collins Radio, actually an important position he took

after his early retirement from the Navy . He did not like the commercial
1

aspects-of his work."I should have stayed in the Navy a bit longer," he

said irritably, "I am not made to be a salesman."

Then he began talking warmy to Lee, asking him about his duties in

the Marine Corps - but my friend remained cool and aloof - although Henri

was kind and continued chatting amicably .

"That,Marine Corps was the most miserable period inn my life," he said

disgustedly. "Stupid work, ignorant companions, abusive officers . Boy, Woo

I happy to have gotten out of it . To hell with the Navy ."

Here I saw for the first time his profound dislike for the military and

especially for the brass . The term "admiral" irritated him.

"He is somewhat of a rebel and a little bit a Marxist," I told the
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admiral, trying to smooth over the disagreegble incident .

I never saw Henri mad, but he was this time and I knew that he crnild

hardly restrain himself from telling Lee to stand at attention first

and then to order him out of the house. Instead he dust walked away .

Lee did not continue being insulting and spoke politely with Frannie

about his stay in Japan. "You lived in the compounds there, being officers

wives, and did not have the chance to meet the real people in Japan, like

I did ."

"I wish I could have," answered Frannie diplomatically .

Marina was the personification of charm that afternoon . We had to tran-

slate what she said, of course . But she loved the arrangement of the house,

as we took her around, the luxury (really quite relative) of the furni-

shings, France's paintings (she was an excellent amateur painter) - the

whole thing. And the surroundings were an incredible contrast to the

gloomy apartment of Elsbeth Street . And so she smiled politely and even

flirted with the Admiral.

Excellent snacks were served later by our hosts, not a real dinner,

and nothing out of ordinary happened any more . Henri was a good host and

restrained himself while Lee, finally relaxed, told some funny, if slightly

derogatory, about his Marine Corps life .
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"We had a sargeant in the Marines who was as racist as any German

SS trooper," he began telling us . "But then his sex habits . . ."

"Please,Lee," I stopped him.

"I could sing you the Marine anthem but, fortunately, I never learned

it," Lee tried to be funny again.

I cannot say that this evening was a great success . But we left quite

late, still amicably, because most of the conversation at the end of the

evening was carried on in French between four of us .

Four years later was saw th6 Brutons again in Washington D.C . They

moved to Aflington permanently and we spent a couple of days in their

house. Naturally the subject of the assassination came up and the Brutons

were absolutely flabbergasted. They did not associate the rude young

ex-marine with the "presumable" a esassin of President Kennedy . They pro-

bably did not catch Idea Osvaldo' homes when they had met them and then

they had traveled extensively in the meantime .

Frannie became quite excited that she had entertained "that horrible

individual ." Henri, being an adventurous man, was rather amused than ap-

palled by this fortdiitous acquaintanceship . "Well; he said jokingly,

"we met Nixon and we also met Lee Harvey Osvald . . ."
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Neither of the Brutons were ever approached by the FBI agents and

had never been asked to testify at the Warren Committee, nobody seems to

have known of this strange meeting. It seems to me that I Jed mentioned

it to Albert Jenner, of the Warren Committee, but possibly he did not

take me seriously and then it may be that the Committe would not bother

an American admiral. The "so called foreigners" were to bear the brunt

of the suspicions and innuendoes .
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Easter of 1%3

In April 1%3 we were at last ready tom leave to New York first

and then to Haiti. I could begin to work on my long-awaited contract,

which was officially finalized, signed by the President Francois Duvalier

and published in the,Haitian Congressional Record . All our light belong-

ings were packed , furniture ready to be sent to the warehouse.

During the, commotion before departure we saw little of Osvalds and we

knew that they were living practically like hermits, nobody visited or

invited them, except, maybe the Paynes . On April thirteenth, if I remem-

ber correctly, we sat exhausted in the evening . "This is a big holiday,"

said Jeanne . And the Osvalds are alone . Even Marina is abandoned by the

conservative refugees in she had gone back to her "Marxist" husband ."

I agreed with Jeanne and commiserated with Marina . Being left alone

was a penalty for her because she preferred Lee notwithstanding all the

fights and the beatings .

Jeanne had previously bought a huge toy rabbit, practically Junets

size - a fluffy thing for the poor child . Osvald*s new apartment was on

Neely Street, a few blocks away from the old place on Elsbeth Street .

This was our. first visit to their new abode

	

which was infinitely better

than the previous one. They had the second floor here, all to themselves .
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Huge trees shaded the structure and in the back yard the climbing roses

hung up on the trelisses . The house itself was at white frame of the usual

type of southern structure .

We rang the bell . The lights were off as it was obviously late for

our sedentary friends . Although it was about 10 P.M. we had to keep rin-

ging a long time . Finally the front window opened ."Who is there?" Asked

Lee's familiar voice .

"Jeanne and George, open up, we have something for June," I answered

cheerfully . Lee came down, opened the front doorand then led us up a dark

staircase .

Now Marina was up also and the apartment was lit up . It was clean and

spaceous but shoat void of furniture . "Isn't this a nice place?" Confi-

ded Marina in Russian . "So much better than the old hole-in-the-wall ."

We agreed and congratulated them on finding such a good place .

She was cheerful and Lee was smiling also, which hadn't often fappened

of late . He was happy that they were left alone by the emigres and even

by the rare Americans they knew . Lee's feelings for the emigres could be

compared to those of pro-Castro Cubans towards all the refugees crowding

the streets of Miami .
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Lee appeared satisfied with his job and proud of being able to provide

a better place for his family . This was the first time we did not see

any conflict between him and his wife . Of course, whit follows will prove

that all was not honey in the Oevald family .

Marina served soft drinks and began discussing some domestic affairs

with Jeanne . Lee and I walked to the balcony and began to chat . He was

- very curious about my project in Haiti but so far neither one of us were

sure it would materialize. Now it was "a fait accompli" . Lee envied my

profession and a chance I would have to help an undeveloped country and

the poor people there . Incidentally he knew Haiti from his readings - he

was aware the oldest,indepF4entI Black Republic in the world . He had lear-

ned that Haiti had helped United States during the War of Independence,

a fact nott known to many Americans of his age and background . He also

had heard about United States' intervention in Haiti after World War I

-actually at the end of the war - and of the long American occupatign of

that country. He even learned which part of the Espagnola Island the

Republic of Haiti occupied and her size .

	

_

"You are very lucky going there, it will be an exciting experience,"

he said . And this opinion was valuable and encouraging to me because most
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hadxaxawgootkm of my friends and acquaintances had a very dim view

of my whole projectand thought it would be dangerous and a waste of

time . It turned out to be one of the most useful and pleasant experiences

of our lives . But most of these advisers knew little about Haiti - and

I mean well educated, prominent people . To them it was an insane, tro-

pical, Black Republic - rather a ferocious dictatorship . Some had pre-

dicted the worst disasters if we lived there .

Then we talked pleasantly of his job, of June who was growing nicely

and we also spoke of the unfortunate rise of ultra-conservatism in this

country, of racist movement in the South . Lee considered this the most

dangerous phenomenon for all peace-loving people . "Economic discrimina-

tion is bad, but you can remedi it," he said, "but racial discrimination

cannot be remedied because you cannot change the color of your skin." .

Of course, he greatly admired Dr . Martin Luther King and agreed with his

program. I just mention it here, but he frequently talked of Dr . King

- with a real reverence .

In the meantime Marina was showing Jeanne her bedroom, kitchen and

the living-room . There she opened a large closed, nexto to the balcony,

and began showing Jeanne her wardrobe, which was considerable . on
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the bottom of the closet was rifle standingcompletely openly .

"Look! Lo*E!" Called Jeanne excitedly. "There is a rifle there ."

We came in and I looked curiously . Indeed there was a military rifle

there of a type unknown to me, something diNgling in front.

"What to that thing dangling?" Asked Jeanne .

sight
"A telescopic," I answered .

Jeanne never saw a telescopic sight before and probably did no under-

stand what it was . But I did, I had graduated from a military school .

"Why do you have this rifle here?" Jeanne asked Lee .

"Lee baught it," answered Marina instead,"devil knows why . We nned

all the money we have for food and lodging and he buys thos damn rifle."

"But what does he do with a military lifle?" Asked Jeanne again .

"He likes shooting at the leaves ."

"But when does he have time to shoot at the leaves and the place?"

Asked Jeanne curiously .

"He shoots at the leaves in the park, whenever we go there."

This did not m1ke much sense to us, but liking target shooting our-

selves we did not consider this a crazy occupation .

All this time Lee stood next to me curiously silent .
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"Did you take a pot shot at General Walker, Lee?" I popped a question

spontaneously . And then a guffawed . "Ha! Ha!" Thinkis thid a pretty good

joke .

Lee's reaction was strange . I often tried to reconstruct it . He did not

say anything . He just stood there motionless .
i

It was naturally a very foolish joke because there was an attempt a few

days before at General Edwin Wg1ker, a rather notorious character who was

asked to resign his post in Germany by General Eisenhower, if I remember

correctly . Anyway tae was an iltra-rightist who had tried to run for gover-

nor of Texas . And he got surprising number of votes, some 200,000 on a po-

litical platform somewhat to the right of Hitler's .

This joke just popped out because General Walker lived fairly close to

us, on Turtle Greek. Everyone knew his house with a huge American flag in

front, sometimes replaced by a Confederate flag - and much later by South

Vietnamese and Rodesian flags .

As I said, Lee's facial expression remained calm . He became just a little

paler . Simm This was the last time I saw him and yet I cannot say with

precision what his reaction was . I think he mumbled something unintelligi-

bly and I did not ask. For sure he was embarassed, possibly stunned . And

Marina was definitely shocked .
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Neither Jeanne nor I laughed much at my Walker joke . And certainly

not Marina nor Lee . Only later we realized how stunning and inexpected

this joke was to them . It hit the nail on the head .

Marina testified at Warren Committee that I KNEW that Lee shot at

General Walker and sha also testified under oath that Lee did shoot at

General Walker and had missed him narrowly .

I do not blame General Walker, we called him jokingly Genral Foker,

whom I never had the pleasure of Meeting for calling me a dangerous

radical . i stupidly laughed at a bullet which xuzxvxiyx might have killed

him. . .

This joke cost me a lot of money by hurtin3 badly many of my business

contacts .

Marina testified also that Lee indeed considered General Walker a

fascist and tried to kill as the most dangerous man for this country.

Marina's testimonies turned out to be constradictory and vague but there

is another thing which makes me believe that Lee possibly tried to shoot

General Walker . A man, whose name I do not recall, a Jewish man, whom

Lee met at the Ford's Christmas party, described General Walker as the

most dangerous man in the United States, a potential neo-fascilst leader .
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I noticed that Lee kept on asking why. And the other fellow explained

clearly his reasons . Lee might have been influenced by this statement.

Another possible reason is the inscription on Lee's photograph, which

we received posthumously and Marina's inscription on it . I shall talk

about it later .

This innucuous remak of mine influenced our lives, but we heard later

from Alfbedt Jenner, counsel of the Warren Committee, that Marina's tes-

timony was even more damaging to me . She supposedly remembered my saying :

"Lee, why did you miss him?"

That I naturally did not say and Marina w as so vague in her recollec-

tions that even the Warren Committee did not take her seriously.

Actually I think Marina believed that I knew somekow of Lee's shooting

at General Walker and that's why she was so afraid that evening that I

might tell the police or FBI about it . Lee, on the other hand, never

considered me capable of treason and then he KNEW of course that I was

completely unaware,of his attempt .

Lee was a little scared of my extra-sensory perception - which I still

have with my students - Had I known anything about it, I would have per-

suaded him not to try any such crazy foolishness .
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Lee often commented with amayement that I could guess his thoughts .

And I do believe in existence of ESP, especially among people attuned

to each other . It happens to me constantly that I guess who is on the

line when the phone rings . I know when somebody close to me writes me

a letter or wants to get in touch with me . It even happened that I

thought suddenly of a well-known person - but barely known to me -turn

on the TV and there he would be .

This happened I remember with Captain Rickenbaker whom I knew slight-

ly but admired a great deal . We were sitting in a living-room with

friends in New Orleans and I said suddenly :"turn on the radio, Captain

Rickenbaker is going to speak" . And he did .

Anyway this evening of Easter of 1963 ended in an amicable manner . ,

We walked in the small jarden and Marina gathered a gorgeous bouquet of

yellow roses and gave it to Jeanne in appreciation of the rabbit she had

brought, for the child . The Osvalds were also happy that I did not mention

any more the rifle or the Walker joke, instead of making an issue out

of it .

It was our last meeting and a friendly one . We said that June looked

less now than Chrushcheff, she was growing up . She did not have such a

bald head, her eyes got bigger and she was less chunky .
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Lee himself mentioned it, caressing the child ;"look, she is much

better-looking now than our great Russian leader ."

"I hope she keeps his amusing and friendly personality," said Jeanne .

He is gone now, God bless his Bible-quoting soul and his earthy per-

sonality . His sudden bursts of anger and beating of the table with his

shoe, are all gone and belong to history . Millions of Russians miss him .

After this Easter visit things began to move so fast for us that we

could not see the Osvaldo and we did not even talk to them on the phone .
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Our move to Haiti ended our personal contacts with the Osvaldo.

But other contacts were not interrupted, including the strangest one,

the posthumous, which I will describe later . Soon after arrival in Port-

au-Prince, capital of Haiti, we received a post-card from Lee, giving

us his new address in New Orleaina . At our last meeting for Easter

neither of Osvalds mentioned that they intended to leave Dallas . So, this

was surprise for us . Obviously they moved from Dallas at about the same

time we did, but we, we do not know . Maybe they were just lonesome .

Maybe Lee wanted to remove himself and his family from General Walker's

neighbourhood?

And so Lee gave us this, now famuous, addfess on Magazine Street in

New Orleans, Louisiana, the town where he spent most of his youth .

Incidentally it was written &n English. The card got lost somehow and

Jeanne failed to put the exact address in her book . So she still has

under Lee Harvey Osvald's address - 214 Neely Street, tel. RI . 15501 .

and the business address of his reproduction company. We did mean to

send them a Christmas gift but the tragic events of November 1963

odcurred in the meantime .

43-792 0 - 79 - 14
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Any time we look at this address-book we think off Lee and wish he

were alive, not only because we liked him so much, but also because he

could h eve proved his innocence, or, if he were involved, to tell the

whole truth about the conspiracy . He always had enough integrity to

tell us all the truth, even if he had done anything wrong . Remember, he

did not deny - or accept - his guilt in shooting at General Walker .

What I had to sap here, and it bothered me for a long time that I did

not do it before, relates to the type of person Lee Harvey Osvald was,

the reader will have to form his opinion of his guilt, or lack of it .

Several new elements will be brought in here, which, in our opinion, are

favorable to Lee . Both my wife and I still miss him and are deeply sorry

that he met such an untimely death at the hand of such a repulsive in-

dividual .

And so we led a delightful existence in Haiti in our beautiful house

overlooking the Bay of Port-au-Prince, doing usefl work with my inter-

national group of geologists : one Italian, one Swiss and one American,

as well as the Haitian helpers . Incidentally . I may have gotten this

assignement because there were no Haitian geologists in the whole country

at the time . There may have been some in exile .
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But after November 22, 1963 the situation changed for us . Information

trickled from the Embassy personnel, and through the Miami papers that

I had been Lee Harvey Oavald's "beat friend", that both Jeanne and I

"befriended" the assassin of the- President of the United States . Of

course, we ourselves did tell the political officer at our &ibasey that

indeed we knew Lee and Marina and that we were ready,to help In any

investigation, we also wrote to our friends about it - all our letters

were incidentally intercepted by FBI - and finally I wrote a letter of

condolences to.Jacqueline Kennedy's mother, whom I had known better than

her illustrious daughter . Mrs. Hugh Auchincloss of Washington O .C ., ex

Mrs . Jack Bouvier of New York and Southhampton, was a dear friends of

my in-Laws and mine .

In this letter I expressed me grief over the death of a great Presi-

dent and a wonderful man. Being influenced by the barrage of one aided

propaganda in the Newspapers, on radio and TV, I added to this letter :

"I am deeply sorry I have ever met Lee Harvey Osvald and had befriended

him."

Living abroad and not having any inside information on the case we

were "brainwashed" by the media which emphasized and explained corstan-
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tly that indeed Lee was unquestionably the lone and only assassin .

Without any factd and Lee dead, everyone in Haiti considered him the

assassin . Even cynical and well informed European diplomats trn Haiti

were of the same opinion . But they began to grumble asking themselves

the same question :"where is the motif?"

Now something unusual happened . A gray-suited, bulky, Miami suntanned,

with false teethe and an artificial smile, Mr . W. James Wood, an Agent of

FBI arrived in Port-au-pr6nce for the sole purpose to mAke me deny a

statement I had made to my friends and to the political officer at the

Embassy . What was this disturbing statement? I had contacted a government

man in Dallas, the only one I knew personally, probably a CIA agent,

or possible an agent of FBI, g very nice fellow by the name of J . Walton

Moore. Looks like it's a specialty of these government agents to have

a capital letter instead of the first name . Purely AnglogSaxon, you

know . . . Anyway Mr . J. Walton Moore had interviewed me upon my return

from a government mission to Yugoslavia and we got along well . He had

lived in China, was born there as a matter of fact, in a missionary

family . So I invited him and his wife to the house and he got along
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fabulously %,,ell with Jeanne . I used to see Mr . Moore occasionally for

lunch. A cosmopolitan character, most attractive . A short time after

meeting Lee Harvey Osvald, before we became friends . I was a little wor-

ried about his opinions and his background . And so I went to see Mr . J.

Walton Moore to his office, in the same building I used to have my own

office, Reserve Loan Life Building on Ervay Street, and asked him point

blank . "I met this young ex-Marine, Lee Harvey Osvald, is it safe to asso-

ciato with him?". And Ms . Moore's answer was :"he is OR . He is just a harm-

less lunatic ."

That he was harmless was good enough for me . I would decide for myself

whether Lee was a lunatic . . .

And that was the statement which greatly disturbed W. James Wood and

his superiors . And that same statement disturbed later Albert Jenner, a

counsel of the Warren Committee, when I gave my testimony . As disturbed

Jenner was and he knew that my testimony was truthful, W. James Wood

who came to see us in Haitt was more than disturbed. He tried to'make

me deny this statement And so we were sittin_P in a luxurious Embassy room,

staring with animosity at each other, &Nt) this repulsive, replete bureau-

crat dared to tell me :"you will have to chanze your statement ."

"What do you mean.?" I asked incredulously .

"That false statement of yours that a government man t id you that
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our President's assassin was a harmless lunatic."

"False statement ; Man, you are out of your mindl" I answered sharply.

And so the gray-suited man in no uncertain terse: t}jreatened met

"unless you change your statement, life will be tough for you in the

States ."

"Nuts!" Was the only answer I coulC make .

After meeting Mr . W. James Wood, I immediately began having doubts

of Lee's guilt. Adn while I was talking to him, the convefsation lasted

quite some time, he constantly tried to intimidate me reminding me a lot

of undesirable people I had met in my life and puritanically challen-

Sint me on the grounds of moral turpitude, i.e . too many women.

I told this obnoxious FBI tgent that either FBI or CL. or any other

agency was in any way implicated in Fresident Kennedy's assassination.

I just took a precaution which seemingly backfired . But I did imply that

these government agencies were negligent .Still my statement was of

utter importance to FBI and Hr . Wood and he kept on'trying to force me

to deny it .

I cathegorically dsstd refused to deny anything and we ended this

stormy session without shaking hands.

Then aW wife went through the same routine. Threats and allusions to
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scoutal) which marred her background . Since she did not have any mo-

ral turpitude behavior pattern, except her guilt to have been born in

China, she 4NSWERED Mr . Wood in a quiet and icy manner and absolutely

refused to influence me to change my statement .

"Tou don't seem to like FBI," said the gray-suited man with an arti-

ficial smile, at the end of the interview.

"I do not like your methods . They are both brutal and naive . Learn

from Scotlan Yard, they know how to conduct-themselves . When they inquire

they do it with discretion not by innuendo and gossip . You do harm to

thh people you investigate and don't discover anything useful about

the case ."

A friend of mine in Dallas, an investment banker, told later the

Warren Committee investigators that our emotions were probably tensed

up during our interview with Mr . Wood . And he was right .

The assurance that he was harmless naturally influenced ma very posi-

tively in my relationship with Lee. Adn still I kept asking him many

embarassing questions liko :"how did you get to Russia? It's expensive

to travel so far? how did you come back so easily? His answers were

good enough to me . He did not 6ork for any foreign government, nor for
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our government - the latter is more doubtful - if I though he did,

he would not have been a good friend of mine . On the other land, after

this interview, my opinion of FBI under It . Edgar Hoover (another letter

instead of the first name ; became very low and this was confirmed: by

recent events, destruction of Lee's letter to FBI in which he deladded

to leave him and his wife alone .

AS I mentioned before the whole Bouvier farr&ly were very close

friends of mine, I met them upon arrival in the United States . They were

very warm, friendly people . The newspapers all over the country made

a big issue out of it :"a mystery man who was close to Lee Harvey Osvald

and to Jacqueline Kennedy ." Some newspapers put forth some odious insi-

nuations . . . tty life seeras to be full of such stran~,e coincidences .

It's probably in the brave that I shall stop meetibg strange people and

form peculiar friendships .

Even Dr . Franfois Duvalier, president of Haiti, dot alarmed by all

these goings on . Incidentally, President Duvalier w:.s no friend of

John F. Kennedy who cut down to nothing United States help to Haiti.

But there was another factor : my house was located &n the same mountain-

ous development as President's palace, on Tonton Lyle Estates, and

the inplicat ion was oLvious : living next to the man " ho befriended
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a president's assasin presented a problem . . .

In a small country like Haiti, gobernment people know more of what was

going on in the American Embassy than the Ambassador himself. The visit of

the FBI mane was blown completely out of proportion . Americans were scared

of me and even Haitians avoided visiting us .
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The Warren Committee .

As the atraosphere of Port-au-Prince became oppressive for us and my

work was sufferinS from it, we were considering ataneoning my survey, dis-

hendinZ, ay small personnel and return to the States . But President Duva-

lier found himself a solution to this situation . :ie asked Dr . Herve

Boyer, Minister of Finpnce - Secretary of Treasury - and a good friend

of mine who had helped me to get the Survey contract, to invite me to

his office and to have a chat with me . This was a fri6ndly office w hieh

I visited often, when some problems had to be solved, and the secretary

who was also Boyer's mistress, a gor4eous Huletto girl, was no less

amicable to me as usual.

But not so Dr . Foyer. Re said decisively : "you are in the hot water.

Everyone is talkin6 about you end your wife . Do not abandon your survey

but go back to the States and clear your name so:uchow . If you cannot,

come back, wind up your eork and leave the country."

It so happened that on the same day our Embsssy received a letter,

addressed to me and my wife , from Mr . J. Lee Rankin, General Counsel of

the Warren Contmittee . Mr Pankin invited us to come to Washington D.C.,XM

if we wished, and to testify . This letter also stated that if we accepted

to testify, the Warren Cosrmittee would pay all our expenses to Washington
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and back to Haiti . Of course we were most anxious to cooperate as much as

we could to solve this crime . But Jeanne refuse:: to travel crithout our

two dogs - Manchester te:rriera - and, after the exchange of wires, Mr . Ran-

kin accepted the additional "dog expense" .

were blissfully unaware
It was unfortunate that Nero and Poppaea, our terrierso that this trip

was caused by Lee Harvey Osvald whoa they liked so much . For them this

expedition was a ball .

We stayad at the old Willard dote}, not far from the Veterans' Admi-

nistration Bailding, where the Comminzee was located .

I was the first to testify . The man who too% arl deposition was Albert

Jenr.er, ma lawyer from Chicago, who much later became well Known in connec-

tion with the Watergate case . Jenner was a well known trial lawyer and I

have to admit that either he was much cleverer than I or that I was im-

pressed by the whole setting and the situation as it unfolded in Washington

at the time . Anyway Jenner played with me as if I were a baby .

Also people I met there were rather .ic;?ressive . Allen Dulles, head of

CIA at the time, who did not interfere in the proceedings but was there

as a distant toeat. Judge Warren himself, a rather sympathetic, paternal

figure who had a weakness for Marina, we found later. Representatives

Geral Ford, friendly and youthful-looking . The last ten years cjanged him
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considerably . And then innumerable, hustling lawyers, all of them

trying to figure out how a single man, Lee Harvey Osvald, could have

done so much damage with his old, orimitive . Italian army rifle .

Having around such a galaxy of legal and political tale nt, you don't

have to be tortured, you would impressed and intimidated to say al-

most anything about an insignificant, dead ex-Marine .

And, during my lengthy deposition, I said some unkind things Yktsa

about Lee which I now regret . The reader must imagine my situation,

sitting there and answering an endless flow of well prepared and insi-

duous questions for more than two days . . . Was this an intimidation?

"We know more about your life than you yourself, so answer all my

questions truthfully and sincerely," Jenner began .

I should have daid,"if you know everything, why bring us all the way

from Haiti?" But I did not and began to talk . And my answers were

very nicely edited sop= in the subsequent Report . "Say the whole

truth and nothing but the truth," he intoned .

Jenner was a good actor, very cold and aloof at first, he switched

to flattery and smiles when he felt that I was netting tensed up and

antagonistic . "How cosmopolitan you are! How many important people you

knowl Yes, you are great!" -said Jenner ingratiatingly . And probably this
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flattery worked well on m2, ;.rovin3 to me that Albert Jenner was such

a LooJ friend of mine . So I anawerel all the quaatiois to the best of

,ry ability, with utter sincerity, without =wen askin., to have my

lawyer present and :he, the snsaky bastard, did not say a word that the

whole testimony would be printed and distributed all over the world .

And so ny private life was shamelessly violated . During this time

Jaanne and the dots were lanauishin; in the old Willard Votel .

At the end of this long testimony Jenner seemed convinced that I

was not involved in any way in this "already solved" assassination.

3e bg, an showering ccm,)liments on me r:-.d I felt like a star of a porno-

graphic movie . refore leavinc;. I told Je."u:er of the harm this affair

was causing me, mrinly of n e sttituee of tl:e American Ambassador .

Of the reflexion on my work in ?aiti . lie inserted therefore some nice

statements, puttinZ rue above all suspicion . 1316 deal! The harm was

already done . And aow coulZ I have been suspected of anythin.n, being so

far away from Dallas, unless Presidnt Duvnlier and I used vodoo

practicescaid inserted needles or shot at a doll ressenblin~ President

Kennedy . Since everyting was known . Jenner concluded my useless

testimony with the following words :"you did all right . Keep up the

life you have been leading. You helped a poor family ." And he added
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as rn aFide "rem+enber, eoTetiries it is danCerous to be too Lenerous

0.th tour time .rd Help ."

Then followed one and c half days of teLtiuony for r9. wife and our

Mancbesters . uiey were not "material ~:Ltr.esses" but Je:nne refused ea-

the3orically to lerve them it the hotel. If our cio;;s could have talked,

their testimonies ,ruIC bave been more valuable than ours .

As Jeanne and I discussed our experiences as witnesses, many details

came to our minds . For irstnrce :"Lee 1arvey Osvald mtut have asked you

a q::estien rbout yc";r political pUlosophy. Uaht did you say?" Asked

Jenner slyly.

"Live ard let live," I answered simply . Jenner made some comments

on tbsx bat _enernlly seemed satisfieC .

I raid to Jeanne later : "it was an ti.npleas=..::t experience, but in

Russia we would have been sane to Siberia for life ." She agreed .

Jeanne's opinion re :,,ardin,- our experiences were somewhat different

from mine . I was anxious to leas t'p nr

	

ne:ne and return to Haiti .

"I considered it a favor of mine to come and 1:elp the Committee," she

had said . "I was cor,letely relaxed . Tl:e cowael vas pleasant ana re-

served . However, instead of aslcimt pertinent :questions, for instance

'when did you meet the Osvaldo" and "how many times you talked to him
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and Marina and about what?' Instead they asked me0whese were you born?

Who were your parents?' I never suspected that my personal life would be

broadcast, although I had nothing to be ashamed of . Still it's my pro-

perty, my life, the whole report was a washup, a coverup ."

Later we shall say whom The Warren Committee tried to cover up,

maybe unconsciously.

"I cases never forgive the cheek of asking me how many children I

had," continued recollecting my fiery wife, "how many jobs I changed,

and why, whom I had worked for, how many times I went to Europe on

buying trips, show much I earned . I had expected to speak only of Lee

and Marina . So I have a grudge and if I could, I would try to make them

pay for the harm and insult thet Bone to me . Where is the privacy we

are supposed to have here?" Said Jeanne bitterly .

"And so I spoke of my wonderful parents, of my life in China, my arri-

val in USA. Poverty, hard work, success finally . But I hoped that this

would be a country free of prejudice, of racial discrimination . Financia

opportunities in USA were not the prime reasons for my coming here .

My faith, or lack of faith, all was polluted by this porno-exhibitionist

questioning. Finally we began discussing Lee in a desultory manner,"

concluded Jeanne .
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Naturally our testimonies regarding Lee and Marina coincided . We said

the same things in our own ways and we never even bothered to read our

own testimonies. Obviously everything we said coincided perfectly .

When you said truth, you don't have to remember it, so we did not dis-

cuss further details .

"Finally," remembered Jeanne, "they made me identify the gun. Nero,

the Manchester was there, he sniffed at the gun, he could have made a

better identification than I . For me the gun seemed familiar, but whe-

ther it was the same we saw in the closet, I couldn't say. It seemed to

have a telescopic sight . So I told Jenner -'ask Marina, she could iden-

tify the gunl "

We both felt that the minds of the members of the Warren Committee

were already made up, they were obsessed with the idea that Lee was the

sole assassin . The idea of Cuban refugees with mortal grudge against

Kennedy did not interest them . We both were inhest4gated the same way .

Any time we said anything favorable to Lee, they passed it up . And Jenner

jesuitically kept asking questions which were incriminating to Lee.

An amusing detail of Jeanne's interrogation : Jenner shied away from

Nero - #NS Jeanne promised that he would not bite, that he never bit

Lee who was a good human being r to which Nero would be willing to swear.
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We discussed also what we had heard from the committee members -

most other witnesses were nervuous and contradicted themselves, probably

intimidated by the awsomeness of the proceedings and the fact that many

were not even naturalized citiznes . And so some good people spoke very

unkindly and untruthfully of Lee just because they were frightened and

they wanted to please the Committee . They really should be forgiven .

All the favorable facts we mentioned about Leewere subsequently mis-

interpreted in the printed edition of the report or not mentioned in it

at all.

Both of us we furthermore felt that Jenner was displeased whenever

he heard some favorable facts about Lee.

Then we asked ourselves :why did Warren Committee spent all the money

bringing us back and forth, keeping us in an expensive hotel, doing all

that hellishly expensive investigation around the world about us, even

carrying our mutts to Washington and back to Haiti? Why such a waste of

the taxpayers' money if they did not want to hear the truth?

We discovered that we both told Jenner independently :"why don't you

sned good detectives to New Orleans and to Mexico, find who were Lee's

contacts at that time and what he was up to at the time of the tragedy.

It seems that a Senate Committee is going to do just that now, in the

summer of 1976 .

43-792 0 - 79 - 15
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We wondered why the Committee paid so much attention to the testimonies

of people who had known Lee and Marina in Dallas, long before the assassi-

nation or others who had known him long before that? And the answer was -

just to fill uo the pages and tranquillized American populace .

Jeanne dispute with Mrs . Hugh Auchincloss, Jacqueline Kennedy's mother

in the evening when we finished our deposition . .9eanne asked her :"why don'},

you, the relatives of our beloved President, you who so wealthy, why don't

you conduct a real investigation as to who was the rat who killed him?"

"But the rat was your friend Lee Harvey Oavald," was the cold answer .

Thus the mind of not only the membefs of the Committee but of President'

family were all made up .

Jenner kept asking me constantly - "why did Oavald like you and didn't

like anybody else?" As if there was some homosexual likk between us . . . .

"I don't have the slightest idea, maybe because I liked him. . ."

"Maybe he liked you because you were a strong person?" Jenner asked

agaiq intimating that maybe a was a "wolf" or a devil influencing him to

do evil."Maybe he identified you as an internationalist?" Intimating again

some dark connections I might have .

"Maybe," I answered . "I am no admirer of any particular flag."

"You and your wife were the only ones who remained his friends? Con-
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This question was akked of both of us . And we answered both in about

the same terms :"to us they were warm, open, young people, responsive to

our hospitality ."
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Albert Jenner the brought to my attention part of a letter I wrote

to Mrs . Auchincloss from Haiti. He used this as my admission of Lee's

guilt, and I had explained already under what circumstances this letter

was written . "since we lived in Dallas we had the misfortune to have met

Lee Harvey Osvald and his wife Marina . I do hope that Marina and her

children (now she has two by Lee) will not suffer too badly through life

d tha
the s gma of the assassination will not affect her and the innocent

children ."

This was my foolish letter and my speculation, not Jeanne's .

And again, after the impact of this letter read to me, Jenner very

cleverly mamboozled me into a possible motive of Lee's guilt. "The only

reason for Lee's criminal act," I continued, "would be that he might have

been jealous of a young, rich, attractive presidentwho had a beautiful

wife and was a world figure . Lee was just the opposite ; his wife was

bitchy and he was a failure ."
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Now, away from the pressures of the Committee, I consider this state-

ment of mine most unfair . It would not have made him a here to have shot

a liberal and beloved president, especially beloved by the minorities,

and Marina was not such a bitch, while Jacqueline was not so beautiful .

Especially she was not beautiful inside when she married that gangster of

international shippin Aristotle Onessis .

If you read the Warren Report, there is another leading question by

Jenner:"as a humanitarian person you cannot imagine anyone murdering ano-

ther person?" A childish, naive question, m f course .

"I cannot imagine doing it myself," I answered equally supidly, but at

least I did not express opinion about Lee's guilt .

Lee, an ex-Marine, trained for organized murder, was capable of killing )

but for a very strong ideological motive or in self-derence .

But a few more words about my letter to Mrs . Auchinclosa, Mrs . Kenne-

dy's mother . The copies of these letters were given Warren Committee by

Allen Dulles, her close friend, as well as the copies of her letters to

me . On January 29, 1964 she wrote to me :"it seems extraordinary,that you

knew Lee Harvey Osvald and Jacqueline as a child . It ceitainly is a strange

world . And I hope, like you do, that Lee Harvey Osvald's innocent children
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will not suffer .

Very tired by our testimonies, we were invited after our ordeal to

the luxurious house of Jacqueline Kennedy's mother and her step-father,

Mr . Hugh Auchincloss . This luxurious home was located in Georgetown and

Auchlncloss' money originated of somm association of Hugh's family with

John D. Rockefeller, Sr, of the oil fame . We spoke about another coinci-

dence in our lives . I flew one day from Dallas to Washington and Mrs.

Hu3h Auchincloss happened to be on the same plane. She was flying from

some health-farm in Phenix, Arizona, where rich women stay on a diet, ex-

ercie and put themselves in an acceptable shape Again. This was the year

of presidential election and Mrs. Auchincloss, a staunch republican was

for Nixon and was sure than her son-in-law, JFK, did not have the slight-

est chance to win the elections .

I, on the other side, was sure that Kennedy would win the elections

and was going to vote democratic for the first time .

I told her that the mood of the country was for her charming son-in-

law, and she answered that I did not tnmderstand American politics . . .

Eventually, we had to talk sadly about the assassination. Allan Dulles

was there also and he asked me a few astute questions about Lee.
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One of them was, I remember, did Lee have a reason of hating President

Kennedy? However, when I answered that he was rather an admirer of the

dead President, everyone took my answer with a grain of salt . Again the

overwhelming opinion was that Lee was the sole assassin .

I was still thinking of poor Lee, comparing his life with the life of

these multi-millionnaires . I tried to reason - to no avail . It seemed to

me that I was facing a conspiracy, a conspiracy of stubborness and si-

lence.Finally both Jeanne and Janet (Mrs . Auchincloss) got very emotional

embraced a each other and cried together, one over the loss of her son-

in-law, another over - the loss of a great president she admired so,much .

were
"Janet," I said before leaving, "youara Jack Kennedy's mother-in-law,

and I am a complete stranger . I would spend my own money and lots of my

time to find out who were the real assassins or the conspirators . Don't

you want any further investigation? You have infinite resources."

"Jack is deat and nothing will bring him back," replied she decisively .

"Since he was a very beloved president, I wouldn't let a stone untur-

ned to make sure that the assassin if found and punished," implored Jeanne

"We both have grave doubts in Lee's guilt ."

Later we discussed for a long time why a woman so close to President
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Kennedy, nor Robert Kennedy and the rest of Kennedy family, as we disco-

vered later, would be so adamant on this subject . A later chapter, dea-

ling with Willem Oltman's strange adventure, will raise further grave

doubts in reader mind . Would it be possible, as much as it sounds like

a sacrilege, that Lee was a "convenient" assassin to all the relatives

and friends of the late President Kennedy? Convenient not in any derogato:

sense but just because was a PATSY, a patsy not involved in any revenge

arising out of JPK'a biggest and costliest mistake - the Bay of Pigs .

Isn't better to think, maybe subconsciously, that the assassin was a

crazy, semi-literate, ex-Marine, screwed-up, Marxist lunatic, with an un-

desirable dischargeand a poverty-stricken childhood, unsuccessful in his

pursuits both in USSR and in USA - and with a record of marriage verging

on disastrous . It's better to hold to this belief for them and for the

rest of the country rather than to find out that the assassination was a

devilishly clever act of revenge caused by the Bay of Pigs disaster . . .

This would explain Lee's desperate scream:"I am a patsyl"

But we were still in the Auchincloss' luxurious mansion, about ready

to leave . "Incidentally," said Mrs. Auchincloss coldly,"my daughter

Jacqueline never wants to see you again because you were close to her hus.

band's assassin."
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"It's her privilege," I answered .

Hugh, who was a very silent man, asked me suddenly :"and how Marina is

fixed financially?"

"I do not know, I just read that she received quite a lot of money from

the charitable American people - maybe eighty thousand dollars ."

"That won't last her long," he said thoughtfully and almost without

transition,pointed out to an extraordinary chest set-"this is early Persiar

valued at sixty thousand dollars ."

We said goodbyes amicably to the Auchinclosses and drove off back to

our hotel . "That son-of-the-gun Hugh has an income running into millions",

I told Jeanne thoughtfully .

"Such figures are beyond my comprehension," she said sadly .
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When we had received Rankin's letter inviting us to come to Washington

and testify at the Warren Committee, we knew that we would be of poor help,

as we had been out of contact with Lee for over eight months prior to the

assassination. We could not say what happened to him and Merina fter we had

left Dallas . But, naturally, I was anxious to testify in order to clear my

name and to be able to work on my Survey .

But the American colony in Port-au-Prince were in an uproar when they

were told that we were going to Washington to testify. "How horrible!" said

some . "Arn't you afraid?" siad the others . Even my old friend at the Emba-

ssy, Teddy Blaque, said :"but he was an assassin and you were so deeply in-

volved with him. . .

Many thought that we would be put in jail and would never come back to

our lovely house in Port-au-Prince .

Fortunately the Haitian Ambassador in Washington was reassured by the

Warren Committee thAt we were decent people, the Ambassador transmitted this

message to the President Duvalier and we could r3eturn safely to Haiti.

But my contract became hopelessly harmed by the intervening publicity and

by the peculiar attitude taken by the American Embassy towards us .
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that our Embassy would not protect my rights any more . And the old fox

was absolutely right, the payments for my Survey began drying up'and in

later years I never received any cooperation from anyone in our Embassy or

in the State Department in trying to recover the large balance of my contr.

act still due to me .
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I cannot even give a complete resume of incongruous theories and suppo-

sitions which eveolved - and are still eveolving to-day- in feverish minds

rs
of various writers and report

e
as a result my past friendship with Lee

and the colorful excerpts from the Warren Committee depositions which were

leaked out .

One theory had it that Lee was lzaxx operated by me via long distance,

from Haiti to Dallas . Impulses were transmitted very deviously because I,

a geologist and a famuous scientist, had previously inserted a transistor

in Lee's skull (either under the skin or deeper I do not remember) . A book

was published in New York describing this whole operation in detail .

Since Papa Doc disliked President Kennedy, we would sit in his office, .

surrounded by "Ton"n-Macouts" - and would operate poor Lee, who would

blindly obey us .
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As a credit to the American reader, I may say that this book did not

have much success and I seldom meet anyone who had bothered to read it .

However another book was published in Luxembourg - to avoid crimi-

nal prosecution - and it had an enormous success in Europe . "L'Amerique

brule" - America burns - contains over 400 pages of outrageous innuen-

does against the American insituations . The writer, Jeames Hepburn,

an invented name is actually a group of European newpapermen who had be,

assembling dirt about the United States . This collective James Hepbnan

calls both Lee Harvey Osvald and myself CIA agents . Let me translate

this nonsense which appears on page 356."0svald was suspected, as any

other agent returning from a mission un thb enemy territory of having

been 'manipulated' . He was put therefore under surveillance by CIA and

then interrogated and 'tested' by one of the specialists utilized at

the same time by Washington (CIA) and by Houston (oil men) and whose

'nom de guerre' was George S . de Mchrenschildt, and whose nickname was

'ctinaman'"

This 'well-informed' book which still has flashes of success in Eurc

-pe, goes on describing yours truly :"the Chinaman was 'presumed' to he%

been born in the Ukraind and was an expofficer in the Polish cavalry .
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He was recruited during the war by O.S .S . (Office of Strate3lc Services)

and was registered in 1944 at the University of Texas where he obtained

a degree of geological engineer, specializing in petroleum geology .

The CIA used him in Iran, in Egypt, in Indonesia, in Panama, in Guate-

mala, in Nicaragua, in San Salvador, in Honduras, in Nigeria, in Ghana,

in Togo, in Haiti etc . where he worked - in principle - for the Sinclair

011 Company .

George de Mohrenschildt was closely connected with petroleum circles

(and member of Dallas Petroleum Club, of the Abilene Country Club, of the

Dallas Society of Petroleum Geologists) and had close personal connections

with the managers of the following companies : Kerr-McGee Oil Company,

Continental 011 Company, Cogwell Oil Equipment, Texas Eastern Corporation

and also with John Mecom (of Houston) . He was a distinguished and cultured

man (Mr . Hepburn obviously buried me already) who was part of the Estab-

lishment and frequented the Social Register of New York . His wife, a White.

Russian lady,'born in China, worked frequently with him .

Another of his covers was the International Cooperation Administration

(I,C .A . - sic) in Washington."

This "book" also accuses Lee of working for -a photographic firm in
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Dallas, a cover for CILA, which specialized in making and reproduction

of maps and confidential documents for the United States Federal Govern-

ment .

But enough of all this nonsense . However, let us remember, that all

these idiocies and distorsions were based on the Warien Report .

If I were a CIA agent, I would not have been so miserably treated by

the American Embassy in Port-au-Prince, and especially by the Ambassador .

It is discouraging to say that the Warren Report contained mostly the

"words which were put in out mouths" so to say . However, there were a few

good and truthful facts in this report . For instance, a friend of mine,

an investment banker in Dallas, testified that he met Lee and that he

found him intelligent and alert . Another young man, who had lived in

Fort Worth, also had some kind words for my friend .
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Effects on our lives .

The publication of the Warren Committee Report brought an immediate

and drastic change in our lives in Haiti. Only the close and true friends

understood the real reasons of our involvement with the "presumed assassin"

of the generally beloved President Kennedy . In this manner the phony

friends were weeded out of our lives but still too many people, in addi-

tion to the publicity caused by the Report, were contacted by the FBI

agents at various times asking imbecillic and insulting questions, im-

plying grimly the worst suspicions about us . The same thing happened

to Jeanne . A good friend recalls that an FBI agent naked for the whole

day of his precious time just to talk about us . Discussing Jeanne's back-

ground in China, the a.-ent asked our friend :"is she loyal to the United

States?"

Our friend answered without hesitation :"yes, she is, in my opinion."

"Whom are you kidding . . ." said sarcastically the FBI agent .

Insulting and stupid articles appeared in the newspapers and in the

magazines all over the world, and still do, about Jeanne and I, calling

us "mysterious associates of Lee Harvey Osvald ."

Just a few months ago Chicago Tribune and San Francisco Chronicle
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published articles implying that I had received a considerable amount of

money in Bahamas Dust to keep quiet about the mystery of Kennedy's aosa-

ssination . A shyster in Washington by the name of Fensterwald assured a

European newspaperman of similar monetary operation.

I should have probably sues the authors of such vicious allegations,

but this would have added additional publicity .

Even a nice and fair book by GeralD Ford, "the Portrait of the Assa-

ssin", in which he mentions us very favorably, had disastrous effects on

our lives :"Oh : you were mentioned in that book about the assassin . . ."

Money was offered for interviews, which we refused to accept . Overseas

telephone service in gaiti was inadequate - very few people had private

telephones - I happened to be one of the few with the telephone in my

office, but not at home . This p£fice telephone kept buzzing for months :

some unknown voices asking me insidious questions :"what was your relation-

ship with Osvald? What did you think of him? Did you have the same con-

victions as he did? Did he kill Kennedy? Why are you hiding in Haiti?"

Some man cilled me from Hong-Kong dust to ask me a single question :

"who are you?"

And this was so false, because I had been working on my contract
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Hait
year efore we met the Osvaldo and we arrived in this island nine

months before all hell broke lose in Dallas - and we were living there

without Interruption all during this time .

	

'

And so after a few particularly insisting reporters kept on callig

me, and spending their eveil money, I would hang-up .

But the worst was the attitude of the Ambassador Timmons, the

charge d'affaires Curtis and all the other sycophants . But more on that

subject later.

Then came an offer for us to appear on a televised interview for

the NBC's The warren Report . The reporter's name was George ticltillan

and he asked if he could come all the way to Haiti to visit us . He

sounded like an intelligent man and was provided with a good recommendat!

ion by a mutual friend . I did not commit myself to a televised interview

but told McMillan that here was welcome to visit us in Haiti.

A gruesom incident took place the day of his arrival at the old Port-

au-Prince airport . After a season full of invasions - a group landed fro

Cuba and made havoc all over Estern Haiti. They were well armed, fami-

liar with the terraii and murdered indiscriminately . Eventually all of t -
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them were executed by the faithful "tonton-macoutes", TN's as we used to

call themcall them . one of t1te invaddos was hrou,3ht in to Port-au-Prince,

publicly executed and to show the Haitian populace that it wouldn'd pap

to attack Papa Doc and his , ovenrnent : the dead body was then exhibited

on the plaza near the airport with all the supplies and ammunition . The

exhibit was attached to the chair and the swarm of flies around him was

like a funereel smoke .

When 1cMillan, an experienced newsman arrived, he saw the commotion and

the crowds aurroundin the body . I did not want_ him to see the gruesome

and drove around it a t full speed without comment . Later in the evening,

however, Around the drinks, he be_-an to talk about it

Incidentally whzn we invited McMillan we were not sure whether he wan-

ted to tall; to us about Osvald or about the situation in Haiti, which

was the center of attention at the time . Since I was in charge of the geb-

to_-ical Survey and the only American working independently in Haiti at

that time, I thought that McMillan wanted an interview with me . And I

certainly knew the situation well, and it was different from what the Ame-

rican press had described . In my opinion Dr . Duvalier wns an advocate o f

the poor Blacks against the rich, French-educated ltulattoes .

43-792 0 - 79 - 16
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This was a simplified version of the situation but better than the

full condemnation of the Devalier regime in Graham Green's "The Come-

dians" .

Anyway, I didn't want him to see that dead maq attached to the chair

without giving him some facts surrounding the execution. What an impact

his report would have on the public in USA if he would start it with th

statement about the dead body and the flies .

We brought McMillan to our house because he seemed as a very pleasan

individual . He had told us that he defended Blacks' equal rights and

that somewhere in the Carolinas, where he lived, KKK burned crosses

on his lawn and forced him to leave . Anyway we wanted all our friends

who came to visit us in Haiti to know the true facts about the regime-

the good and the bad .

Later on when we sat on our terrace to the sounds of the delicate

tinkling of "anolis" - small Lizzards - and looking at the fatastic

view of the City and the dark Bay, McMillan mused aloud :"why didn't you
i

want me to see the cadaver?". He stopped suddenly as a huge tarantula

moved &lowly on its long legs close to him, He shuddered . "Don't worry,'

I reassured him, "this big ones are not dangerous, only the small ones .
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"Very simple, I didn't want you to see the dead guerilla, without

yelling you the facts surrounding his death first." I explained . "After

all, Papa Doc is my enployer."

But instead of listening to me, or even answering, McMillan launched

into the diatribe about the ,;reat pro;;ram NBC were preparing about Warren

Report, that we would be the main pereonalities in it etc . He even offe-

red to brinL in the whole TV crew, if we accepted . But sick of. all this

unwanted publicity, we refused firmly .

Fortunately George McMillan turened out to be an interestin,; and

pleasant a food tinnis 2layer . lie did not waster his time altogether and

we being boycotted by the Americans in Haiti were ;;lad to have with us

a liberal, independent person . Ile left Haiti two days later akin,; us to

re-consider our decision and mentioned a substantial fee .

I askel several friends for adfice regarding this TV matter and they

and invisible
all answered that remaining silent

A
would has us .

	

"You are the only ones

who could say a few kind words about Osvald," wrote one of my best

friends who had met Lee and wasn't entirely convinced of his Zuilt.

"This national TV appearance would dispeal. the dangerous aura of mystery

in your relationship with Lee," wrote. anotehr .
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red our decision . I called McMillan end erran3ements were made imme-

diately by NBC to bring us and our faithful pooches to New York City .

The weather was stormy, we had circle? for two hours over the city,

but the ordeal was over avid we landed safely . NBC xrxragadx reserved

for us an apartment at the Plaza 11ote1 and the next day we spent the ih

whole afternoon in fron the the camefas .

And a ain, as the interview progressed, it became obvious that the

producer and NcMillan tried to make me say something dero_,atory about L

Lee and to drao out of se insidiously some damalinai coaiment to his me-

mory . To them he r:as definitely the assassin and we, possibly, the con-

spirators or his secret advisers . As Jeanne and I were positive in

our non-sensational statements, the whole interview did not make any

sense. 1de were invited to New York on wrong premises that either we

would produce some inside inforuuition or would prove to millions of

Amcricns who would watch the show that Lee was the only assassin .

Since the Warren Committee, slanted as it was, could never find any

reason in Lee's involvment in this crime "of the centurg", the promo -
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tens of the kiBC show hoped that i, as his best friend would finally

explain L 13 insane action . An'! that was the reason why we were brough

in to New York .

And to Jeanrte and I, who did not have any more information than any-

one reacina newspapers and magazines . Lee remained the came person we

knew - eccentric, interestic, warm, close friend and we never conside-

reded him seriously as President Fennedy's assassin . ,

of course, insanity is a possibility but all the prevtouc .ineidents

and conversations with Lee did not sujest inpendimo insanity . Nor was

he ever to us a poor loser, a stupid hiLh-school dropout, a bloodthir-

sty revolutior.cvry nor a person ,jealous 96 other people's success and

money . Such people are met everydays on the streets of any American

city in roves .

The enclosed picture of Lee with the rifle and Marina's inscription

would indicate that he might have been consieerin;; hunting fascists

-anal in his mind Ccneral Sdalker irs one - but certainly not our presi-

dent Kennedy .

A few days later, while still in New York, was as%; a complete 40

minutes preview of our appearance, and again we saw what a poor fob

we did trying to present Lee's side . And later, the worse parts of thesq
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Report" that so many millions saw.

It was alike a McCarty erg, the time of the government's witetdnunt

against the "leftists" . This was a general hunt, government's and media'

a againgt a defenseless dead man .
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Unpon return to Haiti we knew immediately that something went awry

with our relationship with the Haitian government . Usually, we used to

Eo through customs first, cheerfully greeted by Mr . Jolicoeur, a clown-

like but charming, public relations man for Pap# Doc . This time our lug-

gale was searched subrepticiously while militia examined our papers in

a different parts of the buildine . When out luggage and we were reunited

- the bulk of m?ae and information I had carried with me ,were stolen .

Since they were my property, I lodged a strong protest with our

Embassy end the Puvelier's cabinet . Both parties laughed at me . . . .

What maps?

	

What search? Where were you? How naive can you be . . .
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Our return to the United States .

The incident with the stolen maps destroyed my desire to continue

working for the Haitian Government and the American Ambngsador declared

in a hysterical ways"I hate you . You cause me nothing but troublet"

"I am a Christian, Hr . Timmona, I don't hate anybody . But I wish

you would help me to recover my maps ."

Before this incident the Haitian Government insisted that I try to

develop some of the resources I'd discovered in Haiti ; Copper, tita-

nium, bauxite, excellent oil possibilities . Therefore, whenever I left

the country I took the bulk of inforlation (not all, fortunately) with

me and each time I acted as an agent for the Government . Here, with

my maps gone, the trust was destroyed and I began preparing for de-

parture . Since the Haitians owed me a large amount of money for the

Survey, I was able to dispatch most of my valuable information through

friends to a safe place to the States . Anyway, most of my work was

completed and I began worrying that the Haitians would detain me as

a hostage . Just recently an American citizen, an ex-airforce officer,

domiciliated in Haiti was accused by ties Papa Doe of dealing with his

enemies abroad . The poor fellow looked for asylum in our Embassy - but
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refugees, ours doesnl;. In addition to this the chief of police came

and assured the Ambassador that nothing would happen to the poor ex-

US officer . And so he was carried out screaming and shouting and no-

thing was heard of him again. My friends in the know told me that he

was beaten to death in the dungeons of the presidential palace .

Such a fate was not to our taste. Since nobody expected our imme-

diate departure, we made a very secret deal with a small German line

- plying the trade in the Carribean islands - using the good offices

of the Gernsmen Ambassador, and the little ship accepted us on board

late in the evening . How we avoided the customs etc? I still had a

laisse passe from the President Duvalier and nobody bothereed to sthp

our truck with'our furniture and supplies and our personal car .

Late in the evening the only person who came to say good-bye to us

was the delightful Ambassador and his charming Austrian wife, we drank

a few glasses of champagne and,departed into the dark Carribean.

Incidentally on the manifest of this ship we zppazzzdxxz signed

our names as follows : Jeanne - a cook ; I- deckhand . And that's how

we landed in Miami, having skirted very close the Cuban Coast.
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The crew, most international, was composed of a German ex-submarine

commander, an engineer - a young Norvegian genius who could repair any-

thing on board, and a medley of Haitians, Jamaicans, Trinidadians and

other picturesque Carribeans . Since Jeanne decided to cook some delicious

European melas for the captain and the crew and I, in excess of energy,

painted the whole deck, a pleasant surprise awaited us in Miami. When

I asked the captain for the bill, not only for us but also for the car

and the luggage, the answer was : "it was a pleasure having you on board .

You earned more than the price of your transportation ." The only way to

reciprocate was to invite the officers to a suptious dinner .

From Miami we drove slowly to Texas . Incidentally as we were skirting

late at night Lake Okochobee on a deserted road, a brilliant comet cros-

sed the dark, tropical sky, lighting the weird scenery around and even

scaring our dogs . A comet for some is considered a good omennxbut for us

it foretold very bad times indeed .

In Dallas we hoped to meet some good, old friends, quite a few had

come to Haiti and enjoyed our hospitality . Instead we encountered suspi-

cion and an outright hostility . Surprised at first, we soon discovered

the reason - the Warren Committee Report .
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he transcripts of
Immediately after our testimonies, which we signed without even bo-

thering to read - it was supposed to be truth and nothing but the

truth - who would want to quibble over the words . After our depositions

we were soo sick and tired of the whole affair . We put the matter of the

inquiries by these various agencies and even our our own testimonies

completely out of our minds, and, while driving an open car back to

Dallas along the coast, we breather in the fresh marine air and wanted

to forget the whole tragic incident .

But in Dallas we had to face another situation.

"Nave you read the Warren Report?" a lawyer, good friend of ours,

asked us .

"No," I answered, "I heard there is a comprehensive resume of various

depositions ."

"Arn't you going to rest it . It contains some sixteen volumes and one

of them is almost exclusively about the two of you."

The sore od suspicion, of innuendoes, of gossip, of semi-lies and

concealement polluted the air around us . But the events forced us to

read what we had said in Washington D .C.and especially what has been said

about us in a these voluminous sixteen tomes .
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Still we postponed reading these dry, bureaucratic, insipic pages

until one day wh sat with some friends in Fort Worth (they had known

Lee and Marina also but had avoided interrogation by some hook and

crook) and they loaned to us the volume in which we figured so promi-

nently, "Read tt carefully and don't miss a word . Actually you should

read all the volumes and you will understand the attitude of many

people towards you."

And indeed, after reading several depositions, I was ready to vomit

and I understood what Albert Jennei, oursinquisitor" at the Warm

Committee had mentioned : "you will be the only people in the wprld to

know exactly what others think about you." . He did not dwell further

on these words and did not indicate that our depositions and those of

other people we knew or had even remote relations with, would be prin-

ted, after careful editing, to probe the nebulous point that Lee was

the sole assassin . It turned out that some decent people volunteered to

testify on the condition that their testimonies would remain secret

and available only to Warren Committee members . But FBI insisted that

all depositions should be printed and distributed to the public .

The shades of J . Fdgar Hoover must regret that decision after it was

discovered how many falsehoods his organisation was involved in.
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Adn never again these patriotic and decent people will expose them-

selves in the degrgding positions of "informers" .

It was saddening to read the opinion of an old business associate

that "he never trusted me completely" . My ex-sexcretary divulged that

i had made many suspicious and intriguing trips to Houston, Texas -

such an exotic and mysterious place to her underling's mind . A scu-

rrilous remak was made by an old Russian emigree, a biddy whoa: we

mever considered bright but harmless "that Chinese woman never even

believed in God," she declared indignantly, as if religion wa; not a

very personal matter . "He alsways wanted to be the commissar of Texas,"

was an opinion of a slight acquaintance . And finally the testimony of

my ex-son-in-lew, Gary Taylor :"if anyone hid finagled this assassinatio

or had influenced Lee Harvey Oevald in that direction, that person

would be obviously George de Mohrenschildt.

Of course, in the meantime my daughter had abandoned him and he kept

a grudge against me because I had not approved of their teen-age

marriage .

Reading all this I even thought of .writing a short book, assemblinpl

these opinions and give the book the title "I arranged Kennedy's assa,

ut""ttm .
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Or another title that would attract customers :"My affair with the

teen-age Jacqueline Bouvier and how I got rid of her husband."

The same people, Russian refugees and Americans, who had detested

or ignored Lee ands Marina, made money out of them later, especially

out of the resulting unbelievable promotion of the "poor Russian

Marina," - *that defenceless, Cod-fearing , miserable wife of that

brutal monster Lee Harvey Osvald."

The story, reminds me somewhat of another specimen, Svetlana Stalina

the daughter of the greatest assassin the world had seen (including

Adolf Hitler and Atilla the pun), communist and daighter of the fe-

rocious communist, who came to the United States in search of God . . .

But back to Marina . She finally "made it in the United States",

just like her girl-friend put it in her letter from Soviet Russia in

1962 . She became a success, had her cover in Time, money poured from

the naive Americans . Her arrival in this country was superbly fuli-

filled : Lee Harvey Osvald had finally become a real money-maker

after his death . Poor fellow, even his tomb was stolen and desecra-

ted from the public cemetery near Arlington, Texas .

Lee became sunject of articles and books - and will be for a long

time -bv the scavensers from a Door manIs death_
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I would not dare to cAll our dear President Gerald Ford a scaven-

ger, but his book was the first one, directly accusing Lee Harvey Oa-

vald - on "his" Portrait of the Assassin." . Naturally the book was gho:

written, inept and uninteresting, yet he was the first one (he or his

ghost-writer) to have the information assembled by the Warren Comsitte-

Again, I have to give crdtit to the American people, the book was

a failure.

Newspapermen kept on calling us, they were geniuses at discovering

our whereabouts, we did not have a listed number and stayed with some

friends . They should have used their talents investigating Lee's acti

vities in Atlanta, New Orleans and Mexico City just before th6 assassi.

nation . Garrisson did it and his career as district attorney was

ruined . People who had the slightest connection with Lee and whose tes-

timonies were not exactly "cosher" as far as the official version was

concerned, died mysteriously .

The owasrx of the apartment house on Gillespie, an excentric lady

who, like us, was extremely fond of Haiti - she almsot had a fit when .

vhe saw Haitian car licences on our car - asked discreetly for police

protection for us .
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With the exception of the European press, the majority of the Ame-

rican books and articles accepted an almost prepostrous thesis introdu-

ced by some lawyer of the Warren Committee that the same bullet killed

Kennedy and gravely wounded Governor John Connelly . Yet, Connelly him-

self distinctly remembers two consecutive shots and he had never chang-

ed his testimony.

Only some more logical and cynical writers mentioned the fact that

there was no reason whatsoever in Lee's action ; but they approve the

thesis that Lee was aiming at Governor Connelly, whom he had reasons to

dislike, but being a usual flop and f--- up, he killed Kennedy instead

and onl.W wounded Connelly . . .

Notwithstanding these superficigl conclusions, favored in USA,

'tope
the general opinion in other countries1News accep

	

the th thesis
Ig

Of Lee's guilt . Many people susspected LBJ, as a party which profited

directly from the assassination and who always thoroughly disliked JFK

and the whole Kennedy clan, who used to cold-shoulder him and his

wife . . . It's not for us to judge but the latest discoveries of FBI's

finageling add some credence to this theory . After all LBJ was a most

devious man and jointly with it he ignorance was also out of the ordi-

nary . They say that he was not sure of the location of Vietnam.
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And so, here again, Lee Harvey Osvald was the most convenient patsy .

Abd so, little by little, even naive and credulous Americans,

annoyed by this constant harping on Lee's guilt, by the serving of

platitudes and repetitious statements, began to disbelieve in Lee's

guilt, or at least the began to doubt the non existbnce of any conspira ,

cy . After all, Americans are business-minded, if somebody performs an

act as assassination, without any rime or reason and without any finan-

cial reward . . . . something stinks in Dameswrk .

We, personally, retained our doubts to ourselves, saw fewer people

than before, restrained our social life and .eliminated false friends am

acquaintances .

A dear friend of ours, a ci~tnfiocapa

	

r staff writer for the

Dallas Herald, insisted on interviewing us Ind pointed out my deep-felt'

opinion how harmful it is for the United States to believe that a lone

lunatic killhd the President and then, another lunatic killed him. And

then, shortly afterwards, the brother of the President was murdered in

kold blood by another lunatic, without any apparent reason . What is it

a country of himicidal maniacs? Had a reasonable theory of a plot or

plots had been substantiated, I think it would be beneficial to this
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A message from Lee

In February of L967 we finally found a suitable place to settle

down, befoee that we moved from ano place to another and visited our

children in California and Mexico . The place called conveniently "La

Citadelle" was exactly fitting to ua and was ample enoubh to accomo-

date all the furniture which had been stored in the warehouse since

the beginning of 1963 . . It was about time to settle as four years storf

ge at the Soithweatern Warehouses bagan to exhaust us financially .

I thought of abandoning the whole junk and leave it to the warehouse

-it's good. sometime to start anew, but there were books . . . .

Ada so we went to the warehouse with an old, gaithful friend, al.

ways ready to help and to pick up some old junk for himself, and, befoi

our furniture was taken out, we began looking through the accumulation

of various and sundry items that could be eliminated . . I was less intf

rested in this task, so I chatted with my friend, a good guy who had

followed us on many of our trips, while Jeanne was finishing the selec.

tion of things to take and to discard.

Suddenly, he rushed out of the warehouse with a crazy look on her

face, shouting excitedly; "Look, look, what I found!"

43-792 0 - 79 - 17
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She dragged me to the pile of open crates and I saw inside a slightly

familiar-looking green box."What the hell is this?"

"This is the box with the records I gave Marina before our departure,"

she shouted.

"How did they get there? We left them such a long time ago?"

"I havn't the slightest idea, I considered them lost ." Jeanne was

short of words, this was so weird . "I had used them myself to leardn En-

glish when I came to this country . They served me well . Then I loaned them

to Marina long before our departure for Haiti ."

"Remember how punctiAously honest Lee was," I sad . "He would not keep

any of our belongings . But how the hell did they into this warehouse?

Possiblyhe remembered where we were storing our furniture. Or, maybe he gave

the package to Glover to whom we had loaned some of our furniture and who

finally added it to the rest of stored boxes at the Southwest Warehouse?"

This remains a mystery to this day, because we lost track of Glover,

a good guy who got so frightened of his very slight acquaintanceship with

the "President's assassin" that he moved out somewhere without leaving an

address .

My irffe began taking taking the albums out of the box and as she opened
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to see if the records were not broken, she shrieked almost hysterically

"Look, there is a picture of Lee Oavald here!"

This was the same, so controversial picture of Lee, which appeared

on the cover the the defunct "Life" . Many newpapermen and "investiga-

tors" had assumed and had written hundreds of pages that this picture

was a fabrication, a "f#ke", a superimposed photograph . Frankly we did

not care but now, right there, was a proof that the picture was genuine

We stood literally frozen stiff, Lee staring at us in his martial

pose_, the famuous rifle in his hands, like in a Marine parade .It was

a gift for us from beyond his grave .

"What did he mean by leaving this picture to us?" I wondered aloud.

"He was not a vain kind of a person ."

Then Jeanne shouted excitedly again :"Look there is an inscription

here . It read :"To my dear Friend George from Lee ." and the date follow

- April 1963, at the time when we were throusand of miles away in Haiti

I kept looking at the picture and the inscription deeply moved, my

thoughts going back when Lee was alive .

Then I slowly turned the pinamoea photograph and there was another
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epitapb, seemingly in Marina's handwriting, in Russian. In translation

it reads ;" this is the hunter of fascists! Ha! H.AI HaS"

avsin
Here Marina waaq'nsking fun of her husband, jeering Lee's very serious

anti-fascists feelings, which we knew so well and described in several

chapters of this book .

It's hard to describe the impact of this discovery on us, especially

Lee's dedication and Marina's inscription . This message from beyond the

grave was amazing and shocking . From the grave we did not even dare to

visit, because FBI considered with suspicion all the visitors at Lee's

burial place. The confirmation that Lee considered me his best friend

flattered me but Marina's message expressed a chilling scorn for her

husband. Anyway, if he were a hunter of fascists, and we agree with such

a desc8ption, why was she making fun of him?

First of all it makes in doubt her assertion that Lee tried to shoot

General Walker, secondly for a Soviet Russian refugee the word "fascist"I

is not a laughing matter - some fifteen million people lost their lives

fighting them . And how many more died of cold and hunger?

We kept this photograph for ourselves and showed it only to a few

close friends . Their reactions were interesting : to some the photograph

indicated that Lee was a maniac, a killer, it constituted a proof of
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his aggressiveness, of his guilt . To otherd, just the o~ppsite - it

gave him the aura of a militant idealist . The man of such anti-fascist

inclinations COULD NOT be the assassin of the most liberal and race-

conscious president in the history of the United States .

We did not show the photograph to any authorities, to them Lee Harvey

Osvald's case was closed and we did not want any further involvements .

Neither did we show it to any investigators or reporters in the United

States .

But I did write a letter to a friend, one of the editors of Life Maga-

zine, explaining that I had a message from Lee Harvey Osvald and I did

ask him to keep the matter confidential . I added to my letter a short

resume of the facts - how this picture got into our possession .

Immediately I received a call from my friend saying that Life had

a team working on Osvald's case, a team of investigators because the

magazine had doubts of Warren Committee's conclusions .

The next day a reporter assigned to the assassination case called

me and we talked for a- long time . He was intimately familiar with all

the dettails, psychological and technical, of this unbelievable complex

case, having worked on it since November 1963 . Like ourselves, he was

at Marina's inscription ans gave it the same meaning as ourselves .
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"We shall use to as a main feature of our special edition if and when

we know something definite about Osvald's involvement or of his innocenceip

he said .

Agains I asked the man to keep this matter confidential temporarily

and he promised to do so .

Obviously either Life's people were talkative or, more probable, our

telephone was tapped . This we found at several occassions .

Now we know much more about "Watergate" type tactics of our government

agencies, especially FBI, but at the time hab% w,e did not have anything ,

to conceal - except the existence of this picture - and this only for our

own sentimental reasons . W%enever we heard a suspicious noise on the tele-

phone, we laughed, spoke in foreign languages or made offensive remarks

at whoever was listening in . Some voluminous files must be hidden some-

where containing "transcripgs", translations and obliterations of our

conversations .

Again, being Mthful taxpayers for years and years, we could but

marvel at the unbelievable waste of our money . But what has it compared to

140 billion U.S . dollars spent in Vietnam . But one bad habit leads to

another . . .

Now something should be said as to why we did not contact Marina
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regarding picture . paturally she knew of its existence from our mutual

re
friends, the Fords . But, as this story clearly indicates, there is no

love lost between Marina and us . We had helped her with the baby care,

with her own health and finally made a supreme effort trying to solve

her unsolvable conflict with Lee . We never received a word of thanks from

her . But this is not important, we helped her when she was poor and des-

perate .

Unfortunately, after Lee's death she showed herself a real "operator" .

She created an appearance of a helpless victim, of a women searching for

God, and naturally God-fearing Americans sent her substantial contributions

or donations, all tax-free . We heard from some reporters that donations

were sent frequently stuck between the pages of Bibles and she would grab

the money and flung the Bible furiously on the floor .

We did not treat her very nicely in our testimonies, but we were

utterly truthful . Marina should have recognized it, had she taken the

trouble of reading our depositions . She might have come then to a true

evaluation of herself and of her dead husband .

Well, she is settled now, when we see each other we say "hello" po-

litely . As a matter of fact the last time I even did not recognize her .
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She looked prosperous and well and spoke excellent English .

Another reason we did not contact Marina and havn 1 t had a serious

conversation with her, was her attitude towards Fire . Ruth Payne. Ruth

was a perfectly charming, charitable quakes, a Christian in the true sense

of this word, who, like us, helped the Osvalds out of pure humanitarian

impulses . Actually she did more for them than anyone else . Marina lived

with her foe and off, took advantage of her hospitality. Ruth drove her

to New Orleans and back . She showed utter kindness to her, occasionally

Lee, and especially to baby June . She and her husband were simply admi-

rable people . Yet F-utb had her own family to take care of aedxas well as

her teaching profession . Her only reward consisted of lessons in conver-

sati onal Russian.

Lee, on-the other hand, seldom accepted hospitality and certainly did

not ask for it . And yet, Ruth's and Marines& great friendship ended abrup-

tly after the assassination .

As Cuth told us later, upon our return from Haiti, Marina said that

she did not want to see her ever again. And Mrs. Payne was too proud a

person to insist .

It is possible that Farina was advised by the authorities to shy away
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from her fotmen independent-minded friends and she must have been scared

stiff of authorities . Time will tell . But still many years went by and

she still does not see Mrs . Ruth Payne.

Short sketches of various incidents involving Marina will prove to

the reader these peculiarities of her character, which may incidentally

appear adr1rable to romy re&ders . Her dreams of America bristling with

with high buildings, cries-crossed with high-speed roads, blessed with

luxury for everyone and especially with fast automobiles for all teenagers

and adults . Ad she was right, some economist calculated fifteen years ago

that if the automobiles kept on proliferating at the same rate, each family

in America would possess five hundred automobiles at the end of this cen-

tury . A paradise on earth3

Yet we never disliked Marina, there was really nothing to dislike,

there was no substance in her . She was amusing sometimes, witty, naive

mostly, like some Russian peasants, yet with great deal of shrewdness
i

underneath . My wife used to call her affectionatelly -"that rascal "farina",

- and that description fitted her perfectly.
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The photograph we found in the record album is identical to the

one Life Magazine published shortly after the assassination . I think

Marina took it, at least she so testified . Only the dedication to me

and the inscription by Marina constitute new elements . This picture,

unquestionably did a lot of damage to Lee . It shows him in a militaristic

~pistol~
pause, holding a rifle, a Y~amB

	

t on his sid& .

But let's not forget that Lee was trained by the Marine Corps to

hold, show and respect weapons . The Beretta we saw in his apartment was

well oiled and immaculately clean . Another bow to the United States

Marine Corps .'But whatever later testimony tried to prove, I knew that

he was not a particularly good shot . He did not have that cold stare in

his eyes - incidentally he had rather attractive gray eyes -he did not

have a very steady hand and a stiff stance which indicate to anyone fami-

liar with things military a good marksman. To Jeanne and I he did not

have an ugly expression of a killer, and we knew professional killers,

Jeanne in China during the Japanese occupation, I in other parts of thh

world. He owned a pistol but we never discussed why, I assumed for self-

defence, he lived in a very disreputable part of Dallas .
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cisive, self-assured, automatic attitude of a sharpshooter . On the

contrary, he was nervous, jittery, poorly coordinated type, and, as

I said before completely unathletic . Also devoid of any mechanical

ability . I had observed boys and men of that type in my own regiment

and they were totally unfit for military performance - and usually

very poor shots .

We had tried to keep the existence of Lee's photograph as secret

as possible, just a few friends saw it and Life's reportr knew of it .
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Something, however, leaked out and about two weeks after my converse-

tions with Life's writers, I received a strange telephone call . A

slightly accented voice said, and I quote :"we are from Life Magazine",

and he mentioned the name of the reporter I had spoken to, "we are

here in Dallas and would like to see you?"

"Certainly," I agreed immediately . "Come over."

They knew the address and an hour later two men appeared in our

house. A strange pair ; one slight, Latin-American type fellow, the

other a big bruizer, beefy, powerful, Anglo type . They sat down,

announced that they represented Life Magazine, the Latin mentioned
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tographer . Indeed he was loaded with cameras of all types . The names

were respectively - Smith and Fernandez. Smith mentioned also that

he was a staff photographer for Fortune Magazine, which put me comple-

tely at ease.
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"We would like to ask you a few questions the other Life reporter

failed to discuss with you," said Fernandez .

I obliged him. These questions were unimportant, mostly about Lee's

habits and his character. Then they became more specific ."Was he so-

ciable? Whom did he know well? What were his relations with fellow-

workers in this country and in USSR? Did he have many friendst in addi.

tion to us? What did he do in Mexico? Whom did he meet there? Could

he speak .Spanish? Why did he go to New Orleans? Could he drive a car?4

And many other questions, which I do not recall now.

I answered these questions to the best of my ability, but natura-

Ily many had to remain unanswered, since I was out of the country and

did not have any contacts with Lee during that time .

The question may arise : why was I so frank with Life Magazine

people and let myself pumped out so naively. The answer is that one

of my most admired friends used to be a staff writer for Life and he
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h d erformed
', an ex -reme

	

ind and difficult intervention on behalf of my father .

stranded in Europe during the war. Incidentally, I felt very much at

ease with these two character because I had a visitor at the time, an

economist from the East, a very athletic fellow and a good friend and he

was there all the time .

Later in the afternoon Jeanne arrived, very surprised to see the

unusual guests . I explained who they were . "But you havd a very strong

Spanish accent?" she asked Fernandez .

"Yes, of course, I as of Spanish origin and I had worked as a repor-

ter for Life mostly in Latin America. So, excuse my poor English."

This sounded reasonable enough.

Then Smith, "the photographer", producer a series of excellent, very

clear photos of some twenty men, mostly of Latin appearance and asked

pointedly 6f we had ever met any of them .

We both looked carefully at these strange, sometimes brutal, faces .

"I am not sorry not to have met any of them," I quipped . "They

look .rather disreputable . Who are they?"

Somehow this question remained unanswered .
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"I have an excellent memory for faces and I am positive not to

have ever seen any of them," I added .

Jeanne, in a more cheerful and confident mood pointed out three

better-looking ones :"This one has a cute moustaches That one has an

interesting look about him . And this one is so handsome! Oh. I would

like to meet these three men," she concluded laughingly .

This cheerfulness was met by a stony silence, a kind of a hostile

attitude. Fernandez did not say a word . He seemed disappointed .

Smith broke the awkward silence and asked :"May I take a few pictures of

you and the dogs?"

The mentioning of the dogs conquered Jeanne and we obliged again.

Many photogrpaphs were taken.

The conversation lingered for a while longer . Fernandez became

more amiable and called our dog Nero in the Spanish manner "Senor Neron'

w hich pleased Jeanne no end . Finally the two strangers left, promising

to contact us again from New York, to give our regards to ay friend

there and to send us copies of the pictures .

A few days went by . We both were busy and didn't have time or occa-

sion to discuss this visit . One evening, lying in bed, I asked Je"nnet
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"What did you think of those two characters who came to visit us

the other day?"

"Rather suspicious," she said . "I was thinking of them at this very

moment . This is ESP . How did you know they were from Life?" She asked . .

"Did they have,any identifications?"

"None," I mused . "And I did not ask for any . But they knew exactly

what I was talking about with the Life reporter in New York. Fernandez

remembered all the questions and all my answers ."

"You were ver careless," said Jeanne convincingly . "Don't you know

that the house has been bugged on and off . More on than off."

She was absolutely right . These men were impostors. Next day I

checked with the Life office in New York . Smith and Fernandez did not

exist as far as Life was concerned.

But it is very possible that my naivete and the very certainty

that we did not know any of the met on the photographs, put these two

men at ease, otherwise we might have joined the other twenty or thirty

people who had died umyeteriously just because of their accidental

knowledge of soem details or people which might have affected the

official version of Osvald's guilt.
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We never communicated to anyone, except to a few verp selected

and faithful friends, what had occurred . The Government agencies would

have made a usual mess out of this situation and we might have become

victims of an eventual revenge .

But to oir minds, this visit was very significant : people at whom

mkzsa we glanced so casually, were unquestionably involved in some

way in President Kennedy's assassination . Now they have disappeared

swallowed in the mass of our population or, possibly, they had left

the country altogether . It's a mystery to solve but not for clods

from our bureaucratic mass of officials, unsophisticated, undereduca-

ted, and like the Englishmen said during the war of our GI's :"over-

paid, ovdr-fed, o ver-sexed and . . . .over here .

And Lee's opinion comes clearly to my mind : "the bureaucrats all

over the world are the same . . ." And I am adding my own definition :

most of them would not be able to make an honest living in the world

of business and free competition.
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Over twelve years went by since the tragic events of 1963 . Kennedy's

widow remarried . Questions arose in some decent people's mindst did

Noe espoused
Jacqueline know what type of an individualVor mkxtx was it a huge bank

account, not a real person . The Dean of women at the University of

Texas where I had been lecturing at the time, was pale with indignation

when she heard the news . Then Mrs. Aristotle Onassis became a widow

again. And then Robert Kennedy was assassinated carrying with him

the reason for the strange warning he had given my friend Willem

Oltmans . . . Worst of all, Dr . Martin Luther King was shot in a cowardly

way by an ignorant redneck, possibly encouraged by another redneck -

but clever and powerwul that one - J . Edgar Hoover, who hated and de-

spised the Blacks . The award of the Nobel price for Peace to Reverend

King was an ultimate insult to him, Then the shrews and unscrupulous

CTA agents and their associates assembled large fortunes by illicit .

profits in Corea, Vietnam, Thailand, Camboja and Laos . . .

And the discoveries will forthcoming - of deals, corruption, dou.

blecrossings, discoveries annoying to me because they have to do with

taxes I had been paying for years . And in this manner American money

will be soon "Chinese" money .

43-792 0 - 79 - 18



In a way, the high-school dropout, that "inferior American, Lee

Harvey Oavald, had foreseen all that by calling our bureaucracy -

stupid but crooked . But, knowing him the way I did, he would have alsol
i

understood "Gulag Archipelago" and would have approved Solzenitzin's

indignation.. .
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My wife and I spent many an agonizing moment thinking of Lee,

ashamed that we did not stand up more decisively in his defence .

But who would have listened to us at the time and would have published

anything true and favorable to him?

If you, dear reader, are interested not in the assassinations

but An organized murder for profit, follow the artilles in the French

publication "Le Canard Enchathe". You will learn that Aristotle Onna-

sacs' fortune, made during the war, was based on a very simple for-

mula : old tankers are overinsured, duly sank by the Nazis submarines,

motley, ignorant crew members drown and their no less ignorant poor

families receive peanuts in a way of compensation . Repeat the operation.

dozens, maybe hundreds of times . Later, when a huge fortune is made,

acquire exclusive rights for transportation of Arab oil. . .

If you believe in just punishment, Aristotle's rotten soul will

remain fober in the Greek-Orthodox hell .
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Conscience is the most stretchable substance - Ari's friends

found him cheerful, amicable, cosmopolitan, intelligent - although

his education was not more advanced than Lee's, he danced well and

sang Greek and ArgentiniAt( folkclore songs . Only his end was somewhat

gruesome . . .

Our performance at the Warren Committee was very lukewarm and

not decisive enough in favor of Lee . I hope he will forgive us . . . .

And I hope also that Mrs. Marguerite Osvald will also forgive us .

Lee's innocence or his being just a patsy is our conviction .

And now we can speak more objectively of the reasons of our convic-

tion . That the younger generation in America does not believe in

Lee's guilt is a fact but why should old fogies, like ourselves, have

such unorthodox opinions?

Let us talk of the clever "leading on" by the choice lawyers o£

the Warren Conmittee, which forced us, Lee's friends and acquaintances

to appear somewhat antagonistic to him.

The general opinion setup in the United States at the time puts

pressure on you, warps your judgement, changes your words
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In these short chapters we tried to correct the distorted image

of this good friend of ours . Some will say that the introduction of

the late Aristotle Onassis in these chapters may be in bad taste -

others may find an interesting and significant relevance.

Somebody else will prove who fired the fatal shots, will prove or

disprove Lee's involvement or lack of it in the conspiracy to commit

the assassination. If there are good Catholics involved in this affair,

maybe a confession will solve the problem.
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We like to speak of Lee's occasional, clever repartees, of his . fre-

quent outbursts of justifiable anger at the existing situation in

this rotten world of ours, of his deep concern for the starving and

poorer than himself, of his worry and his pity for the racially segre-

gated, for masses deprived of their just rights by the clever mani-

pulators.

Had Lee lived most of his life in the totalitarian country, he

would have landed in a concentration camp for his outspoken opinions

-for his loose tongue .

More should be said of Leers interests in the world affairs. I

can hear his clear speaking voice, sincere, simple, without affectation

- its attractive modulation .



of a thinking, refined individual . Incidentally, I never heard Lee

use any four-letter Anglo-Saxon words, no profane language in English

or in Russian. This was most unusual for a man of his background, I

mean New Orleans and Fort Worth slums and the United States Marine

Corpd .
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Lee did not have a trace of a nasal, Sbuthern drawl, his was a voice

But do not think he was a sissy, as there is a wide-spread belief

that if you do not swear, you are not a red-blooded American . I am

guilty of constantly cussing myself and the students with whom I asso-

ciate happily these days, consider me OK and a good guy .

Segregationists are still here but they are losing ground . Still

we have a long way to go . A madts profdesof of medecine from Kentucky

but born in Alabama, believes that intermarriage and any sexual inte-

gration is the only way to combat racism . The ones who disagree "should

be shot", says he . Lee wgueed with this opinion, I remember .

We wish that our dogs, Nero and Poppzea (both gone now) could have

barked on his behalf . Such a testimony would have been very flattering

for Lee, and you cannot fool an animal says a truism . And yet, they

were mefiant little creatures and trusted very few.
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We cpost§ntly shout - "communists at fault", "itie a Marxist con-

spiracy", instead that most of our hishaps come from own mistakes -

commited or good actions - omitted. What fiendish names were given our

friend Lee Harvey Osvald - communist, traitor, misfit, insane killer)

In the meantime our t&p capitalist, Harold Lamar Hunt called John g.

Kennedy a "traitor" and a confrontation between the US Government and

the Soviet Union, during the missile crisis, a "dispute detween two

communist states" .

Everything is relative : we waster 140 billions and 45,000 lives

(our ow only) to prove that democracy is right and Bee Harvey Oavald

wanted to improve our image around the world in his own way, husianizing

United States. Remember his nice but naive defence of the American ways

to his friends-workers, during his stay in Minsk . . .

Listening-to Lee describe his experience in the Soviet Union, one

saw clearly that the Soviet Union was not a UOPIA but just another liva-

ble country, enormous, with endless problems, full of good, friendly

people " and many others, stupid, cruel and limited .

Judge the man after reading this book : no easy solution is offered,

no criminal presented on a dish, I am :got even offering an analysis of
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his complex personality. !Take up your own mind .

Why, with passing time we became more and more convinced that the

whole story of Lee Harvey Osvald hAS not been told, we are adding just

another chapter to it. It should be useful, as I had known himmell,

better than anybdy else, accoring to the Warren Report, better than

his mother and wife, according to the lengths of our depositions .

How the oppressive-weight influenced my testimony can be seen so

clearly by me now, looking at it after several years, as if it were

somebody else deposition, deprived of a warm feeling for Lee, full of

my own stupid jokes, which make me sad now. I was not expressing

myself really, I didn't defend Lee vigorously and passionately enough,

which I am sure he would have done if he had to defend me in a similar

situation. I was cleverly led by the Warren -Committee counsel, Albert

Jenner, into saying some thinks I had not really want to say, to admit

certain defaults in Lee, which I wasn't sure were his', in other words

I consider myself a coward and a slob who did not stand up to defend

proudly a dead friend, whatever odds were against him.

That big, clever boy, the trial lawyer handled me like a baby : first

he bullied me, then he led me to tell him carefully all about my life

by saying :"don't conceal anything, we know more about yourself th6ff
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you do."

I should have answered ;"if you dol why ask the questions? Why all

the ribomarole?"

And them later, in a friendly manner this time. Jennur would put

forward some suppositions regarding Lee, suppositions which seemed

innocuous enough at the time but sufficiently cleverly termed that

would make me admit that possibly, just POSSIBLY, he might have com-

mitted a crime. . . After all, he was so cruel, he put a cigarette on

his wife's bare flesh . . . A torturers

It makes me,renoember now that Lee was keenly aware of the fact

thpt it was the white man he had brought in "scalping" during the

American-Indian war. And later,gomehow, the Indians, cruel and contem

tuous were charged with this unpleasant procedure .

A lmost everyone has a skeleton hidden in a closet, so did Is

I shall talk later about it . But it was such an insignificant,gmall

skeleton . . . I should have taken a stronger stand . Instead, I talked,

talked, talked, drunk with words and descriptions . . . . Talking about

oneself, as everyone knows, is the sweetest panstime. - And Jean^r rot

me into this talking mood by calling me"distinguished, handsome, vi-
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rile," - intimated that I knew people all over the world, thAt I led

a very colorful life, was a great Casanova, member of the jet-set,

he lauded my university de,;rees. In reality the bastard despised me,

my independence and especially my liberalism .

Jenner was an impressive trial-lawyer, Somewhat like Bailey, it was

hard to resist him, he knew how to cajole and how to threaten .

In reality Jenner spoke much stare than I did, the Warren Report

so well doctored, does not show it . At lunchtime and between the sess-

ions he'offered me suggestions, tried to find answers - a clever plan

and a good preparation, makes me think of the Tukhachevski trial in

the Soviet Union . There, o£ course, drugs were also used . The results

on paper were proving General Tukhachevskyls treason, the results for

the Soviet Union was the fall of the led Army and Nazis' original, &I-

&antic success . I an not comparing myself to *ks Tukhachevsky, but ra-

ther the whole Warren report and its desastruous effect on the American

credibility .

In my case, such a long deposition had a sopophoric effect on me,

you get deadly tired of these official proceedings, you begin to agree

with the questioner just to get out of this boring room, away from thi
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annoying, dry individual . You only dream to get away from all this non-

sense, to go back to your sunny house in Haiti, to my few real friends

there, to my interesting work and to the week-ends of skindiving in

the beautiful, transparent waters of the Carribean near the Area fn

Islands .

:-1y Idiotic interrogation had lasted almost three full days and then-

the same torture vas inflicted on my wife, somewhat shorter and enhanced :

by the presence of our Manchesters, Hero and Poppaea, who testified,

silently, unfortunately, for their friend Lee .

The final conclusion, after observation of all this bunch of lawyers

is a short pun . . "1'1ave you ever met an honelt lawyers?" someone asked .

"Yes, I did, only recently . He -paid for his our: lunch. . ."

Jeanne's best suogestion, eliminated from,the Warren Report, was a

Suva&estion, similar to nine :"don't try to solve the crime o£ the century

be deposition, i .e. gossip, ninety per-cent irrelevant to the issues .

Have good detectives hired, we are supposed to be the heaven of private

dicks . Don't use FBI's or CIA's or any other federal agents, they are

recognizable a mile away ."

During our walking trip through Guatemala, weixe ,m happened to be -
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there just before the Pay of Pigs . The town was full o£ crew-cut

Americans, not speaking a word of Spanish, out of place . I told Jeanne
!ice

"but these are marines, or rather Marine pilots . What the hell are

they dol.M" here?"

No question that the same idea occurred to all the pro-Castro Gua-

temalans, and tire country is full o£ them . . . And messages were sent an

time to Fidel Castro . . .

Looking over Marina's deposition recently, I was amazed how closely

our opinions on Lee nntched, they almost coincided, as if they had been

dictated to us . "The wklght of tine evidence" must have influenced both

of us . First we were both angry at Lee fur putting us into such a horri
I

ble situation . Bad enoufh for me, but think of Marina's plight, espe-

daily the first days after the assassination . . . I cannot talk of her

feelings, but I know how deadly scared she was, in a foreign country,

not knowing the languaZe and used to the Stalinist tactics .

We knoca, Jenner and Dulles told us, that LLzrina had made innumerabl

mistakes - perjuries i£ you wish - being under a tremenduous pressure

and frightened out of her wits . The pressure we were under was of a

different type, yet very strong . We had lived here for a long time

anA era familiar with the "American" wave .
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But we cannot forget the attitude of the American Embassy in

Haiti, the Ambassadorls animosity towards me, the hard and soft ap-

proach of the FBI agent, the possibility of losing my contract in

from Washington
Haiti . A mysterious letter at the Embassyh(this I found through a few

remaining friends there), warning the personnel there against us .

There was a pressure from our friends, by the Radio, newspapers, TV

- finally this powerful Warren Committee - all saying "disassociate

yourself from this assassin Lee Harvey Osvald!"

Everybody was on a bandwagon condemning this insignificant ex-

Marine.

Now let us ask ourselves a question : was there a conspiracy on the

part of the Warren Committee members, this powerful and impressive

group of people to promote a deliberate lie, to inculpate an innocent

person? No, I don't think so, they acted naively and sheepishly for z

a purpose which seemed right to them and good for the country . The . - .

country was in an upheaval, it was necessary to pacify the public

opinion . And the dead eccentric is the easiest subject of condemnation.

Personally, I think that such a mentality is tragic and detrimental to

this country . It's the same self-illusion as throwing Prince Sihanouk

out of Cambodjq, accusing him of being a "red prince" .
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Then financing and supporting to the bitter end his enemies . Fortune-

tely for the "led Prince" he is well and back in his country, while his

enemies are either dead or exiled .

And now I am sorry to cast an accusation at John F. Ke~uiedy's

	

,

family, especially on his brother Robert, who wanted to sanctify the

President's memory and to make us all - all American citizens _ forget

our President's biggest mistake, the Bay of Pigs . Nillem Jitmans

strange incident, described here, is explainable by this attitude .

Also our conversations with Jacqueline Kennedy's family .

The Bay of Pigs resulted in an unbelievable hatreds and desires

of revenge among the Cuban refugee groups pas well as among Castro's

followers, but to a lesser degree because their losses were smaller

and the result was Castro's triumph . But the desire of revenge among .

the refugee groups here were thus covered up any, whenever somebody

like Garrisson in New Orleans would try to establish a connection

between the assassination and the Bay of Pigs, he would be put down

as a drunkard, incompetent and silenced . Garrisson was completely

completely discredited and lost his district attorney's position .

Ilia latest book is a fiction dealing with the assassination.
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Willem Oltmans and his clatrvovant .

Afted our return from Haiti, we were literally assailed by a

great number of journalists, who wanted to interview us. The most inte-

resting among them was Willem Oltmans, United States representative of

NOS Television (Dutch State Television) with headquarters in New York .

Oltmans, a Dutchman but educated in the United States - a Yale gra-

duate - told me how he became interested in the President's mudder in

1964, while we were still in Haiti. He flew to Dallas on March 9, 1964

on an American Airlines ftom Kennedy airport in New York to address the

next day the Criterion Club in Wichita Fallas, Texas. At the counter in .

New York he ran into Marguerite Osvald . The two sat together during the

following dinner-flight and it was during this journey that Oltmans

first . began to doubt the truth as to Lee Osvald being the killer of

President Kennedy all by himself and miserably alone. It was Marguerite,

Osvald who told him that the chief of police in Dallas interrogated Lee

for forty-eight hours, without making a tape-recording of the hearidg

and even keeping his notes . When the Warren Commission asked the Dallas

police officials whether they did not think Osvald an important enough

sub§ect to borrow a tape-recorder for the investigation of the murder o.
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the President of the United States, the answer had been negative.

Upon returning to the Netherlands, Oltmans discussed his conversa-

tion with Marguerite Osvald with the famous clairvoyant, Gerard Croiset

in Utrecht, the Netherlands. It was Doubleday who had published in 1964

the biographt of this amazing Dutchman, who has been solving crimes and

murders all over the world, including in the United States .

It was Croiaet who first described to Oltmans in a tape-recorded

interview (which is being kept at the Institute of Parapsychology of

the University of Utrecht, the Netherlands)that I existed . Croiset

told Oltmans that Lee had a friend in Dallas, in his fifties. He des-

cribed some of my physical features, including that my name held the

letters sch and the word de .

Oltmans immediately consulted the chief of programs of National

Dutch Television in Hilversum, Carel Fnkelaar.. He received the aasigne"

ment to return to Dallas and try to locate this mysterious friend of

Oavald's, who, according to the Dutch clairvoyant, was of noble descent

and was a geologist.He, the mysterious X, was, according to Croiset, th1

architect of the ambush in which Kennedy had been killed . Oavald was

only the fail-guy.

Oltmans returned to Forth Worth and visited Mrs . Marguerite Osvald .
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It was Lee's mother who, following Croiset's description, pointed to a

volume of a complete set of the Warren Report and indicated our name

and existence to the Dutch journalist .

Oltmans reported back in Hilversum that Croiset's indication had

been correct . There was a friend, in his fifties, and his name did

match the words de and sch. He was George de Mohrenschildt .

NOS Television then instructed Willem Oltmans to phone me April 2,

1967, to ask for a TV interview. I repied that I had to attend the

World Petroleum Congress in Mexico City and that he should contact me

in two weeks . I did not hear from him again until later that year .

When Oltmans reported to Hilversum that he had contacted me, the

Dutch television presidium felt Oltmans was in grave danger . They reaso-

ned that so many people, directly or indirectly connected with trying

to unravel the Kennedy assassination had been killed or mysteriously

disappeared, that Oltmans was immediately instructed to contact the

office of Robert F. Kennedy, at the time the Senator of the State of

New York .

This office was located at the US Post Office building, near 43rd

street . Oltmans saw Tim Hogan, Robert F. Kennedy's press assistant,

and explained the situation, including Croiset's analysis, that Kennedy
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had been killed in a plot and that I was the engineer of the ambush.

Tim Hogan said the Senator was making a speech in Albany that mor-

ning and was flyidg back at 1 P.M . in the "Caroline" . He would inform

the Senator immediately relaying; Oltman's request whether he could

have some protection from FBI . NOS Television had figured that Robert

Kennedy, former Attorney-General of the United States was as safe

person to ask advice in this delicate matter .

Tim Hogan called back around 2 P.M . in Oltman's apartment in Kew-

Gardens, New York . He relayed, to Oltmans that RFK

	

had personally picket

up the phone and talked to J. Edgar Hoover in Washington, D .C . FBI

agents were to contact him later that day .

Indeed, already at 4 P .M, two agents called at Oltman's apartment.

They stayed two full hours, but Oltmans only relayed to them that he

was instructed to interview us in Dallas and that, at the same time,

NOS TV had told him to contact Robert Kennedy .

When the agents left the Oltmans apartment, they assured him that

from that moment on he would be 24-hours a day under surveillance of

the FBI and there would be nothing to worry about.

The next evening Oltmans wanted to visit an Indonisian friend in

Greenwich Village, an architect, viao was desi3ning a cover for a book

43-792 0 - 79 - 19
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Oltmans was writing about the late President Sukarno of Indonesia .

Driving southward hn Westside drive at around 8 P.H.in a Sunbeam

Tiger, with a V-8 motor, a convertible sports model, with aluminum ra-

cing wheels, at a speed of about sixty miles per hour, Oltmans was beau

overtaken by a cab with a passenger riding in the back-seat . The cab

cruised for a while next to Oltmanal car until the 53rd Street exit

was reached . Then the cab made a .fast move, in which Oltmans was cut o£

in such a way that he crashed in the rails . His car was a total loss .

His head was bleeding . He was brought to the Kew-Gardens hospital, whet

he was examined, bandaged and sent home . The insurance awarded him wi-

thin ten days a new car, which Oltmans quickly9hipped to the Nether-

lands . He himself left a few days afterwards .

Two months later, Oltmans received in his bungalow in the country

near Utrecht a telephone call from .a certain Glenn Bryan Smith, atto-

rney from Fort Lauderdale, Florida . Smith annpunced that he was con-

ducting an investigation into the JFK murder for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . ., the author o£ "Green Berets" . He wanted to discuss with Olt-

mans the Dallas affair and compare notes . Oltmans agreed to a meeting

in Hotel Terminus in Utrecht, but only in the presence of Carel
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Enkelaar, NOS TV boss . It so happened .

During the conversation, however, Glenn Bryan Smith slipped in some

threats . He cautioned Oltmans in the presence of Enkelaar to stop in-

vestigating President Kennedy's assassination because "you would not be

the first person to die or disappear in this matter . What they d6 is,

they will kidnap you in a New York street, drive you to a private air-

port, and dump you over the Atlantic Ocean . You would not be the first ,

person to die this way either ."

Oltmans says that he remained unperturbed . He waited a few months

more publishing an extensive report on his automobile accident in the

leading weekly magazine "Haagse Post", showing on the cover pictures of

John F. Kennedy and myself . Oltmans then returned to the United States

in October 1967 and came to film us with a Dallas CBS TV crew on October

15th.It was a very pleasant meeting for us .

From that moment on, this Dutch journalist, who initially approached

us, because he had received indications that we might be involved indi-

rectly through Osvald with the Kennedy assassination, became a very per-

sonal friend . He has visited us every year since 1967.

He will by now be convinced, that we had nothing to do whatsoever

with the JFK assassination.
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As a matter of fact, he told us, that despite of Gerard CYoiset's

great gifts for solving crimes, at the same time some forty per-cent

of his indications and prognoses are always false.

Nevertheless, Oltmans relayed to us as recently as th6 summer

of 1976, that this famous Dutch clairvoyant is still deadly convinced

that I am the man who tricked Lee Harvey Osvald, and who set up, fin-

anced by the Dallas oil lobby, the assassination of John F. Kennedy.

I am supposed to have done it from Haiti, probably through some vodoo

trick . . . .

I probably should have sued that Dutch clairvoyant but I presume

that he is probably broke and an internati onal law suit would be

very costly .
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Recently it was established that FBI hAd concealed and destroyed

a letter from Lee Harvey Oavald written to the Dallas office before

the assassination. I do not think we have an exact text of this letter

but the newspapers report was extremely angry at the way FBI kept

annoying him and his wife and therefore made his normal pursuit of

life impossible . This explains, naturally, why in our conversations

Lee had such a dim view of this "great" institution and its leader

J. Edgar Hoover .

I had a personal grudge a&ainst FBI, which I will explain in

this chapter and I had a personal distasteful impression when I saw

J . Ed~-,ar Koover one day, in La Jolla, California . I rememgber that

Jeanne and I were there to visit a partner of mine who had a ranch

nearby and made some investments in the oil ventures . In the evening,

having dinner at one of the best motels, facing the sea, I recognized

Mr . Hoover, sitting together with some of our oil magnets, and behaving

In such an obsequious manner, is if he were a servant of these very,

wealthy people . And he looked like a pompous waiter, or possibly, head-

waiter . I knew some of the people sitting with him and a meeting could
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have been very simply arranged, and thus a lot of difficulties would

have been avoided for both of us in the future. But something retained

me from approaching the group and I did not do it. Jeanne did not have

any special reason to like or dislike the man, but I had a previous

experience with FBI which was ridiculous and could have ended badly

for me .

Outside of my unimportant experience, similar to Lee's in a way,

the final result is that a letter of paramount importance to the in-

vestigation of Kennedy's assassination was concealed, that President

Kennedy was killed and the old idol, head of FBI, remained untouched

and secure until his natural death. The President did not get the nigh,

type of protection - while mediocrity or failure, or both, remained

unpunished .

Now back to my trago-comic trouble with FBI. This will answer

possibly why so ouch money and effort was spent on the investigation

of my wife and of me . I had already mentioned it . Why choose us?

Why try to persecute us with such a persistence? The reason we

knew Lee so well were not enough .

We both traveled a great deal, Jeanne as a famuous fashion de-
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signer, and she was famuous before I met her and ruined her career

with my own adventurous deals and this walking trip ; I traveled even

more as a patroleun consultant, had several wives and was part of the

"so called" etitablishment, mainly for business reasons . People in the

"bet-set" ar the "cafe society" are really very boring, the same world

over, while an eccentric like Lee, was of great interest to me .

In other words, we were successful in our own fields and neither

one of us never, but never, paid any attention to politics in the Unitei

States, left or right .

AV early scrap with FBI dates from-1941, soon after my arrival

in the United States . At that time I was very young, had some money

which I brought from 'curope and made a little more in this country

and about to be drafter to the US Army . Fraiecly I was not in a very

militaristic mood at the tine, as the Germans saved my father from the

Russians . We are of, so called, Baltic descent, which means a mixture

of people o: Scandinavian, German, French and other lineages, descen-

dants of the kni-hts who had conquered Estonia, Latria, Finland and

even parts of Russia .

Now, iW;kNUBXMi$XR many of the Balts were German oriented . bp(1,I
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I had relatives of this ty,e, personally I was French-oriented . I also

had spent two painful years in the Polish Militarye Acadeny and later

"manoueverin; ;" on horse-back around the Soviet border, a rather dange" '

rous occupation . So I was about to be drafted L .̂ the United States

Ar:ry and did not feel very enthusiastic at the prospect to start in the

boot-camp all over a�ain .

But, instead, t he doctors found that I had a very high bloodd

'pressure and declared ewe unfit for service . I still suffer from this

hi&h blood-pressure, so really I owe my life to the good American doc-

tors who had discovered it so early . Now I can keep it under control.

At tcai: time I was not yet an American. citizen, but a resident of

tIew York, and madly in love with a Mexican young w1dew, whom we shall

call, Sencra L . After mectina her in New Yor .c, I asked a Brazilian

friend wlo knew Senora L . well:"I gfq madly in love with h:r, shall I

:harry her?"

"If you marry her, you will be unhappy . If you do 'not marry her-,

you will be unhappy also," aseswered my friend smilingly .

Of course, he was absolutely rifyht . But still we were epAdly in love

with each other . And so, she invited me to drive with her across the
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United States to her own country Mexico, which she would explore with

rae . She had been hrouZ,ht up in Europe end lived there most of her

life, hence her lack of knowledge of her osm country .

Incidentally, she spoke very little En 11sh, and I very little

Spanish, so we c, m-rinicated L7 French, which probably made us most sus-

piciou, to FBI. ?Maybe_ someone dezwmlced us? We both had enemies .

Anyway, out deli~hteful trip in a new convertible Cnrystkr, along the

Lastern snore, then alon "; the Culd of Mexico was rudely interrupted .

This happenM near Corpus 0-iristi, Texns, where we had rented an apart-

rent in the Rueces Hotel as Mr . and Rrs . X (I fodot the fictitioua

name we aaed) . F!c left the hotel early to go to the beach at Aransas

Pass and e.oent n delightful day there. I like to paint water-color

lanlscapes with beautiful female bcdies in the foreground, and I made .,

ac-eral sketches .

iDrigin^, back from the beach, we were stopper: on a deserted road

by a bunch of people, who, 4:e thought were plain American Ean3sters .

4'e had little money with us, the car ws.s insured, so we stopped without

too much fright . The characters identified themselves : they were FBI

agents who heal taken us for German spies obsawing United States forti-

fications . . .
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When I was telling the story to Lee, he could not stop laughing .

"This is so typical of FBI. Taking you, at that time you were a

reserve officer in an Alltted Army, driving along the coast with a

beautiful Mexican woman, talking French to her, and painting . . . ."

He guffauwed . "You were a typical German spy ."

But, my friends, don't laugh at FBI's ingenuity . Soon after having

verified our papers and listened to angry Spanish shrieks of Senora L.

- they had followed us to the hotel and inspected our luggage -the

agents realized they mad made a foolish mistake . I even understood

that one or two of them fol&owed us all the way from New York (another

expense to the American taxpayer, but he is always the vicitm), so

the mistake was a very coyirl one. And so I was accused of nn infractions

to the old Mann's Act . Mann Act prohibits, still does, crossing the

kzsda border from one state to another with a :woman who is not your

wife for the purpose of committing a licentious act . . . .

Of that, we were certainly guilty, we had crossed dozens of

borders on the way to . Mexico and committed dozens, maybe hundred of

licentious acts . However, we were not put in jail, just had to sign

some papers that we were not married and proceeded all the way to the

Mexican border . We felt as if someone dirty put his filthy hands in
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our very personal affairs . Senora L. -made a stroaa com2laint to the

Mexican Ambassador it 'A2shir.3ton and received much later apolo.-ies from

the FBI a;; :nts . As far as I a ,n concerned, five yews later, when I was

applying for United Mates citizenship in Denver, an FBI agent came to

the heerin., and reaopened the case, accusing ma of immorality and of a

fiagrsnt infraction of the ltann Act .

I still would like to find out some day what kind of a puritannical,

hy;)ocritical, Sob this Mann was . . .

I alre.ndy pnased ;nr citizenship exa:ainations without a single mis-

take and was hol":in3 an important Yositiou with a group of oil companies .

So I did pct_ a lr_-fenca . -y lawyer threatened sae FZI agent o£ a personal

damage suit in the aan,"nt of a niliicn dollars, for damage done to my

reputation . And so, the t'ann Act was quickly forgotten, the judge

laux hel ac t:le

	

Hl story, a:d I %.:as made A;ner~can Citizen . Maybe not

first class, because naturalimed, but a citizen still.

anti Lee concluiedt"a :xl so you lived forever afterwards happy as

r. naturalize': %:mericar citizen ."

"Ycu dcn't realize, Lee. Low iu:jortant it was for ine to be a citizen,

as I became nfter the unr a msn without a country, a 'heimatloss' ."
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"I suess it's better to be without a country than to live In a

country like this, rvine by FBI," was Lee's bitter conclusion .

I &uess that in these uays of open immorality and of pornography

stnrin. at you iron each bookstore, nobody would be accused of breaking .

such an antiquated law as Mann Act . It's probably buried for good .

lluriarg these unbearably Ion. sessions . with the counsel for the

Warren Committee, Albert Jenner, I got the warning from him that FBI

was after my neck . "Better ;;o to see those FBI -guys and,statvhten up

your situation wit' . him," was his .advice .

u: course 1 did not waste ray time on visits to FT>I, both my wife

and I war;: -a::ious Co ,et beck to

	

But now, loukin-_ at the

ra)ort, I tuink Orat there ur.rst have been other reasons that millions

of dollars were r+pent o_Z ary uni.k-sortant life, also np" wife's and our

ciiildreu's, with the final result that ol=r Lepositions became three

tiiire3 amore volanInous than Aarija's . And so much costlier to the

American taepayer . Look at all those innumerable places we lived in,

in variouss countries an -1 fliCferent continents, everywhere these FBI

sbents were sent to and received information throu;;h interro.,ation,

bribery or subterfuge . And, naturally, the incident with the rifle
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A;;ain Jenner ;.,eve me s hint at the beginnin.- of the interrogation .

Fe sske' ne :"df .~'.n't you know that Osvald tried to shoot Ceneral Walker?"

You already know from the previous chs?t(-rn what had actually

happened, and what M_.rine :xnd said later .

"Of course not," I an;:aered, ".ny pot-s:iot joke wa3 in a dubious

taate but only a jo:c2 neverthelc3s ."

"Rut !4rarina said," continued Jenner, "you knew about it, you said

1o your3el_' ."

vw, after all these years, rendin3 far the first time the text

of tl_ib tJa=r .̂ .i ca~nitte^_ 8e,-r~rt, which Ital h=an too repulsive for mp

to touch, I can see her otntament . She q-jotes

	

is it possible,

Lee, that you aisse.i?ppa;e 23)
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Thi3 is cA:at I was aup?.)sed to hava said that Gsstsr night when my

u-1fe and I arrived to -ive a stuffed rabbit to little June . Ana I

wa3 su;sposed to have said that before entsring the apartment and seeing ;
I

the rifle. This statement made me Lee's c^nspirator, of course .

Zowever, soon afterwards, in her deposition she affirmed in these

worus :"Gcor,;c de Nohren_childt didn't know aho,,,t it, he was smart

euouah to have guessed it ."
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And so, such a contradictory and inane testimony forced the US

Government, via FFI to orc'er tl :e most complete, the nest costly and

the most useless investiga Lion . . .

Could it be that Ma:in.a w .as tole. by someone in the Government,

es?ecially in FF.I, to use this inane accusation, then to chnnr,;e it?

PL=ybc :Larina some day will t-deiit how all this nonsense came about .

Generally, she speaks well of both of us in tier furtleer deposition,

she calls Jeanne a good friend, and me "a strong man" and a "liberal" .

Considerin ;; Low foolish bureaucracy could be, maybe Marina's de-

position was ,poorly translated, hence contradictory . Also there was a

piece of -ossip ;;ping en in tl~e Coranittee Ft:ildir~ ;; that Gl,ief Justice

ilarren like :: 1°iarina so riuch, that he advisee: her to freerialinate us,

to take pressure from herself . After all, ve were mysterious Europo-

Asiatics, living abroad aid leading a stran.c life . TlA9 would take

away the sting of `-3er .built, because she did ;glow that Lee tried to

shoot Geuerr.l '.~a1::er and missed . If it were true, fie would have been

taken out 0F~:the circulation .

Anything is possible in this -oasipy, btxer.ucratic atmosphere of
Whearren

innuendo, the first Water ate of C,e American Governmen
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Committee . Because the second version of Marina's deposition was

different again . I would like to quote it exactly :"de Mohrenschildt dU

not know anythin^ about the shooting . Simply he thought that itarZksagid

this was something he thoA:,ht Len was likely to do . He simply made a

yoke and the sting of it hit the target."

And this finally, by all these devious way we came to the correct

version of the incident .

And then Mr . Rankin asked her :"from your knowledge were they (Lee

and I) close enouSht sot that your husband would make George de Mohren,

schildt a confident of anything like that?"

"No matter how close he might have been to anyone," answered Marina,

"he would haxa not have confided such thing."

And thus, again, we came to a reasonably true answer .

It's hard to say whether Lee would have confided in me, this is

pure speculation -and I tend to agree with Marina . Had he done so, I

would have certainly persuaded him not to follow such a foolish

enterprise . As much Is I dislike fascists, I would have been against

such a violent action against such an insignificant man like General

Walker . We used to call him for laughs "General Fokker" .
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Marina is the only one to know the truth whether Lee actually

shot at General Walker . If he did, his mind had been made up firmly .

He would hove remained secretive about it .

But there is a contradiction there ; Lee we.sn't a fool, if he had

shot at anyone, he would not hove kept his rifle right in front of

the closet for anyone to look at it . Now, when he had a large apartment

with a lot of hiding plices, he would have Viaaadx put his rifle in

a well secreted corner .

In conclusion, poor Marina was so mixed up in her testimonies, that

she did not even remember the incident described in this book, when we

took her away from Lee's apartment on Beckely street and carried her nit

the baby and the belongin.s to Mr . and Mrs . ?Seller's place. She had

probably forgotten the burned flesh on her arm, anything, she must have

been terribly frightened .

And so, with her, at first, extremely damaging testimony, we got

investigated through and through, at a great expense to American tax-

payer, and, fortunately for us, came out unscathed fatally, just da-

malted morally and financially.

A few more words about this lovely institution = FBI, which might

have played a good part during the snnster days in the prohibition
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-31 should c:-age and be nnr,_ co:rtrolled by the Congress . This L. sti-

tution e!rould alopt Tore

	

and sophisticate& ways of Surete General

or of scotlanJ 'iar.i to beco~ie mor.a so hioticated, more secretive and

leas naively viscious . :rankly I even ;preferred tli_ strai-htforward

met`:wls of the -'aitian police, the fa:naous "tontens macoute", these

boo;;i-: a:en ;vith -Iark ola;ses, as ;,hey had effectively protected the

"Papa Doc",
lives of Frcsi,ient Duv.slier `~Ftnd o his family and still do protect

the life of his son "Baby Doc" .

	

And FBI could not protect the lives

of the FragV,ant Joiur : . ::eivredy, of 'rya.: brother Robert nor, the most

impi-_tant, C. "e life of Or . Martin L:utaa_ 'Cin ;;

,'°I ~:i ;l a_r .a~rc?o de . .r3;e tJ ~;s becauc.e, Wile st111 to

	

Xti, I

oftea ex r:r-=.;se.i an oirinio?i drat Lee was a. patsy, fir=st ire was not inte

raste:l In

	

an ssassLratiorr o` th3 man ire 11--ad and respected

And I was also axr open critic of our :ojtxnrumt

	

because J .

Walton Moore whoa I aad contacted regardin; Lee, told cre that he was

a "aarmleas LuriAtic ." And, as a result of this frank criticism, FBI

tried to cruci'~y us in i!aitl q to day:+ :ge our contract taere, with the

consrivence of the A,nerican ri~ni ;ass ;~ . iu the final result I lost a lot

of business contacts hecause F,",I ic "d ;:_Led too :much into my private

life and exoosed it in the wrona litht .

43-792 0 - 79 - 20
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We are aliv :: and enjoying life in a very different ;ray . We moved

away from the busine :;s world to, the academic world and it's more re-

wordinS . For this I ~iave to thank Lee :farvey Osvald and Fill .

Fortunately also, we did not lose our real friends . ;low were we sent

to Z. concentration cam? like the Japanese in 'Norld Jar III or the

:~avejos ir . ?:v: centuzy in t.rizona . And we Co not zowplain, life is

interesting and excitini, for us . :Jftea we wis .i Lee were bare with us

to sl:pre some of the ooo~l char.les we are haw,, in this country and in

t%e worl :i .

	

too yoLLlnt) wl.en he died .

Cat core often we CUnk of ., ::a y aspects of this ;ru=~ome "inves-

tigation", of the hac3 done to this country and especiilly to the da-

rcage to the Ta;aory of Lee, Luy "'ead friend .

Jones, the editor of the riidlotliian . Texas newspaper ; and a simple

honest roan, told ire upon xy return to the :Jnited Mates :"l shall never

for et Lee Harvey Osvald's face, !:eaten brutally to a pulp, of his

terrified e::pression wren he was being led by beafy policemen the day

of i'resloent :Ccnnedy's assassinaLion . And this, yours man kept shouting

'I am a patsy' . . . . I am n patsy! . . . .' And," continued this elderly
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newspaperman,"I swear to Cod I knew that he was telling the truth ."

I had a premanition tae day o£ Kennedy's assaaaiuation, 3,000

,wiles away, in i:aiti, ti,at Lee was involved in some way, that he was

in deep trouble . It's stran6e itow those tiiin,~s work . ..

Think on the inscription oa the picture we had discovered In our

lad,;aZe . llow could a hunter of the fascists be the assassin of a

youne, and liberal c"resident7 ",Iould Lee addrass this photograph so en

dearinily to me, knowin~; well :sow much i liked Joan F. Kennedy, had

ha intended to assassinate hi-n?

Would

	

wife call thlm, even sneeringly, "the fascists' hunter",

i° her i1uabin., :va; ~r .~p3r1nJ to assassinat : toe cast liberal President

1i,2ri:a ava.: :gad :

Whether yju were responsible, even partially, even as a patsy,

in the conspiracy to assassinate, I do dope that this book will cast

done true lisiit 0111 tha ty a of person you Were, and 'gill Lekp you to

sleep in pe-ce.

:Lncwin~ Lie and his truthfulnesa, cry. wife anti I relieve that had

Lae La,; the c~ia:nc~ to speek, La waul& have told ti,e truth. If he even

had some part in the assassiustior. , : .a would hr:%;e proudly thrown to

the ""..orl~l his seasons for it .
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Lee was above all an individualist, an idealist who hoped to change

the world, not a blind slave led by his prejudices, by an excessive

devotion to a defined doctrine, to preconeeived notions.

He denied that he was the assassin to the last moment of his life .

And while Dallas poliece questioned him for forty some hours, he never

admitted anything . For some reason, the police chief never reseased to

the Warren Committee any notes of this interrogation and he denied that

the interrogation had been tape-recorded . Dallas police supposedly had

not a single tape-recorder at the time . As primitive as the Dallas poli-

ce had been, such negligence is harly cfedible.

Chief Justice Warren, while interrogating the chief of police who

had said "we never got around to buy a tape-recorder", asked acidly :

"wasn't it worth while to borrow a tape recorder when the assassination

of the president of the United States was being investigated?" .

TJC City of Dallas was certainly rich enough at the time to have

acquired a tape-recorder.

And so the tape of Lee's interrogation either did not exist or had

mysteriously disappeared .

In my opinion Lee would have told the truth during this lenthy inter.
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rogation, during which he must have been beaten and maybe tortured,

he would have cracked down but his last words were :"I am a patsy!"

And so he was .

What I hAve been trying to concentrate on was Lee's personality

and on what I had remembered, taped and noted , of his opinions,

his jokes and his remarks in our conversatiions .

Naturally, I could not avoid to relate what our relations with Lee

and Marina, and especially my friendship with Lee, had had on our lives .

I hope that this book will correct the generally low opinion

people in this country have had on Lee . Maybe this new focus on him

will have some influence on the ultimate judgement on the assassination'

of President Kennedy .

Lee Harvey Osvald might have been sometimes violent, like almost

anyone amongst us, he might kill a person he hated, he might have been

violent to a racist or a pseudo-racist, to someone who might want to

hurt him and his family . But to assassinate the President he rather

admired, just for the glory of it, is entirely foreign to his persona-

lity.

Lee cared for freedom in this country and he cared for the improve-



ment of the world tension at the time . And this type of a person

was being moved from one place to another by the Dallas police,;the

movements were announced, the crowds were there, and thus he was shot

and killed .
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Same other aspects of Lee's personality must emerge from this book .

Ytat it shows that Lee was not a harmful person, on the contrary a

rather inspiring individual . : his deep desire to improve relations

between the United States and the Soviet Union . It took twelve year "

and a man like Kissinger to achieve partially this purpose. At last

the latent anomosities between these superpowers are dissipating .

But Lee hoped for more : he hoped that these two powerful countries

would become friends and he thrived to achieve it in a naive and maybe

foolish, but sincere, way . It is clear now that the war between these

two countries would end in a holocaust . And so, Lee Harvey Oeval had

dreamed and hoped for a detente and for friendship, not so bad for a

high-school dropout from a New Orleans slum .

It is always better for all of us to be friends than to fight, only
I

insane people would want to fight now with the available nuclear arse-~

nal. These insane people are forcing other to believe in the superiorl
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ty of any weaponry . We can kill all the Russians hundred of times over

and they can do the same to us . So where does a "superiority" lead?

It is my firm opinion that Lee was never sure he was right, but

he was always groping for truth, for a light .

It must come out clearly from all the material I had gathered here

that Lee was above all andi-segregationist, he was anti any people who

discriminate against any minorities, against any underpriviledged.

Both Lee ahd I firmly believed that subservience to any dominant

political idea is wrong, people should try to discover an ideology

which fits them, even though it might be unpopular, and follow it .

If not, we would become the same dummies Russians were during Stalin's

time . Their servility backfired and they became victims of it . "They

did not try to find out who was right and who was wrong," Lee told me

during one of our conversations, which often dealt with the Stalinist

times in Russia . He had learned a lot in Minsk. "Free people," he had

said, "should not remain mere pawns in the world game of chess played

by the rulers ."

Some time ago I saw a program, sponsored by some safety razor firm,
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which featured Lee talking in New Orleans on the radio. This was re-

garding his pro-Cuban activity . The program was taped and Lee's photos

were inserted . Lee spoke rather intelligently but the inserted photos

made his look ugly and threatening. It was a nasty way to portray a

dead man. Technically the program was awful', had no much sense anyway,

but its purpose was to brainwash the American people into believing

more firmly that Lee was the sole and only assassin.

And we will never know the whole truth until someone will come

forward, confess and will accept the guilt.

Let's recall some of my conversations with Lee regarding Fidel

CAstro . Lee was rather an admirer of Fidel and especially of Che

Guevara, a romantic, swashbuckling personage. In his mind Fidel was

a sincere man who aimed to the best for his country, to eradicate

racial prejudice and to bring a social equality to his people . I do

not think he knew very much about Cuba and his information came through

his contacts with Cuban students and technicians he had met in Minsk.

Lee liked Fidel as a representative of a small country, an under.-

dog, facing ferlessly a huge and powerful country like United States .

Che appealed to him as a handsome, brilliant doctor, who had tra-
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veled around Latin America, discovering basic injustices and who even-

tually tried to correct them . He did know that in some of the poorest

perished of Mexico the peasants considered him a new Savior . Now Che

is dead, the man who killed him was assassinated recently in Paris . So

it's all immaterial .

Regarding the Bay of Pigs . Lee thought it was an utter disaster .

He was: sure that we should not have gotten involved in the internal

affairs of Cuba . He was against the Cuban refugees, but this subject

was not discussed too much between us . He thought that Cuba before

Castro was a whorehouse for the American tourists, Aeadquarters of

American racketeers like Lansky and Co . These were his opinions .

As far as I was concerned, i was not sure whether he was right or

not, I knew Cuba very slightly myself, I was there a year or so before

Castro's victory over Battista . To me it was a cheerful, corrupt

country ; but austerity did not seem to fit the Cuban sunny natures .

Lee thought President Kennedy should not allowed any invasion of

Cuba, but he was not vehement or violent in his views on this subject .

I have the impression that the matter was of not much interest to him .

Lee never expressed any hatred for Kennedy because of the Bay of Pigs

he just calmly assessed as a very foolish action .
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Remember that many Cuban refugees and their relatives paid with

their lives for this invasion, and the ones who remained alive and

here consider the disaster Kennedy's fault . I cannot visualize Lee

being in cahoots with these Cuban refugees in New Orleans, as some'

sources suggest but he might have played his own game, meeitng some of

them, checking just for the hell of it what their motiv4tions were .

The amuzing and attractive aide of Lee's personality was that he

liked to play with his own life, he was an actor in real life . A very

curious individual .

On the other hand . I can very easily visualize Lee joining a pro-

Castro group .

In my humble opinion, as indicated by some events and conversations

in this book, the Kennedy family did not want to pursue the matter of

finding the real, unquestionable, assassin, nor a conspiracy . And they

could have done it with their own, immense, private resources . If

someboy would kill my son or my brother . I certainly would want to be

sure who did it . But possibly the personality of Lee Harvey Osvald

suited perfectly the political purposes of the Kennedy family .

Lee was a "lunatic" and a "Marxist" who killed John F . Kennedy
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was closed for ever . Why lock for more responsible people?

Regarding Lee's real or imaginary attempt at General Walker's life

will remain a mystery. There are stories going around that, accoring

to Marina . Lee also wanted to shoot Nixon, whom he considered a reac-

tionary of the same type as Walker . This was at the time when Nixon

was vice-President . But Lee never even spoke to me about Nixon, so it

remains pure speculation .

The picture appearing with this book, was taken by Marina, so she

says in her deposition in January or February of 1962 . Dedications

were made probably at the same time .
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Final conclusion for us . Lee's friends .

We are alive and fairly healthy . I returned to teaching and am

happy to be with young people . Buy I often miss Lee and his stimula-

ting presence .Heal friends remained faithful and good to us, the

superficial and false relationship disappeared .

Yet, this past friendship with Lee had strangely advierse effects

on our lives . People read superficially this gossipy Warren Report

and wonder who these strange people are . They call us, ask foolish

questions . Even to-day insidious articles appear claiming that we

were "bribed" (by whom?) to hide the truth about Kennedyls assassina-

tion . Subsequent publicity make us controversial and even gruesomely

threatening .

Up to this Aay I read strange idiocies about myself . An example is

a book published in French "LlAmerique Brule" - America Burns .. The

publishers are in Luxembourg where they cannot be sued . In this book

I am an alleged CIA agent assigned to Lee Harvey Oavald . Let me tran-

slate a chapter regarding my relationship with Lee .

-Osvald was put under supervision by the CIA and interrogated as

well as tested . by one of the specialists utilized by the CIA in Washin-

gton D.C . and by its Houston Branch .

	

He was an oilman, whose nom de
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guerre (operative name) was George de Mohrenschildt .-

I ceetainly should have chosen an easier nom de guerre!

His nackname was "the Chinaman" and he pretend to have been

born in Ukraineand was an ex-officerx in the Polish Cavalry. He was

recruited during the war by OSS and was inscribed in 1944 at the

University of Texas where he obtained a degree of a geological engi-

neer, ppecializing in Petroleum Geology . The CIA had utilized him

in Iran, in Indonesia, in Egypt, in Panama, in Nicaragua, in San

Salvador, in Honduras, in Ghana, in Togoland and finally in Haiti,

where he worked "in principle" with Sinclair 011 Company. de Mohren-

schildt was closely connected with or mixed up with oil circles and

was member of Dallas Petroleum Club, Abilene Country Club, Dallas

Society of Petroleum Geologists . He had very close relations with ma-

nagers of Kerr-McGee Oil Company, Continental 011 Company, Coswell 011

Equipment, Texas-Eastern Corporation and also with John Mecom of

Houston. He was a distinguished and cultured man, who was part of the

establishmen and member of the social register . His White-Russian

wife, born in China, often operated with him .- Another of his covers

was ICA, Washington D.C.-
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And so I here standing for judgement . I have never been to some

of the countries mentioned here (for example Egypt and Indonesia)

and I lived and worked in many other countries thly article did not

mention . In each case I either worked for myself or for some oil

companies, but I never, never worked for CIA. And I do not think CIA

will hire me in the future .

As for bbe I.C.A . mentioned above, this was the name of the flayartx

maxt division of the State Department, a shortening of Inernational

Cooperation Administration which dealt with economic help abroad . I

was hired as a petroleum technician in that capacity worked for a year

in Yugoslavia .

I cannot say that I never was a CIA .agent, I cannot prove it . I

cannot prove either that I ever was . Nobody can .

Only fecenbly disclosures have been made giving names of the CIA

agents who were at the same time our State Department employees and

worked in our embassies and consulates in various capacities . Before

this the fact of belonging to CIA was a well kept secret .

And so, almost everything I had done in my life became distorted
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and auspicious by unscrupulous reporters and gossip-mongers .

The latest infraction into my privacy come from the people who want

to write about Lee Harvey Osvald . They rehash the Warren Committee

information.

Just a few months ago in the San trancisco Chronicle and in the

Chicago Tribune, suggesting snidely that I had ,one to the Bahamas

after the assassinationto be paid off there by someone, to keep some

secrets regaring Lee Harvey Osvald . . . And wluat can you do F.bout it?

Suing is not my style and I have no time for it . And so I write to

these writers and rective letters of apologies .

Another painful annoyance to us to think that some of our good

friends, in the foreign. countries where I had worked, read this trash

and may believe that I was some kind of an agent and that they had be-

friended a double-faced individual .

The same suspicion applies to my wife and her friends abrosd .

Let us hope that this book, poorly written and disjointed, but

sincere, will help to cleer up our relationship with our dear, dead

friend Lee .
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